farm garden and household.
laneo ride, when Sam thrust his head inside the
carnage with "Hero is a biling spring guoss I
will till your canteen with water.” A moment after the canteen was placed at my side and the am

brief suggestions, facts and
are solicited from
.ices
housekeepers.
and gardeners. Address Agricultural
Journal Office, Belfast Maine,]

department
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Seeds

,-aen

Direct

from

receipt of Harris’ Moreton
Catalogue for l~sg, eontaiuol choice field, garden and tlowgrown and for sale by Joseph
Moreton Farm, Itoehester, N. V.

Seed

M

Harris is an old seed grower and
: d unusual opportunities for obtained testing all the new varieties of
He is a welland garden seeds.
agrieultural editor and author of
He was for many
> seats standing.
■■min and proprietor of the Genesee
and afterwards one of the editors
Ae.ieriean Agriculturist.
He has a
a oi
nearly duu acres near KochHis "Walks and Talks on
's \.
ee" have made his farm and his
:
■The l>eaoon," familiar to thougi'cultural readers. He is the
l.irr.s it tite Fig and "Talks on
In I-00 he was elected the
-ii
Professor ot Agriculture in
:\ ei >dy. lull prelerred to eou•V. .nix and Talk' on his own
is are exceptionally good.
Hi- si
■a n
anted fresh, of the choicest
\1 r. Hatris ingiow.
wiil lu glad to send his
it h'
*1--g. with directions for
.•f
to every reader of the
who will send his
.1 tru.i
H:. e address on a posttil
v..
i
i
Catalogue and then
\ on will not regret it
r Ha
.ns. Moreton Farm,
N. \
is.,'!
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Corn.

:!)t- Rural New Yorker
i.iuity, go niles from
1'lic
uv.ir the ocean.
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.any. <• me-imesgravelly, loam,
The farm is
grave:!; sub-soil

[a>s.- ol testing' all
promise which are
tic- pu.i;a- the results being
-'.on as a:rived at: of origiv
v iiicttcs. ol improving old
s.vction. if ascertaining the
is .c' cultivation : and, finally,
g the elici ts 11 farm manure
■sc
o:
cii '.unrated fertilizers,
s
A. 1-1. Blount, now
ago M
Ago if. la re :u the State Collado. i" _an the improvement
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ear, which
best developed.
tg. .: was first raised on the
A pb t ol a quarter of an
anted, the grains II inches
me s four fi et, the cultivation
id was I- bushels of shelled
1." i al“
1 7d bushels to the
'c
oral stalks bore six ears. The
lies** were selected for the next
;

oiad

:

;o]imost

to

a

that it' we desire to
I
of i-.>rs to the stalk.
sm o' al that the seed to be
a 'ii.'ii have hail a fertile male
tiHil'l hav c had a fertile female
lie:
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jiiant
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iieight -whether it
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iliiit, dent, gourd
ilai k, white, red,

to mature
have
kin i, it will be seen
ji.aut and its fruit are
and -oil, and how
g.
i
n-tu: si id ; .on and breed!..i
a l ed
that Id4
ia : d Bi'iiti.i s corn were proia:id at the Rural
a-'
ear (I -~u) though
Vat yield was due to
-i
,vcll. Of this the reader
edge. The facts are very
.,s fodows :
lev-ivcd no farm manure
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i: had been mown and
: time.
The sod
aide! in early W inter, and
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was

thoroughly harrowed,

harrowed.
The corn was
d m Id to
15 inches apart, the
1 feet t:ii"i
inches apart. One
i concentrated corn fertilizer,
:.g
l
oi :«Mi ibs. to the acre, was
us t
the last harrowing,
the
'ni w s sev eral inches high it
i
lother application, at the rate
i. re. and when lr1 inches
]c
ft-:
gi another of 100 pounds
a
:.rrated potato manure.
The
was cultivated four times—twice
;;v ator that penetrated the soil
two nehe.s in
depth, twice with
A s it it. all hilling up whatev-■
irel'ully avoided. The promise
fan in uk a le yit Id upon this field, as
is i:p"ii another, was so
apparent
'in
was ripe that it was
■-tiled cl sable to have it examined
.a-ui'd ay well-known persons,
oil have no interest in misreprethe yield ia any way
Accordwa- examined by no less than
■:
g-ntlemen, all in one way or
p: iiuinently connected with agThe following report is all
need in ie be presented:—
1
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OliiiiDU,

ii'i-ging to the Rural New Yorker,
I'-tii, 1 s*. i—Size of plot 310 by 122,
f an aen of corn (Blount's White
•'by mad. no in rows 4 feet 3 inches
each single kernel intended to be 15

*r

1

th

neighbors; fiat culture —[Details
:
‘■••ve. here made in the
report, need
;
ate ! ]
From a judicious selection of
ure:i.i measurement and
weighing,
tot it; \ idd was 227 bushel baskets of
tin* cob. or 2til bushels
an
aero.
We
■/'upon
>t
*«•<! and wt
ighed a quantity and ascertain
weight "t three and seven-eighths
gr<
to he 13*. pounds, or 35.1 to one bushel.
: i'hcr
that 35 pounds of corn in the ear
2S 35 pounds of gram and 6 05 of cob, and
i-'ind 1. 1 quarts
This calculation showed
i' the
equivalent of 201 bushels of corn on the
was 13!* 1 bushels of grains, and about three
>
or a little more, which Mr
Carman had
'• d
tr**m the most prolitic stalks, and had
•*idy placed in the barn, or a grand total of
142 bushels of shelled corn per acre
Robert J Dodge. C. E Free. Farmers'
m**rican Institute.
W. X. Habirshaw, F
h»*mist X Y. .State Ag. Society. L. C
Reu.-diet Ag. Ed. X. Y. World.
■

■

1

i<ked not until some time afterwards
"
dsured as cribbed, the y ield proved
is
previously stated, 104 bushels
1
°r
eight bushels less than the
if'i've vstimate.
Upon an adjacent field
'• s"!,;t‘A hat
over four acres, a
variety of

yellow dent, called the Chester County
Mammoth was
raised, the best acre of
a nidi
yielded 1 ..(I bushels of shelled corn,
'.vhiii' the entire field, though a
portion
was fully drained, yielded 111* bushels
to
the

The soil of this field has alacre.
ways been considered the poorest of the
farm, being gravelly and dry. it had received no manure of any kind in over
twelve years.
It was treated the same
in all other respects as that upon which
the Blount’s was grown, except that but
-JO lbs. of concentrated corn manure
were sown before the last harrowing, and
the seed was drilled in the rows •’! feet 10
inches apart. [The Journal of the American Agricultural Association.

Keep a barrel of gypsum in the stables
where cows are kept, and sprinkle the
door with it after the stalls are cleaned.
It is a valuable absorbent of liquid manure and an excellent deodorizer.
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(Dennis Buckley, Sixth Michigan cavalry
I afterwards learned—let history preEverybody
serve the brave boy’s
name) who, having
hail his horse shot under him, and seeing
He, the undersigned, residents of Elizabeth, X
J being well acquainted with the merits of
Ely’s the tirst-named shell explode in Company
Cream Balm, a specific f*>r Catarrh and Hay
Fever, C with such disaster, exclaimed, “That
would earnestly recommend it:
The charcoal

Day.

mau was

in the

calling

New Year't
neighborhood heard him

out

on

ROBERT W TOWXLKY. Ex Mayor.
F McCORMIC’K, Judge Common Pleas
E H SHERWOOD. National State Bank.
JOSEPH M AGI IRE. National State Bank
GEO S. DAVIS. First National Bank.
J O TIC'HENOR, Boots and Shoes, 10J Broad St
JOHN S HIGBEE, National Shoe and Leather
Bank, SI Broadway. N Y.
HENRY C MILLIGAN, Pres’t Newark Stamping
Co
HENRY COOK. Publisher Elizabeth Herald
NATHANIEL ELLIS, Counsellor at law, 1 i.'»
Broadway, X Y
C. M. EGGLESTON, Pastor, M E Church, Linden. N. J
Wm T CARR. Presbyterian Pastor
E. L BUTTON. Merchant.
A NI > M A N V OTH KKS.
Ut O
T

This country rejoices in tho possession of *J1,
000,000 dogs. If every one of them is to have Ins
day some of them will have f<> wait a longtime
for it.

HONEY
The New

System

BEESof Bee

Keeping,

Every one who has a farm nr garden can keep
bees on my plan with gootl profit
1 have receivj
ed one hundred dollars
profit for sale of box honey
from one hive of bees in oue
J
have obtainyear.
ed over one hundred
pounds of box honey from
one hive of bees in ten
days. Swarming controlled.
No loss of bees in winter. .1
complete rcndution in
Illustrated
Circular of full particuBeekeeping.
lars free.
Address Mrs. Lizzie K. Cotton. West
Gorham, Maine.
f)B1o
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is the company for me!’’ He remained
with the regiment all day, doing good
service with his carbine, and he escaped
unhurt!
“Here they come, boys; we’ll have to
go in at them on a charge, I guess!”
Creeping close around the corner of a
log-house, I can see the long lines of
gray sweeping up in fine style over the
fields; but I feel the Colonel’s hand on my
shoulder.

“Keep back, my boy;
yourself in that way.”

no use

exposing

As I get back behind the house and
look around, an old man is seen approaching our line through the orchard in the
rear.
He is dressed in a long, blue, swallow-tailed coat and high silk hat, and
coming up to the Colonel, he asks:
“Would you let an old chap like me
have a chance to fight in your ranks,
Colonel f”
“Can you shoot?” inquires the Colonel.
“Dh yes, 1 can shoot, I reckon,”
says
he.
“But where arc your cartridges ?”
“I’ve got ’em here, sir,” says the old
man, slapping his hands on his pantaloons

pocket.
And

so

“old John

Burns,”

of whom

scliool-boy

cd if, too (although as yet we know it not),
for the sacrifice of our corps has saved
the position for the rest of the army,
which has been marching all day, and
which comes pouring in over Cemetery
Ridge all night long.
Aye, flic position is saved —hut where
is our corps/
Well may our Divisiongeneral, who early in the day succeeded
to command when our brave Reynolds
had fallen, shed tears of grief as he sits
there on his horse and looks over the
shattered remains of that First Army
Corps, for there is but a handful of it left,
of the five hundred and fifty men that
marched under our regimental colors in
the morning, but one hundred remain.
All our Field and Staff officers are gone.
< >f some
twenty captains and lieutenants,
hut one is left without a scratch, while
of my own company only thirteen out of
I fifty-four sleep that night on Cemetery
liidge, under the open canopy of heaven.
[Harry M. Kietfer, in St. Nicholas.

enemy’s batteries have excellent range
on the poor fellows serving it. And when
the smoke lifts or rolls away in great

clouds for a moment, we can sec the men
running, and ramming, and sighting, and
firing, and swabbing, and changing position every few minutes to throw the ene-

my's guns out of range a little. T he men
becoming terribly few, but nevertheless their guns, with a rapidity that seems
are

unabated, belch forth great clouds of
smoke and send the shells shrieking over
the plains.
Aieanwtiile, events occur winch give us

something more to think of than mere
skirmishing and shelling. Our beloved
Brigadier general, stepping out a moment
to reeounoiter the enemy's position and
movements, is seen by some sharp-shooter oil' in a tree, and is carried severely

:

A

full sight

on our

right.

our

regiment

front forward, in order to come in line with the
other regiments.
Accomplished swiftly,
this new movement brings our line at
once face to face wtth the enemy's which
advances to within lifty yards, and exchanges a few volleys, but is soon checked and staggered by our lire.
Vet now, see ! Aw ay to our left, and
consequently on our flank,a new line appears, rapidly advancing out of the woods
a half-mile away, and there must be
some quick and sharp work done now
boys, or, between the old foes in front
and the new ones on our llank. we shall
be annihilated. To clear us of these old
assailants in front before the new line can
sweep down on our Hank, our brave
Colonel, in a ringing command, orders a
charge along the whole line. Then, before the gleaming and bristling bayonets
of our “Ifucktaii” brigade, as it veils and
cheers, sweeping resistlessly ov or the Held,
the enemy gives way and Mies in confusion.
But there is little time to watch
them fly, for that new line oil our left is
approaching at a rapid pace: and, with
shells falling thick and fast into our ranks,
and men dropping everywhere, our regiment must reverse the former movement
by “changing front to rear,” and so resume its original position lacing westward,
for the enemy's new line is approaching
from that direction, and if it takes us in
Hank', we are done tor.
To.“change front to rear" is aditlirult
movement to execute even on drill, much
more so under severe lire : but it is executed now steadily- and without confusion,
yet not a minute too soon ! For the newline of gray is upon us in a mad tempest
of lead, supported by a cruel artillery tire,
almost before our line can steady itself
to receive the shock.
However, partially
must form in line and

charge

we

have had

It is worthy of note in connection with
this incident, atad as a remarkable turn
in the kaleidoscope of affairs, that the
artist who is illustrating these “Recollections" served throughout the war on the
Confederate side, that his regiment was
immediately opposed to Mr. Keitfer’s at
Gettysburg, and that he witnessed the
scrimmage for the colors so graphically
described in the text.
It is indeed a
strange coincidence that two soldiers of
the opposing armies should, only eighteen
years later, he coupled as author and illustrator of an account of the very battle
in which they fought against each other,
when the ranks were often not a stone’sthrow apart.
“We were near enough to
each other then," said the artist, grimly,
while recurring to the battle-day, in the
office of St Nicholas,—••you might say
j as! across the fence from each other, and
rather too near for comfort”; and bo
heartily assented to a remark of the publisher that “the kind of cuts he was making now was much better than those lie
made then.”
The only fault which Mr. Keillor's correspondents find with his narrative is its
modest failure to do justice to his own
vary creditable share in the events described.
For his army career was not
merely that of a drummer-hoy : and other
good authorities ascribe to him a gallantry
and faithfulness which he chooses to forget in his own narrative. IIis “Recollections.” moreover, evince the true generosity of a good soldier. Though prevailed by the spirit of the army to which
lie belonged, they contain nothing to
awaken or foster a sectional spirit in any
part ol the country. But as a picture of
the realities of camp and battle-field, they
have hardly been surpassed. The succeeding chapters, it is announced, will be
fully equal in interest to any already published : and the reader is soon to journey
with the army through the campaigns of
Virginia, and into the rilie-pits in front of

no

t-ee yonder. wnere tne colors <>i tneivg
on our right
-our sister regiment,
the 1-ll'tli have been advanced a little
to draw the enemy's lire, while our lino
sweeps on to the charge. There ensues
about tin- liags a wild umln and close
hand-to-hand encounter.
Some of the
enemy have seized the colors and arc
making oil'with them in triumph, shouting victory. Hut a sqaud of our own regiment dashes out, and amid yells and
smoke, you see the battle-lings rise and
fall, and sway hither and thither upon the
surging mass, as if tossed on the billows
of a tempest, until, wrenched away by
strong arms, they are borne back in triumph to the line of the l-ll'th.
See yonder, again ! » Htr ('olonel is clapping his hand to iiis cheek, from which
a rod stream is pouring ; our I.icutcnantcolonel is kneeling on the ground, and is
having his handkerchief tied tight around
his arm at the shoulder : the Major and
Adjutant both lie low. pierced with balls
through the chest; one Lieutenant is
waving his sword to his men, although
his leg is crushed at the knee: three
other officers of the line are lying over
there motionless now forever.
All over
the field are strewn men wounded or dead
and comrades pause a moment in the mad
rush to catch the last words of the dying.
Incidents such as these the reader must
imagine for himself, to till in these swift
sketches of how the day was won and
lost
Aye, lost! For the balls which have
so far come mainly from our front, begin
now to sing in from our left and right,
which means that we are being Hanked.
Somehow, away off to our right, a halfmile or so, our Hue has given way and is
already on retreat through the town, while
our left is being driven in. and we ourselves may shortly be surrounded and
crushed—and so the retreat is sounded.
Hack now along the railroad cut we go,
or through the orchard and the narrow
strip of woods behind it, with our dead
scattered around on all sides, and the
wounded crying piteously for help.
“Harry! Harry!” It is a faint cry of
a dying man yonder in the grass, and 1
must see who it is.
“Why, Willie! Tell me where you are
hurt!” I ask, kneeling down beside him,
and I see the words come hard, for lie is
first dying.
“Here in my side, Harry. Tell—Mother—Mother——”
Poor fellow, he can say no more.
His
head falls hack, and M illie Hlack is at
rest forever!
On, now, through that strip of woods,
at the other edge of which, with my hack
against a stout oak, I stop and look at a
beautiful and thrilling sight.
Some reserves are being brought
up ; infantry in
the center, the colors flying and officers
shouting; cavalry on the right with sabers
flashing and horses on a trot; artillery on
the left, w ith guns at full gallop sweeping
into position to check the headlong pursuit—it is a grand sight and a line rally,
hut a vain one; for in an hour we are
swept off the lield and are in full retreat
through the town.
Fp through thestreets hurries the remnant of our shattered corps, while the
enemy is pouring into the town only a few
squares away from us. There is a tempest of shrieking shells and whistling halls
about our ears. The guns of that battery
by the woods we have dragged along, all
the horses belling disabled. The artillerymen load as we go, double-charging with
grape and canister.
“Make way there, men !” is the cry, and
the surging mass crowds close up on the
sidewalks to right and left, leaving a long
lane down the center ofthestreet, through
which the grape and canister go rattling
into the ranks of the enemy’s advance-

inient,

guard.
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space nor power to describe, we gain
Cemetery Ridge toward sunset, and throw
ourselves down by the road in a tumult
of excitement and grief, having lost the
day through the overwhelming force of
numbers, and yet somehow having gaincr

SHfllG COINf [HENCE.

Four Wavne, Ind Jan. I. 188C.
To HIE Fuhtok or St NT< holas:
Will you
send
me
Mr llarry Kieifev s address. 1 was
please
in
F
<>f
the
151th
Bucktails
Company
sergeant
(IV
V ). and 1 can testify to the aecuiaey of his ‘Iteeol
lections
1 headed that squad of men who recaptured the
I t'.Mh colors but l was badly wounded through the
head bast before 1 reached them, and 1 was left on
the held for dead.
Very respectfully.
Jons 0. Kjcnsill,
Lath Sergeant Co. F. 1.51th 1’ V. (Bucktails)."

protected by a post-ami-rail fence, we
answered licrccly, and with etl'cet so terrific that the enemy's line wavers, and at
length moves oil'by the right Hank, gi\
ing 11s a breathing space for a time.
During this struggle, there had been
many an exciting scene all along the line
as it swayed backward and forward over
the field scenes which
time to mention yet.

ilK'l'lA

The incidents narrated in “Recollections of a Drummer-boy,” by Harry M.
Kiefter, now running as a serial in St.
Nicholas, have called forth letters from
veterans in various parts of the country
who saw or took part in them, and all of
whom attest the accuracy of Mr. Kieffer’s
descriptions. His account in the January chapters of the battle of Gettysburg,
and the mention therein of the capture
and recapture of the colors of the 14!>th
1 ’ennsylvania Regiment in a hand-to-hand
tight, lias brought to the Editor the following letter:

wounded into the barn. < >ur Colonel as
sumes command of
<>ur
the brigade
regiment facing westward, while the line
on our right faced to the north, is observed to be exposed to an enfilading lire
from the enemy’s guns, as well as from
the long line of gray now appearing in
So

parcued

lips

The water

Petersburg.
Short

A

Study

in

Political Economy.

Much is said in many of the leading
newspapers of the day, in regard to monopolies. W ill you not please tell your
readers what monopolies are ?
If they
are for or against the farmer and the
great middle classes ? The M. (J. K It.
is, ] suppose, a monopoly,
let freights
and tares are lower than before consolidation. the road has better cars, better
and more able officers, better stations,
flower gardens at stations, and many apparent efforts for the comfort of the people. Vanderbilt who virtual!) controls a
large railroad interest, brings freight
from Chicago at about 10 per cent, less
than before the Rebellion. Jay Gould
and other similar men are building up
old and non-productive railroads of the
South and the West, virtually controlling
the railroads, and yet freight and fares
are less than when owned by the various

original parties. Monopolies manufacture
hand rakes, scythes, axes, mowers, plows,
furniture, and most all articles we use;
and yet we can buy either at less than
when manufactured in the old way before
the war. Monopolies control, i. e., rich
men and corporations have contributed
to

|

or

endowed many schools, colleges,

reformatory institutions, hospitals, and
other chaiitable institutions—for whom?
Not for themselves ; but for the comfort
of the middle classes and the poor.
Would it lie best if we had no rich men ;
Would it be best if we were all poor? We
cannot all be editors, lawyers or doctors ?
nor can we all acquire the executive
ability necessary to be a Vanderbilt.
The Maine Central R. R. appointed Mr.
Tucker superintendent of their company.
This successful management called the
attention of a large R. R., which would
have been glad to have paid him a salary of
820,000 yearly. Is Mr. Tucker a monopoly ? Whose fault is it, if fault thereby,
that he should command such a salary ?
How are we farmers injured? Is, Mr.
Editor, a monopoly really what some men
would have us believe ? Is it detrimental
to us that men of vim, life and energy
become rich? We can now get good
prices for all we raise; we can buy at low
or lower than before the war. A
mowing
machine then cost $125 to $150.
It now
costs from $00 to $05.
Poorly made
horse rakes with wire teeth, $40: now
finely tiuishud and steel teetli for $25 to
$30. A small plow then sold for $5 or $0 ;
now from $3 to $4.
Most of the implements we need can be bought low.
We
get from 25 to 28c. for our eggs and butter ; $14 to $17 for our hay; $2 to $3 for
our apples; and if wo need to, can borrow money at less that •!
percent. Clothing, boots, musical instruments, in fact
almost all articles can be bought much
lower than twenty years ago, when we
did not get so much for our productions.
It' monopolies are the cause of this, we
are benefited by them.
Men of capital
employ men, the men employed consume
our

turn

productions, are our
the capitalist’s money

customers to
over to us. Is

much of the talk about these great
monopolies, put forth by men and used
by them as a horse on which to ride into,

not

keep in power? Are not the times
good? Cannot prudent, working men
enjoy many luxuries, and lay up a little
money ?
[“Farmer,” in Home Farm.
or

A correspondent of tho Oxford liemoerat thinks
it is time now to begin to talk about a Republican
candidate for Governor; and says that with such
men in the party as Hon Fred Pike of Calais, Hon.
John J
Perry of Portland, and ex Governors
Chamberlain and Perham. there need bo no difficulty in selecting a man who would bo an ac
kuowlodged lender and a tower of strength in the
campaign True enough. [Portland Advertiser
Mr. Hlaine is giving a large part of his time to
tho composition of his eulogy on Garfield.
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THE COMMERCE COMMITTEE TOO BUSY TO
TO OPR MERCHANT lAARINE.

Sketches of Army
ATTEND

RECOMMENDATIONS TO BE Ultor HIT HEKORK
OR ESS.
V.

V..».

:

WKI.L
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IaX’uMO'Tl VKS

IN IKKKSTINi; TO SHU' OWNKliS

In the FuRed States District Foitrt, Baltimore,
lodge Morris has decided a matter of some it;
ierest to merchants and ship-owners
The case
was that of T. Jacobson, master of the
.Norwegian
jark Bergliot. against Edgar G Jones. The latter
ihartored the vessel lor a voyage from Baltimore
o Kio Janeiro and return for the sum ot
£1,1100
iterling, the charterer to furnish cargoes for voy
iges both ways. The bark was loaded there and
tailed for Kio. where site arrived, discharged, and
ter lay days
having expired, sailed for Baltimore
it ballast, the
agent of the charterer not betttg
ible to provide a cargo. Suit was brought for the
>a!auco of freight, amounting to *1,700, due under
he charter. The agents of the charterer in Kio
laving declared their inability to provide a cargo
it the time the Court decided that as it was the
luty of the charterer to furnish the cargo in Kio
tnd he did not do so, the master was entitled to
tis freight, unless it was by some fault of his that
he vessel obtained no homeward cargo.
The
fiourt belli that the master was justified in
sailing
when ho did. and will sign a decree for an amount
o be agreed
upon.
Jov.

Long

and

the

Executive

Council.

Gov. Long of Massachusetts has been
[noted by the papers who sustain Gov.
dlaisted in ins war upon the Execuive Council as being in favor of the abo-

ition of that body as a useless appendage
the State government. In Gov. Long’s
■ecent message we find the following in
■elation to the Executive Council.
■•!
still am convinced of the advantage and
iconomy of an Executive Council, composed of the elective heads of departments rather than as now constituted,
md of giving them seats in the Legislaure with no vote, but with the
right to
speak upon questions affecting their deto

partments.”

Now this is not a proposition to abolish
he Executive Council. On the contrary,
t proposes a change in the
composition
>f the Council, making it to consist of
leads of departments instead of persons
deeted by the legislature especially lor
Jouneillors, and to give the Council thus
instituted enlarged power.
He would
five it every power which the Executive
Jouneil as now constituted has—check
lpon the Governor and all—and to this
te would add the right to seats in the
egislature and to participate in debates
iffecting their departments. Such a plan
is this if adopted would
largely increase
lie power of the Executive Council, instead of wiping it out of existence. [Keulehee Journal.

Golden Wedding.
The venerable
Bishop Peck, of the Methodist church,
■eceutly celebrated his golden wedding
uid among the contributions to the enoyinent of the occasion was a tribute in

hynie

from the Rev. Dr. King.
Those
who remember that the Rishop weighs
{50 pounds see the point of these lines:
‘Throughout the land his works do praise him

:

took a dozen states at least to raise him ;
Jis Titan limbs of stalwart brawn consist,
Vud every inch a loyal Methodist.
Jis spinal column, never known to lurch,
u time of pressure can hold
up a Church.
Jis ample breast (excuse the Booming boast!)
s broad ami generous ‘as the Pacific coast.’
rhe seat of power as wide as you may make it,
fou ueed not doubt he'll lili the chair or break it.’
t

Tuk Boston Marine Insurance Company.
Phis company again comes to the front with the
eeord of another successful year. The statement
n auother column shows an increase in business
>ver last year of .10
per cent., a prollt of over
>100,000; the two usual semiannual dividends of
ive per cent, each, and an increased surplus. That
ho company is, and should continue to be, a
avorite with ship-owners aDd merchants is the
latural result of its energetic and liberal yet care'ul and pains taking methods of doing business,
ind its prompt and equitable settlements of losses.
iVith $ 1,000,000 capital paid in cash, this company
s to day the largest purely marine stock
company
n the United States.
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was

rails for tire wood.

cure

“bill of taro" in those
salt

pork.

relish.
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The supper

I

cook, and 1

as

an

hard
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tack,
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and

I

in

of

son

was

chilled my

a

regiment'd

Charley

was

bend nnarter^

all loaded with

this they

quickly placed

Just at that moment

me

days
whom they

in

coming

to

find—I
so

1 have put all this meat and broth

cheerful and

speaking

with

mo

uiv

warm.

Sam sat

with

they

rough exterior he had

kingly

a

manly heart,

a

and if he is too

front, let him die like

a

perfectly

cowardly

use

HOME.

was

crack of the

sharp

a

the ambulance
II

1

was

stopped

whip,

indeed at home.

Kind comrades were

<»t

common

are

publication. Instead of being made up of
brief sketches by unknown authors, as are com
monly the historical portions of encylopedias. it
will contain, unabridged. the great standard works

paper in the State of
what the results

<

thought

immovable

the otner compartment of the
moved forward
I wish I

sprinkled edges.

Carlyle's History

United States

by express, with the privilege of ex
It will be
before payment is required
wise for those who want to purchase, to write to
the publisher immediately as at these prices, the

upon my back, a thin, low partition separat
from my sick companion, whose groans of
I was burning
pain souuded hoarse and hollow
At times
up with a fearful heat, and was .*« tired
l would distinctly understand my situation, and

edition will be limited
received before

UR’

Littei.i.'s Livin'*;

Vila.

Theologian.

Blackwood

went ;

and

road that wound its tortuous way through
It dually eamu to a dead halt. My

language, was n
growling because

makes no ilill'erTho more that die the fewer
will have to haul," and with a coarse

Sam mutter to himsll
close

by

the side of the

do like to

1 have to do is to

see men a

as

it

dou't,"

he hitched

carriage—"but

little huumu like. 1

1

The tirst hook issued

Publishing
Macaulay s

horses

swear

pity

to

adoption

her

on

of the

name

Scribner’s

were

In England, JO,500 copies of Novein
sold, against an average of ld,*J30 tor the

preceding. The recent growth ot
St. Nicholas in England has been even greater in
proportion ; for while 3,000 copies were sufficient
there

a year ago, 8,000 aud 10,000
copies are now
needed every month The publishers printed 135,
000 copies of the Midwinter Century, which was

dry, tough, and smoky, hut bail it been over so
tempting 1 could uot have eaten it. The kiud,
noble fellows, their kindness caused a great
lump
to gather suddenly in my throat, and it was impossible lor mo to swallow. With a kind exhortation for mo to keep up good courage they were

issued

gone.
OBJECTIONS TO TOE MODE.

arnbu-

Elzevir’

twelve mouths

it to you, and now you must
held to my lips
It was sour,

day of tho

York
stand

called for.

was

tho second

a

four numbers of TheCeutury it has been more than 130.000.
Of December, a new e tition of 0,000 was printed,
and a new edition of the January issue is uow

did uot have much of a variety to select from, hut
I found a piece of soft bread at a sutler's
to-day,
and 1 have toasted that, sprinkled it with sugar,

on

New

during the last year of
Monthly was 100,000, while of the tirst

see

noon

Knowledge

under the trade mark of

average edition

we have looked in
every
it you were there
Three miles
they walked after a hard day’s march to iiinl me.
Hut he rattled on, "\\ e have brought your
supper ;

just

street,

new cover
design, by Elihu Vod
of Scribner’s Monthly will no longer
be continued as the sub title. Since the change
of name, there has been a decided iuerease in the
sale of recent numbers of this magazine. The

for three blessed miles

was

The Useful

Century Magazine

started

der, the

midnight. 1 heard familiar
1 could not be mistaken. Tho curtaiu at
the rear of tho ambulance was raised, aud William’s voice was heard, saying "Yes, hero lie is;"
and barley's cheerful voice broke ill with:
“Say,
old fellow, we have come back to lind you, and

It

by

William

may now he considered
its way tinder the new name, and
with the February (Midwinter) number, and the

It must have boon

brought

hid

Life of Frederick the Great,"

published

The

voices.

The food

bo

fairly

UNEXPECTED Vtsl filKS.

and have

('•».,

editions, and which is to include the principal
plays of Shakspeare. Rip Van Winkle, ami Other
Sketches by Washington Irving, etc

this infernal scrape. A fellow can't look a foot
ahead and see how soon his own time will come."
I heard this much. Then his voice grew indistinct, and all was dark.

eat."

Louis C

beautifully printed, neatly [bound in
cloth, and is sent by mail for the small siun of
twenty-five cents. No greater bargain was over of
fared to book buyers. This is the tirst of a series

these

cusses

ambulance to

of Mr

ard work, is

I

groaning and talking about home
Hough fare is good enough for a fellow when he is
tough aud strong—hut when he wilts he wants
something tender like. Tho Lord only knows
what is to become of ns all, before wo get out of
poor

editorship

lark."

1 heard

:.is

is

the Januarv Wide Awake. George L Osgood gave
Christina Rossetti’s “Christmas Carol,” a beautiful
setting, while in the February number Mr Elson
himself writes the music for Shelley's “To a Sky

which.

"Perhaps

number of Our Little Ones

Under the musical

gone for it by tho way they have groaned and
raved all day."
That is none of my business,

on

the usual

Elson. several of Boston's most eminent compos
ers are writing music for Wide Awake, to aecom
lu
pany the finest poems of the English poets

to

he rode

and

Boston.

"Well, Sam. uuhook your horses;
stop here for tho night." "Stop here !"
answered the astonished Saui, "what shall we do
with the sick fellers ! I reckon they're pretty well

laugh

an

in every respect. The present number has a page
of music, which will be a feature of the magazine
in future. >1 ,.‘>0 per year. Russell Publishing Cm.

his

the driver with

ones we

Mrs. Carr,

bright articles in prose a:ul verse
for little folks, each article being elegantly bins
trated by artists of reputation making it tirst class

coarse, rough fellow, and was
the train did not move on.
An officer who had
charge of the traiu c.uno riding hack and accosted

live

Readers. Spectator;

February
brimming full of

dense forest.

once to mo

by

select poetry.

e

The

was my tirst night in tho ambulance.
The
train had been slowly toiling along m a narrow,

gruffly replied the officer. "All
haul them, aud dead or alive it

Robin,

:

NOTES.

snouuiEK stliars.

we are

Magazine

s

Stupid

amount

It

by

V ile Time i:i

Century

thor of “Adam and Eve." etc., Temple Bar. A
Gracious Ploughing. St. James Gazette: The Constituents of
Pleasantness." and Bad Handwriting

Slowly

day and night slowly followed, and the
thud day had measured more than one half its
length before the ride was completed.

1 hail learned

Nineteenth

Shetland, by an Did Shetlander. Chambers Jour
nal: The Adventures of a War Correspondent

another

as

The number «d The

Fortnightly Review The Froros. by Mrs. Alexan
der. author of “The Wooing ‘» t." etc
Temple
Bar. Deau Stanley as a Spiritual Teacher and

soldiers, and scenes of carnage and death.
the hours passed away : night came and

driver,

A*;i
>

Then all would become blank. Dark, weird forms
would hit around me; I would see green hills,
great forests, crystal streams of water, and familiar
laces. Then there would be rushing columns of

a

Specimen pages aud

Living Age lor the week :> mg January '1st. has
the following noteworthy table of contents : A
Cage of Diplomatic History, by U. Bleuuerhassett.

McClellan leads the van.
We will show our deeds
Where e'er he leads.
McClellan leads the van

muddy

the number of orders

particulars sent free upon application M the
publishers. The Useful Knowledge Publi-dug
Company. D-J William v New York < ity

like this—
Il'nus

by
publication.

full

could hear the driver as he talked to his horses, or
sang songs. Of one of them, then verv popular
with the old soldiers who had fought, on the pen
insula, 1 remember the refrain. It ran something
H-Il.lli

Schil-

animation

me

-MV.

French R^vo.utn-u

No payment is asked In advance by the publishers, but books will be sent to any part or the

Hying

ed

f'

;I S>

gallop over the
coupled in the ambuwidth by six in length.

The space I
about two teet m

seems

ler's History of tiie Tnirty Years' War: and Creasy s
Fifteen Decisive I?:*.**' s of the World.—all for

horses would

road.
was

price,

Volume 1 containing, unabridged. Green's Larger History of the English People;

At times wo moved verv
| road tor many miles
slowly; perhaps tbr ail hour would not move at
all; then the train in front would close up rapidly,

rough

a

startling.

■nmost

ambulance formed a part of the long line of ambit
i lances, baggage wagons ami artilery tilling the

lance

very

The amount ;.f mailer contain

ed in each volume and torso i.»w

!

our

A

ing. and SI 40 f. .p the same bound in half Russia

wo

imirney. The day was cold
ami raw
The rain came pouring down at into.
vals.
The roads were muddy and rough
Uur

mile

Carlyle,

Grote.

others

Kuril volume will contain about 1 OHO large, double
column, octavo pages, and will be sold at the
amazingly low piires of *1 Si for the cloth bind

‘>ukl describe that

a

Macaulay.

comprehensive alphabetical topical index, cover
ing all the works embodied in the cyclopedia, will
make ready consultation upon any subject convenient. and will group together such wealth of
knowledge and interest as will surprise the ordi
nary reader and delight the profound student
Specimen pages received at this oilioe show hand
some typography, good paper and good press work

as tlie green mountains of
The surgeon saw that ho had
| “caught a Tartar," aud with a volley of oaths turn
i ed on his heel and walked away. Another sick

and for

f such authors as Green.

Gibbon. Guizot. Mommsen, and

his native Vermont

1

An Old Private

quiet.”

diato

four years of his hie had been passed in a
whaliug
voyage amid the icebergs of the northern seas ; a
kind hearted Christian gentleman, as brave as a

m

tin

The Worlds Cy* lorkiha «». History. The
tirst volume of this work is announced for imme

mistaken in

>

placed
ambulance and

I then

Literature.

l knew
; of the controversy might be t c larloy
him well : ho had seen much of tie world.
As a
sailor he had frequently weathered Cape Horn.and

man was

com pan
His form

So pull your
to march to the

: he has always done :us
duty ; he is
very sick. If he is taken from that ambulance you will do it. and it it is done, 1 will report
it to every oillcer in the regiment, and will
pub

as

teut.

removed mv sick

as some men

derstood why the groaning had ceased, and the
meaning of Sam's words when he said, He is un

now

m every
I trembled as !

a

Charley, and a
Finally I was led
I glanced over my

ion from the other part of the carriage
seemed told and rigid, lie was dead.

the man, sir

lish the facts

gallop, and
Company

William.

from the ambulance to

in

short

a

the street of

at

there to welcome me.

d—l dog on the ground.*’
cool, and yet as keen as a

cimeter, Charley replied—“You

and deserves

crown

‘•Cheer up,” shouted Sam on the afternoon of
the third day.
You are almost home.'
There

salute and much

should need it.

drank his

log,

keen relish,

now.
If living. 1 know not what position in life
he may fill, or how his fellow men may regard
him; but l do know that under his coarse ami

blankets ami

man

a
a

is

to

The :imlm

geunt. that ambulance is reserv'd for the

lion, and

this

in

i
I know not where he

knew his full name.

never

a

military

a

on

coffee aud ate his hard taek with

II is unable to march. If wo leave him
be will die, and 1 have put him in that ambulance."
W ith a a tearful oath the surgeon answered: ••Ser

Maine."

poultry
chivelry have

down this way, and chickens are hard
know when 1 shall draw another.

shoulder

Charley,

voice

The

hardiy

ensued

a

demand for

uncommon

an

the last tew

dozen others to assist them

With

wo

notice them, but in bis com4,I understand

not to

surgeon emerged
iiviii one of the tents and
approached the arnbumce, and something like the following dialogue

man out,

a

was .ai i back upon its hard pillow ; the
tir<> continued to make the inside of the ambulance

exception, and in

one

baggage.

the nflicers if

as

spoon fed mo the Je
the ‘’Elixir of life.” I

a

My head

Company

;

to

was

tenderly

as

for you. It will last you a week.” I tried to
thank him, but gratitude choked my utterance.

politeness, remarked: “Surgeon, that sick

!

It

pretend^

And

sea

Sick, weak, ami halfdeliri >us, they
to where the ambulances were
standing

were

fellow with

bolstered up; the

was

baa loto of visitors
did not expect.
A
great many fellows from the North have persisted

why

the

car

was

Virginey

in

me.
“Come, old boy—we are to march in a few
minutes. The surgeon says there is no room in the
ambulance for you, but if William aud I can get
will find a place, or know the
you down there

lamvs

rough

there has been

hour in the morning. I was
troubled sleep. The rain hail

that had fallen

me

So

and have

ical manner coutinu d to talk.

ceased to fall, but the air was chilly and damp.
Great masses of black clouds obscured the skies.
The ground was soaked with the vast quantities

reason

the

Sam

FIRST Ail l»U LANCE lill»h.

awakened from

of water

day.

a

pail

early

an

and

supper
I drew

very childish, but the tears ran thick
and fast from my eyes, and fell upon the hard
hand that was so kindly ministering to my wants.

suffering.
MV

It

aud nice, and

know it

over the nineteen years that
have intervened, and tind that time aud changing

changed

My head

was warm

lieious broth

rades. I look back

them for their kindness in that

some

is

the gloom.

man

*

to

want

rattled on,
the road to

He rolled up the side curtains of the

lire

min

piled their blankets an 1 vercoats upon me to
keep me dry and warm. They carried wood for a
great distance thfough he darkness and kept a
lire burning at the tent door.
Kind, noble com

gratitude

reply he
back along

riage. A great tire was burning close at its side,
sending its light far out ii .o the darkness, among
the great pine trees, until each one looked wild
and weird, like grim giants standing as seutmcis

exposed

or

fuel

more

broth for you fellers, but fiud your
uncommon quiet, so I will give it to

some

you

themselves to the fearful storm to protect mo
With their bayonets they dug trenches around the
tent to prevent the water from
pouring in. They

circumstances have not

le

ma

indistinctly
pour
ing upon the thin cotton above my face, and the
tiny streams of water pouring upon the ground on
which I was lying. William and Charley
remember the

can

Say. old feller, don’t you

companion

ground. Then all was indistinct. The .surgeons
reported my sickness to be a severe attack of ty
phoid fever. In the evening the fever began to
rise, and for thirty six hours the army d:i not
move

piled

or

upon it. A savory odor seemed to till the air lie
is preparing his supper, 1 thought, and then I fell
asleep I was awakened It was Sams voice:

cesh chicken

to

arose

I could hear him mutter

ho stirred the lire

as

before I could

keen

a

the road side.

by

and talk

extensive

eaten with

was

pouring.'’

hours passed away. My companion had ceased to
1 knew
groan, and [ supposed he was sleeping
that Saui was busily at work over a lire lie had

tose

was

to the “mode of

road in the great, dark forest. The regiment was
far away that my comrades could not return. 1
knew that 1 was better; the fever bad partially
subsided, but I was so weak and faint. Slowly the

my feet, but to my surprise
everything around me seemed to be changing its
position. My head whirled and 1 fell upon the

ltith, adopted the recomtneadatious of the special
committee that the existing requirements of the
l. S laws as to life saving apparatus and other
tilting? of vessels, bo made uniform with foreign
vessels ; that all property engaged iu foreign trade

AS

Charley

at

so

had

November day. The little shelter tent whs soon
spread over its frame work of small poles, and the
work for the night was quickiy divided among our
tent's company of three.
William was to get the
water.

jolt,

COOt) SAMARITAN.

A

by General Hum
side, and we were now marching towards the city
of Fredericksburg. It, had been a long, weary
march. The mud was thick and deep. We halted
in a large held and spread out over a hillside just
as the sun was
sinking from view at the close of a

near

Mr. John Roach said in t.'hieago the other night
;hat there has been exported from the (Jutted
States since INTO S-JO.OOO,1 111:i worth of locomotitos
md double that valuation in cars America there
fore has taken England’s locomotive trade away
from her in her own colonies
“Is there any
reason why," he asked, “when our own
shipbuildshall
he
ing
cqua ly encouraged and developed. Inour
trade
and
a
extending
making demand for it.
we should not build ships for those countries which
lave not the- resources to build for themselves
But we are told." said the speak“r. “that while
wo can
build locomotives and cars, we cannot
auild the ship, though that is built out »l the same
material, and from the same forest and pine, and
though the labor to convert one hundred tons of
Jig iron into locomotives is much greater than it
s in the
finished ships and just as high priced
But we hail a policy for building a locomotive,
by
a
use
for it. and you see the result
finding
lie
went on to say that it locomotive building had
jeen strangled in its
infancy, as efforts arc now
Jeitig made to strangle shipbuilding. America
would be still buying locomotives in England.

where General

fearful

tiny wavelets along my back for

in

strongly object

IX 11 * h N IS—h

been relieved of his command

bore

tress.

junction,

ronton

ob-

some

At that time I had not very pronounced theological convictions or prejudices, hut

Army of the Potomac was again on the ad
vance: we had marched through the little
village
of Harper’s Ferry ; had tarried for * time at War

CON-

with Pacific ports be exempt from taxes ; that the
L'onsular fees charged vessels bo abolished: that
the individual liability of a shipowner be limited
to the proportion of any and all debts and liabilities
that his share in the vessel represents to the
whole, and that all foreign materials for construe
lion or repairs of vessels bo made duty free; also
that the Foiled States Government should afford
material aid in the creation of a mercantile marine.
That the treaty with Great Britain and other mart
time powers be modified nr new treaties be made,
providing for the arrest by the authorities of both
nations of deserters; that it he made a penal offence to demand or pay advance wages to any seaman m any American
port, or any bonus for ship
ping seamen, and that all such payment be made
void in law in dual settlements with the seamen
:iud that masters be made criminally liable for
charging any seaman a profit in any article furnish'd from the ship's ?lop chest of more that S> per
rent, on the wholesale price, at the port of
sailing,
tnd that all vessels bound ou foreign voyages be
to
a
chest
obliged
slop
carry
supplied with certain
specified articles The special committee was con
limit'd with power to bring the matter before Foil

was

The

j

contact with

least two hours.

NUMBER FIVE.
rwiw^Al.
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WHY NOT SUITS

Life.

1 did

“Do you think there will be any legislation this
itssiou affecting the American merchant, marine V
tour correspondent asked a well informed New
England congressman to night.
“I doubt it,” he replied, “although I am doing
jverything in my power to securo tho passage of
aws which will relieve our merchant mariue of
its burdens.''
“Do you auticipalo any radical legislation—an
let granting an American" register to foreign built
vessels, for instance 1"
No legislation so important as
■No, 1 do not
[hat is to be expected this session. But I do
ihink that some of the many minor burdens that
rest on American shipping "will he removed.
1
shall work to that end. There are many difficulties in tho way, however, not tho least of which is
[he lack of accurate information on the subject
which you will liud in most of the congressmen
As a general rule,
you talk with.
they have not
had either opportunity or inclination to ascertain
the facts in the premises, and have contented
themselves with a very
superficial acquaintance
with tho subject, from which they theorize and
theorize and theorize in a very entertaining way
often, but not to one s edification
ot course this
is the material out of which the commerce com
mittee is formed There are, as a matter ot course,
bri'liaut exceptions, but as a general rule, mem
bers of Congress know little, and care less, about
shipping interests, and the members of tho commerce committee, year after
year, are on a par
with the rest. Tho trouble is, (he commerce com
mitten, nowadays, seems to exist for no other pur
pose than to prepare the bill appropriating money
for the improvement ot rivers and harbors. That
is all very well in its place ; but it ought not to interfere with tho consideration of measures affecting the commercial interests of the country. There
Bhould bo a committee ou tho river and harbor in
provements and a committee on commerce. Then
the ft rmer could prepare tho river and harbor bill
and the latter could consider the measures before
it affecting our internal and externa! commerce.
My own opiuion is that the only way in which
we can ever secure sensible
legislation "respecliug
the merchant marine, is to have some measures
prepared by a commission of experts, similar to
that provided for in the ilorrill tariff commission
bill.
We might get a wise report from them, covering tho whole ground, in two years Kor aught
1 can see, it. may he two decades before we will
get such a report from any commerce committee
It has got its hands full,
likely to bo appointed
holding tho grab bag.
A number of gentlemen interested in our
merchant marine and in our foreign commerce are
expected here from New England and New York
within a tew days. They propose to discuss
measures which have been suggested for the relief
of the shipping interests of the country, with a
view to the preparation of a bill for introduction
in Congress. They will consider
chiefly the minor
burdens resting upon merchant shipping
In this
connection it may be stated that Representative
of
will
Maine,
introduce shortly a bill
Dingley,
abolishing fees in the consular service, andsubsti
tilting salaries for them whore they constitute tho
only compensation received. | Washington special
to Boston Herald

Sud-

cool and delicious.

was so

and the canteen
*
slipped from my nerveless grasp. 1 had no
strength to take it up again, and then 1 had tlio
grim satisfaction of having three pints of icy wa-

NUMBER 5.

Shipping late rest.

wUh heat.

denly the carriage

ter, to roll

has heard, takes his
place in the line and loads anil tiros with
the best of them, and is left wounded and
insensible on the field when the day is
done.
Reclining there under a tree while the
skirmishing is going on in front and the
shells are tearing up the sod around us,
1 observe how evidently hard pressed is
that battery yonder in the edge of the
wood, about fifty yards to our right. The

every

I might begin, The rose is red"
In a businesslike dairying, where so
(Though that is not so very new),
much depends upon tlie quantity and
Or this the boys all think is good
ot
the
the
owner
milk,
will
ineviquality
“If you love me as 1 love you.”
tably lose money and eventually go to
seems to me,—a valentine
But,
the wall unless special care is exereisei
Is nicer, when you do not say
in the selection ot the cows.
Whatevei
The same old things that every one
the breed, first the inferior ones, and
Keeps saying in the same old way.
cows
next the ordinary
should be conAnd I asked Jane, the otliei night.
What grown up people write about
scientiously vi ceded out from year toyeai.
She would not answer me at first,
It makes no difference what the breed
But laughed till 1 began to pout.
may he, these will always he found. No:
That stopped her. for she saw I meant
that there is no choice in breeds: there
The question (and she will not tease)
is, and they must he selected with a view
“Why—love,” she said, “and shining eyes.
A kiss, soft hair—just what they please.”
to what is wanted, whether butter o;
It can't be hard, if that is all.
W hatever the breed, none bu
cheese.
So I'll begin by saying this
the best breeders should be selected to
To my dear lady beautiful,
the
and
as
fast
as
dc
race,
perpetuate
1 send a valentine and kiss.
veloped the best should be retained.
The valentine, because she has
There is also v ery much in this question
The loveliest hair and gentlest eyes;
The kiss, because I love her more
of development.
An animal that, under
Than any one beneath the skies
good care and attention, will turn out a
Because she is the kindest, host,
superior milker, will, under adverse treat
The sweetest lady ever known .When the first
uient, prove worthless.
And every year I'll say the same,
The very same, to her alone!
calf is produced, the heifer should ho
carefully handled she should be milked
There ! Now it's finished.
Who will do (
I’ve thought of one and then another.
clean, anti every means used, by good
?
Who is there like it
Why, of course,
feeding and warm stabling, to produce a<
I'll send it right away to Mother!
uniform and large a tlow of milk as pnsKate
m
1st.
Nicholas
for February, 1SS-J
|
Kellogg,
> bit
The call’should not be allowed to
sack : it should be raised by hand, but on
Recollections of a Drummer-Boy.
the cow's own milk, just as drawn.
The
cow sin aid be trained to give her milk
THE FIRST DAY AT GRTTYSltlTRU.
freely, (food can-and feeding will bring
“Colonel, dose up your men and move
licr milk to tlow freely, if she have it in
] ou as rapidly as possible."
If not, discard her at once.
her.
i
It is the morning of July 1st, and we
The education of a heifer to give her 1
are crossing a bridge over a stream, as
milk freely consists solely in gentle handthe Stall'-otiicer. having delivered this
ling and in milking so that the cow ma r |
order for us, dashes down the line to
;
>
feci relief in the operation.
Holding u
hurry up the regiments in the rear. We
oi the milk and kicking and running
on a high range of hills, from which
about are always the result of improper get up
The day is
we have a magnificent view.
j or brutal handling. [Prairie Farmer.
j bright, the aii is fresh and sweet, and the
i
j sun shines out ol an almost cloudless sky,
Brighton Cattle Market.
I and as we gaze away oil'yonder down the
VVKIINKSOAV. dan. 27.
Amount
-took at market : Catlie, !-t!l; slice > I
valley to the left—look! Do you see
anil htuihs, 7SOO; swine, 10,01.7; veals, 77; number
that ? A puli'of smoke in mid-air! Very
‘O' We- ern eallle. 1 4' 1 | 1) el't IllTIl a 11' i OI stern cnttll
3S0.
| small and miles away, as the faint and
! in .1 eallle is Ini' lit live weight, c\tr
Prices
“boom" of the exploding
quality, $0 77ti7 23; tir-u $0 OOttii 02’,; second, $7 long-coining
tt.v
tiiirU, $l itittl 27; poorest grades cf shell indicates, but it means that somecttarse ttxen, hulls, etc., $3 on.,Ji4 :;7q.
is going on yonder, away down in
tc p..
Bright oi Hides,
Brighton Tallow, thing
the valley, in which, perhaps, we may
oimtrv 'Pa
7:,e C it.; t t.nnirv Hides, 7,- & rt,;
low-, .v ii- ib; Calf Skins, !2al2,-ae. P ii,. Sheep and have a hand before the
day is done. See !
Lamh Skins, $ i
70 t aeh.
Faint and far
Another
-and
another!
-ales
<d'
tIV'-u-VVi1
Working
quote
pair gh'lh 7 ft., n ineln live weight :!ooti tf>, $l,7n; away comes the long-delayed “boom !”
I pair girth 7 tc.
tm lies, live weigh; 3300 lb, $130;
“boom!'’ echoing over the hill, as the
V carlii
store
Hit
$10nI3: iwn year old-,
Price- c|
iiiree year dds. $2.7 tt Pi eaeil.
stall-officer dashes along the lines with
$1 I s 2
small caitie tltqteiei much np-'ii tlieir value t'orliei 1.
orders to “.double-quick! double-quick!”
Mi.i ll (mi—K.\!v;t, $7.7,t7o, itrdmary, $ls,j.7n;
Four miles of almost constant doubleP head; farrow cows, §13 jj2S p'
rs, $1\\
Itc-.-oi.
note sail's <d 2 milcll t-nws al $:i.7; 1 do
is no light work at any time,
quicking
;
pew milch cow -at $1.7 eacli. d
at Sol- .it::: ! ..! $.73
least of all on such a day as this memoric at $1" t-.-n 1; 1 do at $.7.7. :! springers at $2s; .1 do
at $37 each.
able first day of July, for it is hot and
Sheep anti Lambs—Western Sheep ami I.amli
dusty. But we are in our own State
cost landed at Brigiiton : rom a q np lt..iivi- w eight.
Swim
Fat hogs
Pricis (7q a7V |- it,, live now, boys, and the battle is opening
ut iglit. Store Pigs scl! tluil at prices ranging from
ahead, and it is no time to save breath.
7 it loc ta |b, live weight.
On we go, now up a hill, now over a
stream, now checking our headlong rush
Two Organs
for a moment, for we must breathe a
Kogulat*.- tirst Lie stomach, second the liver: es
little.
But the word comes along the
the
s«>
r\s
to
first.
their
function,;
pecialiy
perform
line again, “double-quick,”and we settle
vim
and
will
remove
at
least
Lineteen
perfect.y
down to it with right good-will, while the
twentieths < f ail the tils n.at mankind is heir to
in ti:
or any "they climate
cannon ahead seem to be getting nearer
Hop Hitters is the
only filing that will give perfectly healthy, natural and louder. There’s little said in the
act'-:: to these two organ-.
ranks, for there is little breath for talkA foreigner i- about to write a book on America
ing, though every man is busy enough
ID* w’.:l call it --Brent Expectorations
thinking. We all feel, somehow, that our
Hundreds ot Empiiitic Indorsements prove
has come at last—as indeed it has !
day
<‘hi ii.\; ! s!. to be an unequalled r*-ni *dy for Nor
We get in through the outskirts of
vous Diseases.
Gettysburg, tearing down the fences of
t not ;*-*as..n!
as tb<* builder sai i whet.
••Last
the town lots and outlying gardens as we
!i»* ti::• sh.■ ■! the final i, use in the block he ha<
: we
go
pass a battery of brass guns drawn
been ere<*ting
I up beside the Seminary, some hundred
wi
I
Why
y*'U snib-r with Lime Hack or Dys
yards in front of which building, in a strip
yon
g«*t cured ny using •*Ki I X11.
pepsin. u
oi Ln* k lb >o I. and at a cost ot but one dollar
| ol meadow-land, we halt, and rapidly
form the line of bat tle.
Fr in the pMM-v;.-y with winch Vauderbil |
“General shall we unsling knapsacks t"
waters !’■ si,., k ,r is tin .’.gilt that at one time lie
shouts some one down the line to our Dimust have ecu a milkman
\ ision-general, as he is
dashing by.
Sociaty Belles.
“Never mind the knapsacks, boys; it’s
;• markalM delicate at, 1 la.-t
Onaeio;; : ot
iug fragrance society belies arc loud in their praises the State now!"
And he plunges his spurs up to the
of Fiorestoi ('ologue
rowels in the Hanks of his horse, as he
I: is almost impossible to M"k over tlie hats
takes the stake-and-rider fence at a leap
worn by ladie- at the theatre and this fact is but
another argument for the elevation of the stage
and is away.
“Fnfurl the Hags. Color-guard !”
'! !u only secret about Ayer’s Cnerry Doctoral i;
t the best materials for the curd
in Me selection
“Now, forward, double —”
b
ughs and colds and skiltuih combining tlieu
“Colonel, we’re not loaded yet!"
by el einieal process. This all medical men are
A laugh runs along the line as, at the
awar
t as they are furnished with the formula
command “Load at will -load!" the ramof its preparation.
rods make their merry music, and at
We never
Women are not cruel by nature
once the word is given, “Forward, doubleheard of one thoughtless enough to step on a
mouse.
quick !’’ and the line sweeps up that rising ground with banners gayly Hying,
Found at La>t! —A remedy that not onlv relieve ;
and cheers that rend the air —a sight,
but cures that enemy of mat kind. Consumption,
once seen, never to be forgotten.
as well as the numerous sateliles which revolve
around it in the shape of coughs, col i.-. bronchitis
We drummer-boys sit on our drums,
sore throat, influenza, etc
Tin1 remedy we allude
and watch the line going in with cheers.
to is Du Wisrak > Hai.sam or Wild Chkhkv
Forthwith we get a smart shelling, for
A Denver paper records the fact that a do/.ei
there is evidently somebody else watchthe
her
are
worth
more
in
that
market
than
eggs
ing that advancing line besides ourselves;
which laid them.
but they have elevated their guns a little
It Tells its Own Story.
too much, so that every shell passed quite
Lancaster, N 11 Dec B. 7D
over the line and plows up the meadowBy the way I will say that 1 think Downs' Elixir sod about us in all directions.
the best cough remedy that I can tied at oui
Laying aside our knapsacks, we go to
Druggists. We always use it.
J. S Dkvvky. Dub. Republican.
the .Seminary, r.ow rapidly tilling with
All diseases arising from Biliousness or Torpid
the wounded. This the enemy surely can
Liver. are rpiiekly cured bv the use of Baxter *
not know, or they wouldn’t shell the
Mandrake Bitters
See notice of Arnica and Oil
Liniment in another column
building so hard! Wc get stretchers at
the ambulances and start out for the line
“1 don’t like that cat
It’s got splinters in it*
of battle.
We can just see our regimenlect! was the excuse of a tour year old boy foi
tal colors waving in the orchard, near a
throwing the kitten away.
log-house about three hundred yards
Elixir Vine for women.
Mrs Lydia E. Dinkham
•Jdd Western Avenue. Lynn. Mass, has made the
ahead, and we start out for it—I ou the
discovery! Her Vegetable Oompound is a posi- lead and Daney behind.
tive cure tor female complaints.
A line addressed
There is one of our batteries drawn up
to this lady will elicit all necessary information
to our left a short distance as we run.
It
“Nails advancing," as the hardware dealer obis engaged in a sharp artillery duel with
served when he saw the taper lingers of his heart's
one of the enemy’s, which we can not
see,
idol threateningly thrust forward.
although we cau hear it plainly enough,
ttenew
Your Loase.
and straight between the two our road
I'here are tunes in every one's life when energy
lies. So, up we go, Daney and I, at a
fails and a miserable feeling comes over them,
lively trot, dodging the shells as host we
mistaken for laziness Danger lurks m these
symptoms. as they arise from diseased
Parker's can, till, panting for breath, we set down
organs.
(linger Tonic will restore perfect activity to the our stretcher under an appletree in the
Stomach. Liver aud Kidneys, purify the blood, and
orchard, in which, under the brow of the
renew your lease of health and comfort
[ Advohill, we (ind the regiment lying, one or
cate
two companies being out on the skirmish
A kind writer says
“You can trust a man who
line ahead.
loves a dog or a horse." A livery stable mau who
I count six men of Company C lying
has tried it says there is no money in it.
yonder in the grass—killed, they say, by
Are you subject to severe colds, coughs, brou
a single shell.
chitis. etc ? Do you ever have hoarseness or sore
Andy calls me away for a
moment to look after some poor fellow
throat! it so. you have need of some good pul
As such, we recommend you Dr.
rnouary balsam
whose arm is off' at the shoulder; and it
Grave’s Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar, a prepa
was just time I got away, too, for immeration long used and highly spoken of
The success that has attended its use as a ccr
diately a shell plunges into the sod where
tain relief for coughs, colds, hoarseness, sore j I had been sitting, tearing my stretcher
throat, bronchitis, etc warrants us i:i recoin
to tatters and plowing up a great furrow
mending as a sure and infallible remedy, and when under one of the
boys who had been sitin want do not fail to give this a trial.
Wild cherry has long been known as a remedy
ting immediately behind me, and who
for lung complaints aud the various affections of
thinks “That was rather close shaving,
the throat, when combined with tar makes a rem
wasn’t it, now ? The bullets whistling
edy second to none, soothing aud allaying all irri
overhead make pretty music with their
tation, speedily breaking up the cough, very soon
bringing the patient to accustomed health We ever-varying “z-i-p! z-i-p !” andwecould
can speak of Dr. Graves' Balsam of Wild
Cherry imagine them so many bees, only they
aud Tar as a sure and
speedy relief. Sample hot
have such a terribly sharp sting. They
ties, lUets. Large bottles, oO cts.
For sale by
tell me, too, of a certain cavalry-man
Win U. Poor «fc Son.
5t5
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Senator McPherson of Sew Jersey thinks that
David Davis will bo the man for the Democrats to
nominate in 1SS4
As for General Hancock. Mr
McPherson says:
“If he gets the nomination
next time he must write no more tariff letters nor
congratulate the Fusionists of Maine.' Mr McPherson is a Democrat
| Boston Journal.
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BOILER EXPLOSION AT FAIRFIELD.

The boiler in the steam mill of the Kennebec
Framing company at Fairfield exploded Saturday
with terrific force. The son of tx Warden Rice
was instantly killed.
John Avery, lireman, and
Lemar, and Isaac Forkev, engineer, were burned
in the ruins
George McKowu, John Smith, foreman. were wounded and several others slightly inured. The underwork of the mill took tire. After two hours of incessant labor, the body of young
Rice was found m a standing posture, pinned to
the wall by timbers, with two great gashes on his
head
One arm was thrown over the beams
To
render this case peculiarly saddening, his parents
were almost distraught by the alllietion.
His
mother swooned,and his father was nearly prostrat
ed by the shock. Young Rice was about *J1 years
of ago, unmarried.
It appears from what could be
learned that the boiler was defective and inade
to
the
work
quate
required and hence the disaster.
But the whole subject will be investigated by the
coroner’s jury, and the facts in the case will be ascertained and brought out.
lilt,

auunr,

i.i?>t.

uaiuumu.

A large meeting was held at Cherrylield Jau. *27
in the interest of the Shore Line Railroad. Calais,
Eastport. Pembioke. East Maehias. Maehias and
Ellsworth wore represented. John C Talbot was
president. Samuel E Leavitt, E A. Barnard,
James R Talbot, Alexander Campbell ami a large
number of prominent business men were present.
New York capitalists had a representative in at
tendance. If the towns from Calais to Ellsworth
inclusive will furnish fifteen hundred dollars per
mile the road will be built, work to be commenced
in the spring and to be completed for the rolling
stock in 1S83 The meeting was harmonious and
the prospects of success are most encouraging.
IN' GENERAL.

PRESIDENT GARFIELD'S ASSASSIN CONVICTED.
A
VERDICT IN THIRTY MINUTES.
CLOSING SCENE
OF THE GREAT TRIAL.
nOW GUITEAU CONDUCTED HIMSELF ON THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE
VERDICT.

Washington, Jan. ‘,’5. The regular eorrespon
dent of the New York Herald telegraphed under
the above date as follows: From the moment
Guiteau entered the court room to-day until ho
lett it branded with tho jury’s verdict he was unusually insolent and ill tempered. He interrupted
Judge Porter every throe or four minutes, his lan
guage being vindictive and toll of invective.
"You are a liar. “You are a whelp,” “You know
you lie," were among the more frequent epithets
aud phrases
He even abused tho officers around
the dock, and was evidently desperate with terror
At the conclusion of Judge Porter's speech Mr.
Scoville asked he Court to adjourn until to mor
row morning, so that he and Mr. Reed could
prepare what they would like to bo inserted in the
The jury being questioned by the Court
charge
aud District Attorney signified their desire to got
through the case aud they were accordingly
charged. During the delivery of the Judge's
charge Guiteau sat with his elbow or arm resting
on the dock railing and made but three interrup
tions
These were in the nature of suggestions
relative to what bethought or rather hoped might
be inserted in tho chargo and showed his usual
clearness of mind.
WAITING

Immediately

FOR

VERDICT.

THE

the charge the jury
left the court room. It was now almost dark and
hut few persons could see Guiteau. He was aux
ions for the Court to adjourn
“The jury will return a verdict in an hour,’’
said Baiiill Tall to him.
“That jury will never agree," replied Guiteau.
“You had better come to the Marshal's olfiee
until the jury returns,’* urged Bailiff Tall.
There
upon Guiteau askeu the Court to let him go to the
office, and he was conducted there by the officers
Reaching there he was pale, nervous auu agitated
hut at once began to declare it impossible for the
jury tu agree, as there were men on it who knew
he was inspired.
“Why these men are not going to be governed
by your Oneida Community idea of inspiration,"
remarked Bailiff'Tall.
This displeased the prisoner, who earnestly re
plied:—- You don't know what you are talking
about. There are high toned Christian gentlemen
on that jury who understand my case
upon

receiving

The 1th Maine Battery Association will hold
their tirst annual reunion in Augusta. June 21st,
1*82.
Eighty thousand pairs of “moccasin" boots and
20.000 pairs of shoes were made in Bangor last year.
Israel Snow, of Rockland, only IS \ cars old. has
been master of a sailing vessel over three years
He is now at Fernandina. Flu., in command of the
Jennie (Ireenbank
The Senate in Executive session lias confirmed
Nathan Webb as F. S District Judge for the Pis
trict of Maine.
In the V S. Supreme Court, case No US, Lu
GUITEAU ON HEARING THE VERDICT.
ropeau A North American Railroad Co et als
At the expiration of three-quarters of au hour
appellants, vs John Grcenough et ah, appeal from
the Circuit Court of the United States tor the Dislu- was told the jury had agreed upon a verdict of
trict of Maine, the decree of the Circuit Court is re
A slight tremor was visible in his face,
guilty
versed per stipulation of tile and cause remanded
lie told one ot the officers at once that he would
with instructions to dismiss the bill without costs
get a new trial or else the Court in banc would
lion Alvah Black, of Paris. Me died suddenly
overrule all these proceedings
He was then taken
Tuesday morning, Jan 24th He was born in into the court room. Two oil lamps and a dozen
«'>.'•
1^17
in
and
about
wax
was
Tears
of
candles
had
been
Limiugton
age;
brought in as there is no
graduated at Bowdoin in the class of ls|"» ; studied gas iu that part of the building As the prisoner
law in Portland, and settled in Paris
He has
passed to his seat the people arose to observe his
been an active politician. of the Democratic school,
features. It was already whispered that the jury
and has held several offices of trust, having been
had agreed upon a verdict of guilty, and the fact
clerk of the Supreme Judicial court, and repre
that they were ready to make their return con
sen ted his town m the legislature
tinned this. Guiteau entered the room at thirtyHon Lot M. Morrill, of Portland, received the four minutes past five o'clock
The jury came in
following dispatch from Chicago last week The just one minute later and took their Teats but held
citizens ot Chicago n a great mass meeting as
their iiats in their hands.
sembled congratulate our fellow countrymen in
COURSE OF THE DEFENCE.
Maine on tiie interest aroused throughout the
1’he defence within the next four days must
country, and respectfully urge you to appoint a
formally tile their motion for a new trial and an
committee and continue this work until every
arrest of judgment.
John Guiteau, the brother of
Slate in the Union thoroughly arouses and the inThomas the criminal, has no expectation or hope of securiquity of polygamy is blotted out
ing a new trial or of delaying the case still further.
Haynes, Chairman
Mr. K.'eu is to look up some additional points of
The Whig says Thomas J Melvin, the Fort
It is not probable at all that the Court will
law.
Fairfield bigamist, has lighted out for Pennsylgrant a new trial
Every point on which an apvania.
peal for a new trial could be founded has been
The Chronicle says that Win. S Towle, of
Strone. caught thirty-seven foxes in traps the carefully avoided.
The jurors were congratulated by a number of
past tall
The Rev George T Packard. Bowdoin. class of
persons, both before and after leaving the court
room.
invited by Deputy Marshal Wii
1 sgo. has accepted a
temporary position on the liams toAlthough
dine with him. they declined,several say
editorial stall’of the Boston Daily Advertiser
Miss Lillian B Norton, who has been singing at
ir.g Thank you, but we will go home
St Petersburg, ami has contracted to sing at the
HOW THE JURV STOOD.
Grand Opera house in Paris, is a granddaughter of
There was no difference in opinion among the
Camp Meeting John Allen, of Maine The veteran
jurors from the time the government fairly de
preacher is proud of his distinguished granddaugh- veloped its case One of the
jurors, who, it was
ter. but doesn't admire her new tangled style of
s.-iut. had had insanity in his family, was counted
singing “Give me the old Methodist Hymn’s," he on by the assassin as sure to be on his side. Il
says, “such as the brethren and sisters sing at Old
turns out that he was one of the first to be con
Orchard. Dresden and North port."
vir.ced oi Guiteau’s sanity. Another member of
The number of deaths in the Passamaquoddy
t ie jury said this evening that so far as he had
Tribe during the past year was fifteen.
The tribe
Known of the belief of his associates there had
had unusual drawbacks m farming, and the crop's
been no doubt about the verdict, he thought, since
were comparatively small
the testimony ot the government experts was put
A petition is being circulated m Pembroke ask
before them
He added that all attempts of Guimg the Governor and Council to pardon the boy
teau to produce the impression on the jury that
Warren Loiigmore. now in ‘he .Vate Reform
there was great public sympathy with him had
School for shooting his infant playmate Freeman
failed to influence any man on the jury. General
J Wright.
ly speaking his whole conduct in court had badly
There is a movement on foot among the lovers
his ease in the minds of the jury because
of gunning to introduce into the woods of Maine damaged
it convinced them that he was sane and playing a
the California quail (Lophortyx Califoruicus)
When
the jury retired they asked the tore
Subscription papers will soon be cireu/ited to ob- part.
man to read them the indictment
The vote was
tain the funds necessary for the purpose.
then taken ami stood, on the lirst poll, whole
The new catalogue of the Bowdoin College
twelve for conviction.
shows a total of gf>s.— 112 being medical students.
JUDGE COX'S CHARGE AND COURSE.
The Boston Post says of the late Rev Dr Pond:
Tic was one of the fathers of Congregationalism in
The Herald's special correspondent says: The
New England, and a Christian soldier in whom charge of Judge Cox was thought admirable bythere was no guile
several able lawyers who heard it It is clear, im
Caribou is a very prosperous town
Its populapartial and so concise that the jury could easily
tion is now JOOO. and during two years there have
both comprehend it and retain it in their memobeen added eleven store.'., a saw and shingle mill,
ries
Now that the long trial is over it is proper
a large addition to Cm- (
-.i.aeity of the starch to say that its conduct by Judge Cox has had the
factory, two halls and forty dwellings.
approval of the most eminent members of the
The Maine Central
Bar and of the district judges throughout. He has
mveying party make the
distance from Presq
Isle to Dexter 172! miles
had their advice aud he has rightly persevered in
The Augus*a House has changed Hands
The
the course they approved against the ignorant
parties purchasing are Mrs. E Mansou and her clamor of a part of the press It was necessary to
son. Mr. A. C Mauson, of the St. Cloud House. Did
convince the jury on the question of the assassin's
Drchard.
sanity, and it was necessary to give him so fair
Major Wm. U. Broughton, champion checker and impartial atrial that there should be no tenaof
!
Maine, died in Portland Jau 27th. of ble ground for the demand for a new trial.
player
pneumonia, aged X. He entered the army at the
LATITUDE GIVEN GUITEAU.
age oi IS and won the grade of Major by gallant
service in the rebellion.
iugi\e tut? jury me opportunity 10 uuierunue
whether Guiteau was or was uot insane he was alA singular accident ocourred in Winthrop on
lowed to exhibit himself to them daily, and his
I rid ay last.
While William Davenport, clerk for
W. Bishop, was delivering goods, the fierceness of
language probably did as much as all the evidence
to settle the
the gale blew over the delivery cart, breaking both
question of his entire sanity iu ttie
of bis legs.
jury's minds. A lair trial meant necessarily a long
trial
for
Guiteau
and his counsel did all they could
The gale of Friday last did a good deal of damage.
to
it. To the assassin lnmself the display
At Rockland it blew oil' the roof of the
refining andprolong
house of the gas works, and bricks from
notoriety wore agreeable. Every lime he
many
chimneys In Lewiston chimneys were blown down, shouted out a fresh assertion of his “inspiration''
he
hoped he had made an impression on the jury,
glass broken, etc. One of the Machine Co.'s buildand every time he insulted a witness or a lawyer
ings had the tin stripped from the roof: several
he felt the enjoyment which an abandoned black
church spires vibrated so as to cause apprehension :
feels when he can safely insult a respectame street car
waartipped over, but no damage was guard
ble man.
done. The cars were withdrawn till four o’clock.
METHOD IN HIS MADNESS.
At Gardiner the house of the Did Orchard Ice Co.
was blown down.
Loss >1.000. No insurance In
But through all that he said the jury saw there
Bath the vane of the Beacon street church was ran a shrewd
purpose, ilis ruffianly talk was not
prostrated and several chimneys blown down
incoherent, but the contrary. When he interrupted
The Times says that Mr Elbridge Randall of counsel he did rut rave or
speak at random, but
Topsham, has a collection of old sleighs and other he interrupted shrewdly, with the design to break
vehicles
He was offered >'100 for a sleigh over one
the continuity of an argument or disturb an imhundred years old. formerly owned by his father.
pression he saw ihe jury was getting Thus he
It is hung on leather thorough-braces.
He has a
w.-nt on. systematically,
coherently, methodically
and with al! the "smartness" ot a glib pettifogger,
family carriage seventy five years old
The Maine Central Railroad Company has voted
the
whole
with
the result of heaping
trial,
during
to accept the
proposition of Portland to sell it laud up day after day proof of his own sanity and conat a nominal price and will remove its machine
vincing the jury, so that when they heard the adshops there. The directors at their meeting also re- mirable charge of Judge Cox they needed no long
peated the proposition lately made to the Knox and time to agree on a verdict.
Lincoln road. This is to be their ultimatum They
THE “RESPECTABLE” CRY.
agreed to lease the Knox and Lincoln at £fiO.UOU
The cry raised in some quarters that the trial
for the tirst twenty \ ears, and £72 u in thereafter.
was "not
respectable" or “disgraceful" is un'Ihe directors also voted to purchase six new
pasAmerican nonsense
It was iu every sense resenger cars and two locomotives.
and
honorable to the country.
Even an
spectable
At the annual meeting of the Maine Press Asassassin has, under the laws, a right to trial, and
sociation held in Portland last week, the following
if he is to have a trial at all it must be fair and imofficers were elected
President. Wm B Lapham.
partial. It cannot be cut short when it becomes
Maine Farmer. Augusta
Vice Presidents. J P.
tiresome to the public, but must drag along, as
Warren,Christian Mirror. Portland : W S Gilman. this has
done, so lung as the assassin's defenders
Pioneer, Houlton Howard Owen, Maine Farmer, can
manage by legal devices to spin it out. There
Augusta. Secretary. Joseph Wood, Mount Desert has been
a good deal of nonsense talked out of
Herald. Bar Harbor Treasurer. Joseph A Homan.
and in Congress about making the crime of killing
Maine Farmer. Augusta. Corresponding
Secretary, a President triable by some new and
summary
S-.L Miller. News, \V aldoboro. Executive Com- couit
Certainly that sort of proposition which
mittee, II W Richardson. Advertiser. Portland:
assumes that the crime of
coolly
G
assassinating
H. Watkins, Democrat, Paris: J F
Upton. public officers is going to be common
in this
Times, Bath.
country as far less respectable than a trial twice as
long as Guiteau's and four times as noisy would be
Generalities.
'Hie Riddiebcrger debt bill has
passed the Virginia Senate.
It

is

believed that the sugartaritf will he revised

by this Congress.

The orange crop ot Florida will be much short
er than was
anticipated
The largest shipment of Clydesdale stallions
mado is on the way to Boston.
A
was

large and enthusiastic anti polygamy
hold in Pittsburg Thursday evening.

ever

meeting

The National Woman's Suffrage Association
closed its session
at-Philadelphia, Thursday.
¥10.000 have been guaranteed for expenses
of the American rifle team to
go to England.
Over

1 he Senate has passed the House bill
giving Mrs.
Lincoln ¥10,000, and a ¥'0000 pension
per annum.
1 he rumors about Secretary Folger and the Supreme Bench are pronounced without foundation
The per capita tax on emigrants
landing at
New \ork,wi!i be lixed at between
fifty cents and
one dollar.
in progress for a match over
Negotiations
the Thames championship course, between llaLlan
and Tnckett.
are

There is a bill now pending in the House to"
transfer all claim cases to the Court of Claims for

investigation.
A bill to prohibit public funerals of executed
criminals has been introduced in the Nov'
Jersey
House of Assembly.

Tae ensilage system of feeding farm stock was
discussed at a congress of fanners in New York
and

warmly approved.

The House Committee on the
Judiciary will re
port a measure hostile to the underwriters in the
Geneva award matter
The Singer of the Simple Sunflower is mentioned in the Oxford University Calendar as “Oscar
Fingall O’Flahertie Willis Wild.”
Mr. Cimkling is said to be in poor health,
fully
engaged with his law business, and without any
present aspiration for public employment
The Clayton Bulwer treaty correspondence lias
been submitted to the Senate. It contains a letter from Lord Granville
refusing to abrogate the

treaty.

Webster, at the age of about twenty-five
years, united with the Congregational church at
franklin, K. H., as appears by the register of that
Daniel

society.
The

capital stock of the Pullman Palace Car
Company is ten million of dollars ; of the Wagner
Car Company, five millions. Their consolidation

is probable.

Nathaniel Tbaver, esq., has given to the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary $25,000 toward the
$100,000 fund required to continue the efficiency of
the institution.
At Little llock, Ark

a

United States Judge

was

seriously injured by the explosion of a small package containing white powder which he found on the
mantlepiece in his residence and carelessly tossed
into the fire.

Republican

Publishing

forgot

required of him. His place was to see to it
that the assassin had a fair trial, and that all the
facts bearing on the question raised, his
sanity,
should be presented to the jury in such an
orderly
manner as to enable them to
judge of the case.
Ihe result is the assassin's conviction iu that
legal
and orderly manner in which, iu a
law-abiding
community, a criminal cau have justice dealt to
him without giving him or his friends, if he have
any. ground for a plea that he was not fairly dealt
with.
HOW THE VERDICT WAS RECEIVED.

Never before in the world's history was the news
that a man had been doomed to die a violent and
ignominous death received with such universal
satisfaction as was the report of the conviction of
Guiteau Wednesday. The spectacle of audiences
at theatres and operas
rising to cheer at the ghast
ly tidings is unique. No person in the whole
world, outside the condemned assassin’s
family,
cau be found who will
express sorrow or pity for
him. and he goes to the gallows experiencing before death the universal detestation in which the
names of (Jain, Judas, Arnold and Wilkes Booth
have been held.
ANOTHER

ADDRESS FROM GUITEAU.

Guiteau has given out for publication an “Ad
dress to the American
People,” in which he ap
peals for money to aid his defence. He says he
cannot bo hung before
July, and that with proper
legal aid he can have a new trial before then. A
tew persons at Washington are
circulating a petition to the President for commutation to
imprisonment in an insane asylum.
A fellow who hiss
ed when the news of the verdict was
applauded at
the Detroit Opera house was
roughly used.
THE MOTION

FOR

A

NEW TRIAL.

The principal grounds upon which Scoville bases
his motion for a new trial of Guiteau are that the
court erred in various ways, and that the
jury
read newspapers. The motion is accompanied
by
affidavits of the prisoner and his brother, George
Scoville and Frederick W. Snyder. The
jury deuy
the charge that they were tampered with. Guiteau
says he has no intention of committing suicide.
It is thought that Guiteau will be
hung early in
July and possibly the last of May. The gallows on
which he will be hung is already erected and stands
inside the jail. The execution is to lake
place in
what is called the rotunda.
Applications for
tickets are already pouring in.
A dishonest town"i9 Farmington, Me., according to the Boston Herald, which bases an editorial
thus captioned upon statements made by the
It is charged that the town
Farmington
is trying to evade the payment of $20,000 or
*30,000 of corporation bonds issued in behalf of a railHerald.

road extension which has benefited the town to
many times the amount. The Boston Herald says:
It would be interesting to know
just how much
the dissemination of Greenback doctrine in Franklin county has to do with the course the
village
has taken. There was a fair
Republican majority
in the town in 1880, but the
poisonous seed sown
by the Greenback papers and orators may be bearing this fruit.

ance was

tions

:

it may not be fully exetic said : “The great obstacle

of

Eastport,

with law

as

believed
aid

an

Ho

"golden

tho

Judge Tollman,of Bath, was a firm advoprohibition ; was not afraid of too
much law ; tho law proclaimed to the people from
Mount Sinai was ahead of public opinion. Don't
think ot going back. The people of Maine will
support us if we go fiercely ahead S F. Piorson,
of Portland, was in favor of suppressing the
liquor
traffic in every way possible. Mrs. H Al. C. Estes,
mean

of radical

cate

would tie devised to localise and arouse to

the strong and powerful sentiment which exists
iu our State in favor of enforced prohibition and

Christ

total abstinence

lie

audience iu bis humorous vetu
A. J Chase, of
Portland, advocated the election to office of men
who

in

York county, and rehearsed the difficulties
which beset the prohibitionists, iiis remedy Cor
the present state of affairs was tor temperance

Letter

from

Correspondence

hand

together and vote only for candidates
avowed enemies to the liquor tratlic.
President Dunn paid a tribute to the County Attorney and she rill' of Kennebec county, asserting

who

total abstainers and

are

prohibitionists

from

principle.

ami

one

unexpectedly
Wednesday
Wo give the details elsewhere. The ver- that tho prohibitory law in Androscoggin, Gxtord mission coi.vistiug of three members, established
and Kennebec counties, was us well if not better in IS7X. and since that
time the condition of the
dict of “guilty as indicted” could hardly
enforced than tbe laws against adultery, theft and
have surprised any one who lias followed
j force ha- been greatly improved. Under the old
perjury, (ion. Neal Dow said there were two wavs j rule of conducting the force there was no system
the case from day to day. There was, of ot
looking at a subject—you could see the bright | whatever Supplies were bought anywhere, and
course, no doubt as to guilt : but the pos- side or tho dark side, a3 you wish. The General iu any manner, and lint little care was taken of
sible outcome of the insanity plea on the powerfully presented the infinite good which lias police property Now things are changed,
although
resulted to Maine from prohibition banishing
liquor when tn.e commission was tirst formed there was
part of the defence, and the probability
trorn (tie country towns and
driving it into dens much growling, which was perfectly natural, and
of legal technicalities being raised to
in the cities
If wo spread ail over tho world the
to day the police force of Boston is
equal, if not
shield the criminal from punishment, had weakness ot ttie
law, we discourage our friends better, than that of any other city iu the country.
awakened apprehensions in the public everywhere. That is all.
The total number of men employed is about bJb.
Thursday morning the committee on resolu- and it is not a very easy thing to get an appoint
mind, now happily set at rest. For
Guiteau’s own writings and confessions, tions reported, through its chairman Hon. Neal incut on the force either. Every man is subjected
Dow. and the following resolutions were adopted:
to a rigid medical examination, and also as to
before as well as during the trial, had
1.
The policy of prohibition of the manutac'
character, etc. Alter lie succeeds in getting an
convinced
the
of
this coun- tore and sale ot intoxicating
fully
people
liquors cannot be re
appointnient lie has to attend a school of instrucas tho fixed and irrevocable
policy <d ttie
try that lie was morally responsible for gurded
Mat,- until il be
incorporated into the coustitulion tion, tor two hours daily, for at least fourteen
the crime, and there was naturally a de- of tlie State. We, therefore, call upon the l.-gis
days, where lie is given instructions as to his powlilt ii rc- to
such measures as are neeessarv to
ers and rights as a
sire that In1 should pay the penalty the tiiat end iplopt
police officer, also in military
Bril'. This in a frro.it improvement over the old
law provides. As the trial proceeded
to take whatever measures
he necessary to
system, under which a tnau was left to learn his
the utterances of Guiteau, the counsel, show fhe Legislature that itmay
is the undoubted
duties the hist way he could.
ot
the
to
have
an
right
to
ex
people
in behalf of Guiteau, the accused, clearly
opportunity
.1 i>t at tho present writing the sleighing iu the
press their will bv ballot upon this most importdemonstrated not only his sanity, but ant question.
suburbs ot IF stou is very hue, and many line turn
ine pardoning power is one of very great im
mits tu,
that he was sharper-witted and keenerseen on tho Brighton road of a
pleasportanee; it has been confided to the fiovernoi
ant
tti!t-moon, and among them will he touud some,
and
as
a
Council
sacred
than
his
brother
counsel
of
the
to
be
exercised only
sighted
trust,
tor the
good i :i furthering the ends «.t jusverv Iasi st< ppirs.
It is not a very safe place for
defence. Indeed, brother-in-law Scoville tice andpublic
the uniform and efficient execution ot law.
a pi (lest rian
It is a prostitution ol that power to
it in
to
he
more
of
a
crank
than
employ
appeared
The building in which the New England Instisuch a manner as to shelter
on

Llad the latter

remained

criminals who have
been justly convicted, fr< in the
con.sequ.-nco ,,f
their evil doing
The pardon of mmsd h-rs. ex
ept under extraordinary circumstances, w ho have
been convicted after able and fair bearing, has the
inevitable effect to encourage men in violation ot
law, and to bring law. courts and junes into con

a

passive spectator, the jury might have
been less ready to return the verdict
they did—a verdict which has given the
utmost satisfaction everywhere, and a
verdict which will stand for all times

justified by

as

In the eye of the

President Garfield

law the killing of |
I

greater crime j

was no

than the killing of a privateeiti/.en. however humble,
of this we have been reminded often In

constructionists, 1

rigid

j
I
spirit of revenge. But the killing of |
I
President Gurtield was just as great a
who thus

crime

sought

killing

as

to

a

check

private

a

fancied

citizen: the ij

penalty is the same, and there is no
why it should be enforced in one

son

reaease

and not in another. The assassin lias had
all the rope he wanted during the trial,
now the country has only to
supply

and
the

rope that is to put an end
to the existence of this “malignant, dia-

hangman's

bolical, cralty, calculating, cold-blooded

murderer,”
ment

Mr.

Porter, of the Governcounsel, fittingly characterized him.
A

as

Crank

Correspondent.

The assassin of Garlield lias found a
defender in the Washington correspondent of tho Boston

Host, who says that
Guiteau has not had a fair trial, that no

I

and

(il

held,

the

hii•

the resolutions

h'l'th at

was

entered into

hanging

a

man

committed to

facts

conspiracy

purpose of
who properly should be

an

for

a

the

insane

asylum.

The

completely upset these statements, that they can only have been
made for the purpose of gaining notoriety, or making a sensation. In his charge
to the jury Judge ('ox said : “With what
difficulty and trouble the law bad been
so

md

administered in tho present ease, the
jurors had been daily witnesses. It was,

made to get a charter for an
“levated railroad in this city
An elevated railu»a t i> somethin/ that is
very much needed here
iiid it has got to come sooner or later,

however,

a

consolation to think that not

of those sacred guarantees of the
constitution had been violated in the person of the accused.”
Hut to this declaraone

tion from the bench that Guiteau had had
all the

The (lav in court was (he stormiest of the whole
trial. The assassin, made desperate bv seeing the
end so near, interrupted the proceedings ofteuer.
and was, if possible, more brutal and vulgar than
lie had been before. But it is doubtful if the wis
dom of allowing him free speech was more completely justified on any day than this
In all that
he said ho showed not insanity, hut the
cowardly
of
a
brutality
vulgar rulliau, mixed with the
shrewdness of a smart pet Hogging attorney. He
showed himself sane enough to catch instantly
tho drift and hearing oi every sentence Judge
i’orter spoke
The sanest man in the jury and
audience was not more t]uiek of mind than the as
sassin, or had a greater capacity for following an
argument. No juryman who heard him to day
could have any doubt about his complete sanity
and responsibility.

And the

Herald,

which

not have been in the
says

certainly could
“official conspiracy,”

editorially—

All Christendom will heartily approve the verdict which dooms tho murderer of i’residi lit Garlield to the g Blows
Never was verdict more
righteous and just. Never did infamous criminal
more richly deserve to suffer the extreme
penalty
which Guiteau cannot now escape
In no other
country of the civilized world would the cowardly
slayer of the people s beloved ruler be tried with
that impariality, fairness, patience, justice, and
strict regard for right and the forms of law that
have marked the long trial at
Washington Every
right and privilege to which an accused criminal
is entitled under our form of
government has been
accorded to Guiteau. He has had every
opportu
nity to show why lie should not bo held to the
penalty of the villianous act. Yet the twelve impartial jurors charged by the Court to give the
prisoner the benefit of every reasonable doubt find
a unanimous verdict of
guilty in less than thirty
minutes after leaving their scats. That the verdict
will stand there can bo no doubt.

Mr. Blaine’s enemies

particularly
just now. Why f
are

active and venomous
1884 is only two years hence and the
attacks on the ex Secretary are no

doubt made with the belief that lie may
again be a candidate for the Presidency.
Whether that is his intention we know
not, but this we do know’, that when ho
left the State
ed in

a

Department he commandlarger degree than ever before the

respect, confidence and admiration of the
American

people.

Even those who had

formerly been among his detractors applauded his manly yet tender bearing
during the trying scenes attending President Garfield’s long suffering and the
ability manifested in his otlicial duties.

a

suburbs

J

a

political

He

thought the temperance
polities.

Additional resolutions,
sented and adopted:

as

follows,

were

cause

ueans

iviiuujtu or

me

committee

on

j

;

cue

hundred,

more

the State of Maine. Besides
Eclectic Medical Infirmary, char
ered by the State Legislature, with about sevenwo

have

are in

an

> live meinl> rs,

situated iu Lewistou, and under
he management of Dr Samuel York
Kc present at i vc

10:1

U1

: >iati*

to

11

tn

Diugley

has introduced

a

practicable, tho amount collected from
hips sailing under tin* American flag: also, a list
>f the fees which consuls are authorized
by law to
iharge. and a comparison of the same with the
ees charged in tho
Mr
English consular service
bnglev's

object

serious

i.aw

a

is to

imposed by

our

consular

ystetn upon our merchant marine engaged in the
breign carrying trade—a burden from which Eug.
is!i snipping is exempt: and thus to
lay tho foun"

buihiing formerly occupied by tho New
fork-World was destroyed by tire on
Tuesday last,
md a number of weekly
newspapers and advertisng agents burned out. Adjacent buildings were

i

omewhat

1

fcitteen lives were
reported
o have been
lost, and tho property loss will exceed one million dollars
'•’ho origin of the tire i s
lot known

number

total
daiue

for

oss

the 3d

of

is

of

Representatives 320.
given four representatives, a

K It

Kingsbury, ol' Baugor, lias on exhibition
n that city an oil
painting representing a oasture
eeue on isle an Uaut, anil which the
Commercial
1 lighly commends,
it is to he shown in tho rooms

five

berry, of the Camden Herald, continues to stir
ip the rumsollers and delinquent officials of that
I hat is better business than
’icinity
advocating
rat

Resolved, That the importation into tliis eouu
try of, the commerce between the States in intox-

icating liquors,

and licensing the sale and manufac
of the same, by authority of Congress in the
District of Columbia and the several Territories of
I he United States, Hro
injurious to the best inter
ests of the nation ; therefore we
pledge ourselves
individually and collectively, to oppose the elections of any man as a member of
Congress from
this state.and of any one as President of the
United
States, who will not pledge himself to do what he
can to abolish these
evils
of
our
great
land.
This was passed.
...

“KKV,UIVU

n

cuurouny

iu

COU

sider what further provisions of law are
necessary
to insure the
complete protection of society from
the

liquor traffic, tho “gigantic crime of crimes,”
made report through (Jen. Neal
Dow, its chairman
Several amendments

were

suggested which the

After Guitoau, what!

’honograph
No!

The

The I'ovil!

fL'hillips
r

consepyenco

mild weather ice cutting ceased at all
mints on the Hudson, on the 27th tilt. The ice in
ho river softened aud was
breaking up. Five
1 housand
tons had beer, stored iu the
of

vicinity

I'roy. This is good news for Maine ice men_In
Massachusetts they are cutting and
storing ice of
(bout one foot in thickness.

hangman.

ondition and the county
-in good repair.

are in a
healthy
property—buildings &e

The State treasurer's report shows that *83.000
paid in 1881, and the sinking fund gained
S 038,000 No temporary loan was needed
rere

The Richmond Roe pays the Journal
compliment. Thank you. honey.
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quaint sayings

Sanborn, Ksip, of Bangor, died
Tuesday last, aged about 72 years.
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k M v n i,kKMr, Libby, at the
Mvjillodist eiiur< li, devoted in- ifternoon di-eour-e
the siibieet of temperance
\ large part of the

liquor

the cost of

the entire w-*rtd

eonsumed ill

wa>

year

a

Head

pel

throughout

in the l tided

$1’> per head. In this country tin re
Kn.aoo.uim gallon- of spirituous
liquor valued at *dl7,0unfooi :7'a,neo.!Mie gallons ;
malt liqit"!-, worth
mm.uuii; s,oun,.-o<i gailun-of
'Pales U

were

was

consumed

imported wines,

Worth SU'.OOO.ooo, making
grand
1: pi •--- annaally cons7J-".,ooo,ii.ii) worth
sumed in the I'nited Matt
The -..-t per lu-ad of

total of

ndton

yearly

consumed in ihi-

e..untry is $:>, w oo|eh in tin- aggregate
does not amount to w hat i- «pent for li.pt. r
Liquor
causes three-fourths ,-f at
'Tiim- committed, and
till- iuiia I it n-ylums, prisons, jails, aim-In u-e-,
mid hou.-es of prostitution. The tinny of habitual
Irunk.ar Is in the L
numbers tiun.odo .'.ou.iiou -.f
len, So, boots and -ho.

w

1

hesc have families ami liv.- in mi-ei\

non-producers and live up-m charity
tlly go dowr. to the drunkard's grave.

».; 4. m
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aiv

annu-

The ranks
the habitual drunkards never dimini-h. Where
lo the recruits <*onie from ? Knmi the
army of mod-

»f

erate drinkers.

The speaker criticised -ev» rely the
idvocates of moderate drinking, ia whieh po-ition
he is .-ustaiiie l by all the tn;
tempt lama ad\oate.-. bn the ulhci hand the sp.-aki
gave ihe
mmber of

men

employed

in the

nianufaeture and

labor, but showed

that the per rent, was mu* 1»
honest labor, and that it did nut
nnpcn-ate f**r the misery caused by rum. It w as
go*hi dixauirse... .The citizen.-’ temperance
•iation opened in the same room immediately at the
«»

h-Iow t he

wages

of

•lose of Mr.

Libby's .-mmm. The meeting pi-ncd
usual with reading of tin .-cripture- and prayer.
*d. Phil*' Ilcr-cy was the lir-t speak*
II* would
ike to have this tmipernm
•■uestion submitted to
vot*‘ of ail til** p< rle
nia)**.
male and children
He felt .-ure there w ould be
—over a certain ng*
t-

was a very successful fisherman from
Belfast
Frankfort.J. XV Fang, of Brook., one of
be best agricultural writers in the
state, submitted

large majority against tin* manufacture ami im•>( liquor.
He entiei.-cd
\ Friend of
IVujperamv” in the Age of last \v< « k. l’!u* Colon* 1
aid then* were two methods by which the evil
mrtation

I

Lduea'cd sentiment and executeducate sentiment he would use the

stopped

"uld Ik*
law.

To

■hurch, Hi*

x-hool, and the home. He
school a suitable place to
t cadi temperance because a
larger number at the
j ialit ig could Ik* reached. II** earnestly pleaded
I t or home influence, and drew a most
pleasing picHnught

Police Notes. -James Fenfest, of swanville, |
vas before Judge Boardman
Thursday, for an a-

lot of tobacco. The articles
sled of Lewis -Jackson, w hile
i
our streets.
The theft occurred two week, ago
f nd the articles were found in the
jail, Moore havi lg worn the coat in, lie
having been arrested for
runkenness. The tobacco, which
belonged to the
(onill grange, was found in one of the
bunks
, iarshal Cates made
the search. Moore was found
g uilty of larceny of the overcoat, and lined
$10 and
c >sts.
The mittimus was suspended,
lie pleaded
g uilty of stealing the tobacco and was
sentenced to
t vo months in the
county jail.Judge Boardman
o a
Monday sentenced four hoodlums to
twenty
d ays each in jail.

'\

TibMPl.K vn<

tnd

melee Fenfest struck Bobbins over
pick, making a bad wound, the
1 'low being sutUeient to break the handle of tin*
Fenfest was lined $lo and costs,
* 'iok.
\ppealed.
...On Saturday Frank Moore, hailing from Ban
was
before
the
or,
court, charged with the larceny
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oiliiiard vV ai
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t
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Wyman Drinkwutcr.

1*. Moore, formerly of Belfast, has
changed
resilience from Fall Itivi r t-> Fast Boston. Ma--.
.( apt. Thomas Clark, :i Belfast
man, is in romnand of sell. Freddie F. Porter, of
Boston, which
ms just, loaded ice at the
port for New York. < apt.

Bobbins, of Belfast. The men were
t work on Pierce's pond
cutting ice, when an alter
< ation arose
concerning the ow nership of an ice-

Lm-

\

town.

Millikei.. Burunam,

P

-ame

K.

Albert

Drink water.

in-tt:

-rt. to M.iry \uu Conilhtrd. -ame town. Them H.
Murpby. Pwita-t, p Howard Murphyg -ame town.

T la

report at the recent meeting, at Biddeford, of the
Bornological Society-Mr. Stroud, principal
>t tin* l pper Caammnr school, is routined to the
muse by illness.
Miss Ellen Pierce lias charge of
he school, assisted by Miss Marv French.

W'\

: >w;

1

iis

a

the .-in

iiikwater, -an..- tn-.-n
h-lgar d
tran-elon. T:•••>. (■* Kiwai*
Whit.
llu*rndike.

Mr. Collins intends to build up this in
XV. Liaieburner has lam place l in
•ommand of sell. s. F. Woodbury, -.f this city_Mr.

the

:

bam. two i-uc. !■» M. P. Milliken, same town
K. I.
r
h »e, Pun h
and il
e. m M. P. and Phas. a
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overcoat and
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u
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vtki'i—
A

week

"

lustry... .Oscar

f
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Mmp \;!!.

meeting held in Portland last week.
Ki.owlton, of this city, was last week
ilccted one of the vice presidents of the Maim*
l’e m pc ranee Society-Mr. Frank W. Collins re■nrued last week from a trip to tiloueester and Now
fork, where he has been to perfect bis tishing en-

, fere

d

ater, dri\ ing H. T

w

-..-tv-d

man

Saturday

tin* transfers

tile

.J- XV.
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over-
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deekload of lumber wa-di-chargand there will be a -un ey <>f 11..
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<*rew

tile

eharge of Half.
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niained until
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Personal, (ieorge K. Brackett,of Belfast, was
idmitted to membership in the Maine Press \ >-.«

I »iek.

into Crow ( «.\e, 1-.*

pat

turned

••abia.

trcs- whieh

said to he $uo,nuO... .The Cambridge is having ex
;ensive repairs on her boiler and engine, hut no re
i»airs are needed on her hull. 11 is thought -he will
>e on the route
again in live or -ix week- ..Steam:*r Katalidin arrived at
o’clock Monday morning.
8he was delayed by the storm.

on

"at nr

•")

■.

e-sel aeted qii* erl\ and that she w as tilling with
Being lumber laden the schooner did no

troiu th.

:

ault

Ma

i•

the vessel in

sink, hut settled

containing hay Mew down l-.-ui
near C ity Point were demMi- *■••: ami
in

•'11•

Tie-

homes leaving
morning Hop

vour

tC-,-u

Stevens

It

are

>ur tanners may

•

uptain and all
tile evvption of one man, Wm. K
1 .-lesb.©i$>, and on rmi\ing at the <

im>.

water.

(>."> rents.

o

dan. J.itl -he*
a

\

the

potatoes

jt> trom 1 -lesU-V". >ch. \V ar
renton, (';i}11. Kphraim Ka; dlett, wateriogge I The
-ehouiier is lumber aden from Buck-port t-> Bo-

water.

into

f

towed to this

will

A

t

long.

crop too

ATI-:ut.in>;•

W

day,

“If

-J.

farmer-, hut targe

our

toes

pilgrim

half

l .-!d

t->

•-

week, says “Capt. Otis Ingral
He iCambridge, was here on Wednesday night
•irculating petitions fora Bug Light on Lit 11- Ram
Island, as a guide to the ea-fern entrance to the
harbor. Two vessels have gom* on the Hypoerites
withiu a few months from the want of a light to
?uide them through tin- sound. The eastern -team
ts would of toner come into
Booihbay if it wa- not
for the risk of entering from the ea-twar 1."....
.'apt. Ingraham made 170 trips with the Cambridge
from the 22d of February to the RUh of daniiai-v.
which i< a decidedly good -bowing. .The e.-timat
■d expense in rebuilding -teamer
City of Richmond

1

next

sermon

installed at the I 'ample,

K.ng l>av

\ron-iook

tiie

STKAMKU NOTKS.

to

ixtremely

The tinanecs of Lincoln county
<

day.

liercial says that ice cutting on the l'onobscot is
>°iug on briskly. The total cut will bo from 75.
>00 to 100,000 tons
There are about 05,000 tons
in hand from last
year....In
of tile

money.

The verdict of the coroners
jury in the recent
histou and Maine Railroad accident was rendered
'nesday. It expresses no opinion.

ture

$1.00

i art

g
i»«-

company amu-od tlietn-.*lvc-with varion-.games, and w
iwuy feclir.g
111:■ t tin y had passed a very happy evening.

elected the following
<• O. W. Ritchie: 1
1882: M., F. w. Ritchie. O
Daniel Dyer: s., (has \. Ha a -. A.
-aui >i •!
!
!'• is-grine Whii"
Ritchie; Chap., J. < Neal ley
<
To-. V\
Sec., A. W Har< ly < >. K., d oim I
I
A
Ritchie; P., R. A Cole; F s (
Cainphc:
S., ( an io «.rant; ( dmristcr. DrtV 'l LibM

arc

:.

■/

:•>

nappy feature

state

$1.25 a day.Ice cutting has comnoneod on the
Androscoggin. Numerous French
.anadians from Lewiston have been
employed on
he ice fields.The ice
companies of Boothbay
ire storing ice thirteen inches
thick_The Lom

if the Boston Art Club

committee he requested to take steps in this
matter.
On motion of Joshua Nye the
following
resolution, drawn by Judge Tallman of Hath, was
taken from the table:

a

rom

as

••

Winterport,

The Kennebec Journal
in demand along ll.e river, at
Hoard is $11 a week. Boys can oarn

Laborers

(ays:
fl.oO

The oRi

..

The Maine Ice Chop.

<>f

select choir of four.

l.i.
port M., A. s. Lowell; u., F. B. Mar-hai
U. Reed. 8., L. J. (i ordon; A S., C. 1
n
Chap., Mrs. M. W. Lowell; T Mr- Maiy <
Sec., Mrs. Lliza Lb Marshall; G. K., >aa .■
«
ere-, Mrs. Flora (iordon ; Pommia. M:-- l> ra. \1
Collins; Flora, Mi-s Hattie i
Parker. L. \
Miss Flora N. Chip man
.Nort :n in
•.: a a,

one.

v.

Bapti-i

‘■

publicly

were

Marshal.

to

Fred. Rol.ic, Mast*-r • ?' tin- Ma.
Slate Grange, lms appointed deputy ma.-t-a
each county.
The deputy for Waldo conn;.
Daniel o. Bowen, of Morrill. The follow .eg
the officers for 1882 of Floral Grange, i!n k

instance, this trip included a carriage drive of three
hours about the city, ami each person could
go
alone or by twos, threes or fours
according to fancy,
and at any day or hour that suited his convenience.
This saved all feeling of traveling like a carav an nr
“fgoing in a procession as if to a country funeral.
Lite expense too, was very slight,
being old- thirty
six dollars for the round
trip from Boston, and
tins sum Includes every
necessary expense. Not a
loilar extra was needed for incidentals, f. ,i. n.

The apportionment hill agreed
upon hy
lie House census committee makes the

triet, N. 11. Nutt.
of
Augusta, who was elected.
Rev I) B. Randall of Lewiston
suggested hold
ing mass conventions in the various counties lo
arouse public sentiment on the
temperance question. It was moved and seconded that the exccu

damaged,

fathers, such

hay,"

Tin; Gk

own

ev<

I'1

invited gue-ls. Tin ompanv p’-*- ei ; uu.nb. r ! tvv
hundred.
After tin- ••••re.. • nh
1
in-t.dlation.
Which were very' hnud.-omeiy performed, the com
A ver
pany wa- treated to an oyster supper

coin

On this day many doubtb-- '-.ill
of the

gale experienced

and in the Franco-Prussian wars are
probably without parallel by any woman in the
1 tilted States. Let tae add, in conclusion, that one
advantage of the Raymond parties over all others is
the entire freedom allowed to each individual. For
our

In tl.t
r.

>.n<

<

Bobert W. Berry,ot Limjolnville,
l>. D. (t. M., a-sis ted by (;. W
llam y of Belfast,

i-

sonic

blown

ception by one of the Maine Senators. Perhaps the
delightful part of ou’ visit was an evening
with Clara Barton, but an account of it w otdd make
a separate letter.
Her thrilling adventures both in

»ospei

being -hippeg to this country lroin Frame, (hr
many. Lnglami and Ireland. They are shipped by
■' .•an .-learners ami -ell
readily in New York to tin
-t
foreign population. While our best point*
about
per bush, in New ^ *rk, (o-rnian p la

smelt tents

most

-un

Why should not Belfa-t have a similar law and
ordinance? Frequently poultry i- offered for -air
m our street- from which tiie entrail- have not been
removed, and in addition to this the crop and neck
are stulle 1 full of grain.
The object of course is Pincrease the weight. It is a pure piece of fraud.

A.

notldng

Mr. Bo.--'

back their potatoes even it the
pre-rn' high pri v. He paid SI per bush*-' for a
choice lot one day tlii.-nuck
It may not he known

ter *rveral feet into the air.

them aside from tills purpose." The delegates
from the Pine Tree State were favored with a re-

<

ert at the

com

-uiuect

day evening,

would take up the water of the han»<r ia -mmand carry it far to leeward.
\ small w a a.
was observed down the bay w 11i• ii carried the wa

turn

'11m*

Methodi-i

M

riage building, on Washington street, blew dow n,
breaking three rafters and making a hole in the
roof <>f the building,
the bricks slid •■Irani fell
upon the roof of Dunbar’- -table, •-rushing thr ugli
and falling into the Imr.-e -tail-. <>:;• .>f the *-hi m
Tin win
neys of the Baptist church bleu down

tile women wear India shawls and seal skin sacks
and have an unmistakable air of business about
tliein. They conic to sec the sights and
can

lation for the abolition of the fees exacted
by
\ merman consuls on vessels
sailing uuder the
American llag.

.The

r.

ti

eity,

The northwest gaie on Friday la-i,
was quite severe in this
locality, but no -cn udaniage resulted. A chimney on tie Mori-on car-

privilege, io the course of two or three
days, and though Mr. and Mrs. Blaine were engaged at a dinner party tiiat evening we ha 1 a charming interview with the eldest daughter and Miss
Abby Hodge, better known as (.tail Hamilton.
Speaking of Hie excursionists the latter said, “I
can always tell a set of visitors from New
England;

Bcv

sale unless the cr.tr.nl- have
<•»•!,
poultry
drawn. Why -lionId not Boston have a -imilar law
and ordinance?
y Boston Herald.

High \N

Lo

tin-

the North churcli will be

at

Missionary

a

or

out

that

of

command

Hpi- |■;11 chin- n
M i-. '*-Bapt;-ii. m \t >abbatb
Lpi-coj.al ehureh.

blow in,” and also the venerable quatrainCandlemas Day i- fair and bright, Winicr'b
take another flight: but if it bring- eith* r -imw
rain, Wiut*-r i-gone, n-•; to runi* a_aii).

youngest

expected

-aw

■

take charge
apt Otis < d-

bv

k
Sunday evening-Mr- Mentvvrth w\, -\
at Angler II.
n. xt Sunday afternoon..
T! •* n
juries fo the Baptist chnreh in the late gale hn\ e
been repaired, and il.e building i- again in good

I

whole year.

selves of tin*

show from official sources

burden is

was

t!,

to

sermon

Sabbath School

a

Vork aldermen pr-'po-c iri pa--age <»f
ordinance imposing a tine of s'» for expo-ing

mind

a

Lltainc

delivery

take

Subject of

Non;-.

if ii

there will bo

■

deliver his eulogy during our stay in the city, I sent
a note to Mrs. Blaine
asking if such was the case,
in reply came a cordial response that it would not
he ready for some weeks yet, ami also an in\ Ration
to bo til myself and friends to call. We availed our

specify-

ii

n/,

ex-.Secretary

after

will

“Practical Power of tile

Candlemas day, the feast of the «hui-ch
in honor of the purification of the Virgin Marv, -«»
called from the great number of lights used on that
occasion. The fea-t i- suppo.-ed to have original' !
in the declaration of Simeon that our Saviour wa“to he tin* light t«» lighten the Gentile-onthiday Catholics consecrate all the andles and taperthat arc to he used in their churches during tin

he had taken for a woman was “mine host,
arose and shook hands.

that

On

day morning

of the e.».x*appi'opr..

was certain,
ahoundeil among the hoodlums

To-day

languidly

Hearing

mtmunicate to tho House the average
ununnt u| consular fees collected
by consuls of tho
aited States daring the
past live years,
c

one

for

ONE MARKED FEATURE

resoln-

forced open

\V inter port,

left

"car-port,

at

Brunette

AC*

ow-

captain has

Tin*

-elioouer

new

of

s on,

The New

of Washington is the accessibility of everybody. A
card or a letter of introduction secures the most
courteous attentions from even the busiest otlieial.

requesting the Secretary of

nue

locality

an

work, amt were surprised to learn on what
scientific principles they are based. The
New Englanders were accused of bringing the
weather with them, and certainly the zero temperature -was very homelike. At the Bureau of Engraving and Printing we were tantalized with seeing
them make bank notes.
As they were turned out
from the machine by thousands and millions, we
dhi not wonder that a discipline as strict as that in
any prison, was kept over the employes. At the
War Department we had the pleasure of a brief
chat with Secretary Lincoln, whom we were glad to
meet for Ids father's sake as well as Ids own.

party
party says: “We

afternoon the team of H

goods were lust
pany, hut nothing more

guess
exact

M

nominations also presented

Nye declined to servo on the committee
District, and nominated Mrs. Quiuliy

good standing,

in

less, of whom

his

following gentlemen for the ex
ccutive committee, ono being chosen from each
Congressional District: 1st District, Neal Dow:
-Jd District, Nelson
Diugley, Jr,; 3d District.
Joshua Nye: 1th District,,!. S.
Kimball; 5th Dis
Mr.

own

Friday

ha-eo

Booth bay

at

failed in the mailin'ueture of

that tin*

Mr. Raymond makes up ids third annua! trip to the
nation’s capital, I hope there will he representatives
from my native city. One of the most interesting
places was the Signal Service, where xvo -aw them
“make the weather."
We had always supposed
that the observations were about fifty per cent,

Eclectic Medical colleges in the I 'nited
and between tf.oOO and -1.000
practicing

ihysicuns
>r

where

having

as

wa-

on

of the

ted tiie contents and nailed the box again. Trn
theft was discovered in season to estahli-i the i.i

marvels of architectural beauty, but the limits
letter forbid any description of them. When

are

lave seven

nominations

Parks ; Cumberland Jno Sanford; Franklin, (.‘has!
Dyer; Hancock. J C Chilcott; Kennebec, t> C.
Pose; Knox, T. I! Simonton; Lincoln. E W
Stetson ; Oxford, C R. Bridgbain ; Penobscot, (ico!
B llisley:
Piscataquis. C. C. Lee; Sagadahoc
Henry Tallman; Somerset, Chandler Baker: Waldo!
J. W. Knowlton ; Washington, John
CampbellYork. S. C. Hamilton.
on

in medicine, and of ii is

States,

the

of this

D

lnos

Vice Presidents,—one from each
county

The committee
the names of the

Scruugins.

says

sa well written
essay, not without interest to the
toueral reader, and ably sets forth the
principles
md methods ot the Eclectic school of
physicians.
)r. Cowles advocates a
breaking down of

reported, and their report being adopted, the lot
lowing were declared elected for the ensuing year:
President, R W. Dunn, Waterville;
Secretary,
li l' Torsev,
Winthrop : Treasurer, Elisha Atkin*!
Augusta

whom
who

i* received from the auth >r, J. L\
Cowles,
of Camden, a printed copy of au address ou
Eclecticism in Medicine,its claims
compared with
>ther systems of medical practice," delivered be'oro the semi-annual
mectiug of the Maine Eclecic Medical society, at Lewistou, Dec.
7, 1881. It

also pre-

—Androscoggin, Jordan Rand; Aroostook, Ueo.

om

room

-nil.

a

figure arrayed In a
fancy dressing sack, reclined upon a sofa. Long
hair drooped over the shoulder.", concealing ears
which are strongly suspected to be those of a curtain stubborn quadruped, and great was the amaze
niont of the caller, when lie perceived that the being
a

of molasses in the hold and -plit main
the pas-age I;.-in Portland to Belfast the
schooner encountered the gale <d Friday splittingother -ails and 1-sing (In* boat. A ha:
r a a- made

hog-heads

at

ies

On

of

u-hered into

Wc h

d

1.
Resolved. That temperance work in Maine
aims at two results— prohibition for the State, total
abstinence for the individual
*-V
Resolved. That prohibition for the State is
that wt have it so far as statute laws can
give it.
and in this direction ; wo only ask that
prohibition
may be incorporated into the constitution of the
State, and that such amendments be made to tInlaw from time to time, as the
light of experience
may suggest
•f
Resolved. That law for the
suppression ot
any evil without public sentiment to sustain it. is
dead and without effect.
I. Resolved, That to make the law effective,
and to induce individuals to become total abstain
crs. an earnest, active public sentiment in behalf
of tempeiance is essential.
Resolved, that the immediate and urgent !
need ot the temperauce cause in Maine
today is a
hearty co operation of all friends of the cause in a
grand temperance revival, and that organized
efforts to this end should bo instituted in all parts
of the State.
t>
Resolved. That the true
policy of the friends
of temperance in Maine now as in the
past is to
exclude partisan strife from
temperance work
7. Resolved, That we
heartily approve the bills
introduced into the National
Congress, looking to
Prohibition for the nation, and we
urge our Rep
resentatives and Senators to aid by voice and votes
in the success of that measure.
»

been

md it would teud also to build
up the suburbs to
great extent.
Dive us an elevated road by all

man ; that thus the cause would
well and better than by making it

issue.

charter have

the

Sch. Brunette, Capt
Babbi lg».*, bad rather a
rough experience on her pa--age from Bo-p.n la-l
week. 'Hie schooner was loaded for Portland, and
on the trip encountered rough weather which bur.-t

delivered at the railroad station a lot of good- for
the country, among them a box having a quantity
of tobacco, overalls, Ac.
Some of the loafer-

t"

Jimmy Blaine,

mate

creditors got frightened and forced
settle, agreeing to take a small per rentage.
On overhauling Mr. Colby’s hook- it was found h«
had $1.50 a-sets for every $l.oo liubilitie-.

went to

possible.

as

usual. At o'clock in the morning her room
was arou.-ed by Miss Nutter making a -light
uoise. Mis- Nutter expired immediately. Her remains wen taken to Palermo on Tuesday.
thu.:

him to

the ex-secretary, called t<» see the aesthete
(spelled by some journals with two sV ami was

iu* working man. as it would give him a much
quicker and clK-aper transit than is now* afforded

!

temperance

should bo above

a

soon

son

An elevated railroad
tho centre of the city iuto the
of Boston would be a
great benefit to

running t

Rev 1>. B. Randall spoke at
affirming that there was no need of

as

as

although

Prohibition Party in politics, if every man would
say that lie would vote for no candidate who was
be advanced

bmug

work with Mr. Priest, vest manufacturer She had
been ill. but retired Sunday night in better health

too wary.
••

consumer

Mary F. Nutter, <*f Palermo, died -uddc:.iy‘of
heart disea-e, Monday morning, at the residence of
Mrs. Lawrence. Miller street, in this city.
MisNutter came to Belfast four weeks ago and engaged

S*lino of hi-

■

poses

several attempts to secure
.'ideated in the Legislature.

we

takes

Haverhill, Mass. We are plea.-cd t-» .-ay
that the report did not give the true .-talc* of aiTuir-,
and that Mr. < -lhv is still conducting hi- bii-im--

attend tin* theatre when a wav
Lincoln Hall to see Oscar*
certain that we should not follow in his wake when
he came to Boston.
As he appeared on tlu1 stage
me instinctively exclaimed with Shakspeare, “God
made him for a man so lot him pass for one.’’ The
upper part of his dress suggested an English .-urate and the lower an Italian brigaud.
The P >.-.t
said of him, “He comes to pose, to dawdle, to exhibit with vulgar emphasis his beefy limbs, to extort dollars under the false pretense of having
something to say," and thought it desirable to pelt
him hack to the mother country with sharp epithet"

reported last week
Boston has e perieueed during the present week
,;|e et the »■ ddi-st
snaps on record, the thermome
on
tuning 1 -vn as low as 11> degrees below—
winch is quite cold enough tor all
ordinary pur-

a

not

regular standing"

was

are not backward. The
in the bargains smilingly.

stork. Tlu* others

previous.

W. Colby, formerly of Belfast,

ly reported
sh

the

from home,

was

hurt, is

Mr. S.

-ESTHETIC OSCAR,

vac

An

would return—hut he

outsider that the bottom had

an

out of the

column in which to enumerate their sacrifices, and
iJco. W. Burkett two columns to display his chohe

Saturday afternoon Howes A Co. hung at their
hack door, a fat and seductive turkey. During tic
afternoon sonic enterprising appropriator of tilingunhung the bird, wrapped it in a paper and laid r
1
just out of sight, where it euuld he handily iv.m
at twilight.
Discovering this, the hoy- of tie- establishment stood watchc- in the hope that tie t i f

TRIAL.

to

seem

dry goods business in this city,
and that each dealer was striving to see how cheap
he could sell his goods
T. w. Pitcher & Co. use a

On

the apostle of selfishness, though lie ought properly
to be classified as a distinct species. Or Ur* principle which leads church members in “good and

-mation is all the rage just at present, al
though it is not apprehended that there will be
Mended .spread f the disease
One death
any

White House tables.

length,

as

s of this character there would not ho such a
hue and cry against the stage as there now is.
Sm.dl-pox has created quit© a scare in this city

cutioD ot offenders against the law; and determinition to support only temperance candidates for
public offices An enthusiastic tribute was paid
to Mrs. Haves for
refusing to allow wines upon the
some

it.

sec

p’-r.

j

that

him, for if any thing will do
a performance cf this

to see

In unman Thompson’s great personation of this old
Jacksonian Democrat, and if we had more such

members present.
The text seemed to be “work
the need of earnest work in
building up an interest :n the temperance cause, firmness in
prose

brief,

see

is too

would

it

dropped

po-

Another week lias passed without tiding.- ft mu
Thomas. of Rockland, from Brimwick for Belfast with hard pine. The sdioonet
sailed Dec. 25th, light loaded, and ought m have ar
rived weeks ago. Capt. Thorndike has his wife .m
hoard. Mr. G. W. Cottrell, the owner of the < aig
informs us that the hard pine is insured, but itnou-arrival will delay his work.

closed blinds in the southern
eyes
upon
chamber where, through weary weeks, the life current of the martyr President slowly ebbed away.
Mr. Crump, the faithful steward, who showed us
tne rooms and who was with the family
during all
the trying scenes, could mo speak <>f them without
emotion.
It was worth coming here t<> take him b\
the hand. Another typical man 't whom wc saw
the same evening, was the
rest

Charleston ...Four cargoes of corn have been received this week by swan A Sibley Btos. and
others.

the sell. It. (J.

tragedy of last summer comes so freshly to mind in
walking about Washington, particularly as one's

holiliug

now

Boston Theatre is the place
the immense stage gives the play a
better setting than it could possibly have
any
where else. Nothin.: could be more real than
to

insanity, and,

in

a

half what

ship timber,

Sch. Mahaska is dis

Freddie L. Porter has loaded ice for New York,
sch. Morris W. Child is loading hay for

injuries nceived by ice falling upon her
the city builduig. She recovered a verdict on
Friday last for $'5,.50.

four of us were permitted to visit the
Executive Mansion a second time, and were shown,
besides other rooms, the private dining-room, and
the green parlor with the lovely furniture selected
by Mrs. Garfield, but which she never saw. The

they an
delightful place for an
one

of

Wiiaryks.

tiii:

and

from

physician,

[day would, and the

I

by

It will have

tic- Boston

good 1 think

* man

of flu*

numbers

people.

of door

rtainm nt.

cuti

■mould not fail to

being discussed,

were

acres

Theatre, and if any of tho
Journal readers happen to be iu Boston they

earnest

made

eight

Dear "1 l 1 mho Josh Whitcomb is

one outside of official circles doubts his

were

out

do. it will hi

t

bveiling’s

regarding the originals as
doubting if they were definite

speeches

management carry

icunee

prolix, others
enough The four resolutions were recommitted,
condeused, and finally adopted in the shape printed
W

covers

Ai.onv;

charging a cargo of coal for Dexter... .sch. *Vm.
Cargill is loading pig iron for New York.Sch.

57

age for

type of manhood seen at the White
in the evening. Without any formal re
(•option President, Arthur kindly met the Now Eng
land delegation in the East room,and shook hands
with each one. Through the courtesy of a resident

Mage, upon which all the great opera
t-v and sped,i uiiar successes will be produced
If

some

too

building

was

Friday last, aged
buried on Sunday.

Owners of buildings are liable for damage result
ing from ice falling from roofs. Mi-s Fannie
Dickey of Lewi-io i, sued that city for $1o,<mh) dam

House late

immense

an

rltie third resolution results from condensation
of four as
originally presented. Considerable diswas

The

and will hold HW.000

uo

q

:>•

He

on

•.

the

was

and 7 months.

old resident and ship

an

city

Letters from the friends of the widow <>f < \-G
Crosby state that her sudden death is attributed !•■
heart disease, and not in any degree to her am
dent. Funeral services were held in Boston by
Rev. Dr. Palfrey, and at the homestead in tin- < ity
by Rev. Mr. Ross.

former about the trial. Whatever Guiteau's condition may have been on the second of July there seems
t" be but one expression now eoncerwing the justice of the verdict. In sharp contrast with the poor
wreck of humanity whom wo observed in the court
room,

( apt. (Jeorge Mahoney of sehr. A. W. Kllis telegraphed from New London that his hand was badly
injured and he wanted another captain to come on
and take the vessel.
Capt. J. \Y. Ferguson has
gone to assume charge.

lot), on Wednesday evening of last week. A picnic
supper was served, after which the company enjoyed the pleasure of dancing.

adequate idea of Ids appearance. Wc were fortunate in securing seats among the representatives of
the press, within six feet of the prisoner,and where
we could distinctly see and hear
Judge porter’s
plea, Guiteau looked wild, liaggared and frightened, but all sympathy for him w is lost in iudlgna
tion at ids insulting and oeiwless interruptions.
Both Judge Porter and Col. Corkhill stop at Willards, and we had an opportunity to speak with the

mien during the coming season
coudm ted upon a most magnificent

there.

Mrs. H. I>. Ifarriman, on Northport avenue, entertained the I'niversalist society to Lie number of

colored

EAT

in this

covering. The Sentinel

the photographs of the poor wretch and all
the descriptions of him in the papers can give no

held last fall is to be converted iuto

was

I

a

<J. J. Hall has partitioned ofl’the westerly end
the foundry basement, where ornamental stone
work is being done. A polisher will be erected
Mr.

The Waterville .Sentinel of last week contained
obituary of Mr. Charles Lavcn-oller, of this
city. Mr. L. has been quite i!i, but i- alive and re

All

summer /

will

seal

1.
We have to notice with great com er the
fact that in our State as well as in others, thenarc many < timers of
high as well as low pt,-:rtoii
uhn are faithless to their
duty and oath of ..ffiee
1 here are many officers charged wi'li t!;i
\..t. i•
non or the public interests by ihe faithful a imin
i st rati oil ot law, and who are solemn A saoiu to
perform that duly to the best of their al.ihu. who
habitually and oponlv violate the trust imposed
<u: them
Such men seem not to consider that
their conduct involves breach of trust and perjurv
it: the most aggravated form
»
Prohibit ion in Maine was enacted un-re than
thirty \ ears ago and has accomplished a great
work tor good in the State
But the liquor traffic
has not been entirely extinguished here : it lingers
Sumo pbic;->.
in
cities and larger
especially
towns, am? will continue to do so until such ad
<lit ion a! no allies and provisions ofliv dud he
adopted as will effectually prevent the bid men
now
engaged in that “gigantic crime of crimes."
from continuing to defy the will of the
people.
*>
'1 be complete suppression of the liquor traflie and the honest administration of the law
against it can never be accomplished while tern
perauce men Continue to vote for candidates for
public office who are opposed to prohibition, or
are not in
sympathy with it The friends ot temperance are therefore urged as a sacred duty, m
the highest interest of the
community, to voie for
no one under any circumstances who will not ic
to
our
demand
tor protection from the
spond
liquor traffic.

cussion

grand

a

tempt

the law and the facts.

Fair

tute

in

%

the

Methodist church,
where the groans and amens, and the rubbing of
hands, gave one a slight idea of what the meetings
must have been before the people became in a degree civilized. The preacher prayed fervently that
the “fan oh the gospel might drive away all de
chaff afore we steps across into glory," a sentiment
received with mingled sighs and shouts, which nearly drowned the voice of the speaker. Monday was
a day of contrasts,
beginning with the

•>

Guiteau.

lowly"

Remember the levee and ball of No engine com
Patron i/e the boys and give them

pany to night.
a benelit.

The Belfast branch railroad is doing a very heavy
In addition to the

as

among the

Gillum,

Ji.

freighting business just now.
regular freight, large quantities
tatoes and iron are coining in.

In the afternoon wc
any lady’s in the land.
attended a Catholic church, where we heard some
fine singing, the magnificat being rendered in superior style.
In the evening wc went to see “life
fair

building.

The many friends in this vicinity of ex-Warden
Rice and wife deeply sympathize with them in tin*
loss of their son by the dreadful casualty at FairHeld.

became pilgrims from the land of the Puri
tans, wo went soberly to church Sabbath morning,
and saw among tin* thousand worshipers at Dr.
Rankin’s substantial edifice, a few noted people,
among whom were Senator Bruce and his blonde
wife. Both are highly cultivated, and are admitted
into society despite their color, for negro blood
courses through her veins, though her face i." as

One of the prominent
which her citizens
take great pride in, is her police force The police
system of Boston is under the control of a comfeatures of Boston,

years

As

Boston, Jan. *JX txxq

are

•Samuel

painter, died

Boston.

of the Journal.

Mr. Isaac Murch, on Tuesday, began the manufacture of ships’ blocks at his rooms in the foundry

Mathews Bros, horse one day last week while
being driven in our streets, stopped suddenly and
deliberately kicked the sleigh to pieces.

magnificent new steamer City of Worcester. The
captain invited a few of us to inspect the boat, and
he took special pride in exhibiting the electric light
ing apparatus. At Philadelphia a full hour was
allowed for dinner, which was served in a separatc
room from the other travelers, in the tine station
now being built in the Quaker
City. On reaching
Washington the party was distributed at the different hotels, our own quarters being at Willards, tin*
conservative old house where we were quartered
ten years ago, and which holds its high reputation
among the new aspirants for public, favor

t’apt. Howe made an eloquent
speech, relating a chapter from his bitter oxperiem.Camp meeting John Allen interested the

Vicinity.

Mrs. Ralph C. .Johnson has given $50 to the lid
fast Ladies Association, for charitable purposes.

vided for without any care on your own part. The
plan leaves all your precious time for sight seeing.”
A special train was furnished the party of
nearly
300, more than twenty of whom were from Maine,
and on reaching New London we, went on hoard the

activity

Portland, in ringing words, told the story of his
rescue from the gutter through the power of

and

A cargo of pig iron from tin* Katalidin iron worklias been forwarded to this city.

advantage in having your baggage, meals, rooms at
hotels, staterooms and even carriage hire, all pro

referred to meeting Hon. W J. Corthell, of Cor
ham, recently, who regretted his inability to bo
present at this convention, but hoped some means

Belfast

of

instance of rudeness.” "Certainly,” I explained,
“Mr. Raymond makes it a point to carry only ladles
and gentlemen on his excursions, and before the
trip is over you will admit that there is an immense

(d AVaterville, spoke of the need of temperance
work, and especially by the ladies. The President

thought tho churches should bo bul
llev.
prohibition. Vote as you pra.
S. P. Merrill, of Biddoford. thought that the call
for the meeting took too lusy a view of the situation; that prohibition in Maine is in a hid way.
lie gave names and figures in regard to the nouonforcomeut of tho liquor law in Maine, especially

of last week.

temperanco, ami vote temper

of

Mother, may I go out to skate?
Yes, my darling Julia,
But don’t you try the figure S,
For it will surely fool you.
Just as you make the lightning whirl
To show your springy muscle,
The hoys will see a foolish girl
Sleighriding on her bustle.

"Don’t you want to go to Washington with the
Raymond excursion?” I asked a friend a few weeks
ago. "No,” was the reply, "I don’t fancy travelling en masse like a charity school or a circus.” A
little persuasion, however, induced my friend to
lay aside her prejudices, and before we were an
hour from Boston she was enthusiastic in her
praises. "Why these are first-class people!” she
exclaimed as she scanned the list of names, and
added, long before reaching Washington, "I never
rode in a railroad car before when every passenger
was so thoroughly well bred. I’ve not seen a single

some

Nutt,

News

Washington.

AN IDEAL JOURNEY.

uext.

thought that law may go beyond

warks for

assas-

act

B.
anee, he urged
iu moral suasion, but

from

Correspondence of the Journal.
Washington, 1). C. Jan. 28,1882.

Mr.

temperance,

vocated united work in the future, until the rum
tratlic bo entirely abolished. S. P. Pierson, ot

to an end somewhat

came

tho

and then demand them of tho I, ‘gislaturo
Mr. T
I! Simonton, of Camden, painted the
progress
made in Maine during the past forty years, an I ad

Indicted.

.Letter

ringing speeches
Simonton believed in putting
prohibitory law above politics. Let us talk

were made.

altnough

success,

men to

sin Guiteau

The usual

ringing resolupraise meetings

among themselves upon what enactments are
necessary to put down rum selling in this State,

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
date on the colored slip attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May 81, means that the subscription is paid to
that date. When a new payment is made, the date
will l»e changed to correspond, and sUBSCKIBERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
are requested to forward the sums due.

drawn out trial of the

adopted.

make the law more ef-

January

Thursday afternoon

made and

were

hundred grogshops. What is the trouble f
It is owing to tho fact that there are rat holes in
the prohibitory law through which the rascals can
escape Tho friends of temperance ought to agree

Administrators, Executors and guardians
desiring their Probate advertising published in the
Journal, will please so state to the Court.

long

this convention in

area

SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
have the address of papers changed, must state the
Post Office to which the paper has been sent, as well
as the office to which it is to go.

The

Wed-

cuted in every city
to the progress of prohibition in tho world, is the
fact that the Maine law lias not completely extirpated the tratlic in tho Stato In Portland there

S. It. Niles, No. 256 Washington St., Boston.
T. C. Evans, Rooms 2, 4 & s, Tremont Temple,
Boston.
S. M. Pettengill & Co., 10 State St., Boston, and
37 Park Row, N. Y.
Horace Dodd, 265 Washington St., Boston.
Geo. P. Rowell & Co., 10 spruce St.. New York.
J. H. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.

rs

were

great

a

authorized agents for the Jour

Guiliy

on

The attend-

Wo give a synopsis of tho more important speeches in Wednesday's session. Gen.
Neal claimed that the prohibitory law in Maine is

Subscription Terms. In advance,$2.00 a year;
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of tl»e
year, $3.00.
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
of length in column,) $1.00 for one week, and 25
cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of
a square charged as a full one.
nal

Augusta

in

last week.

thought would

ficient, and on motion of tho chairman of tho committee, the report was recommitted, and tho com
mitteo directed to report at the next session of

held.

were

j

following arc

hold

committee

of the Maine State

good, the zeal of those present manifest;

stirring speeches
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rights guaranted to criminals, including a fair trial by ail impartial jury,
the crank correspondent may reply that
Judge Cox is in the official conspiracy to
hang the perpetrator of a cool, deliberate,
carefully planned murder. The special
correspondent of the New York Herald,
THANKS DUE JUDGE COX.
a reliable and
unprejudiced observer, efCox
deserves the thanks of the country
Judge
lor his patience and his cool and
impartial conduct fectually disposes, however, of the insanot the trial. He presided
throughout with dignity,
but without fuss, for there was no occasion for ity plea.
Writing of the incidents of the
fuss. He bore the infliction of Guiteau with im
last day of the trial, he says—
perturbable patience, and never once
what
was

The

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

■

t nreof

I

common

the common

v■

what

a-to execute

home should be. The next method
the law. The non-enforcement of

law tin* speaker laid to
apathy, and the lack of
aggressive spirit. It is not pleasant work. The
r uin-scller works
for pay—the temperance man for
nr.-**-. It
fifty men should go to the rum-seller and
:LV* “you must stop this business; if not
you must
t ike the
consequences,” thetrallic would cease. He
\ ould not take an ©nicer
the first time, lie would
#j o with his heart in one hand and
power in the
u ther.
The Colonel’s remarks were candid, forcible
a ml were well received
by the audience. Mr. Koss,
w Ing to the lateness of the
hour, spoke brielly. He
a aid he was not
prepared to say that every nwdern te drinker became a
drunkard, but he was on the
r >ad.
The only safe way is total abstinence. Mrs.
I atterson sabl that a
gentleman who had called up" 11 Hie
rum-sellers was informed that they,(the rums -Hers) sold
liquor because the prominent citizens
o f the town were not
opposed to it. The next
n leeting will be held at the I
niversalist church
s
inday next at 3.30 i\ \i.
t he
: n

'■

false alarm of fire

was a

■v

in this city

on

Searsport Locals.

evening.

i.i>

v;

married in January
a good beginning for the new
year.
l* lia/.eltine has received a pair of elk
measure thirteen inches in circumference
-kllll.
Belfast couple*

were

ar-port stage on Tuesday evening, lost
baggage, and did not discover the
had gone half

11i 1 it

the

i'

off

Mr. Seth F. Hammons has gone t«» the Conserva
of Music, Boston, to complete his musical education.
He will receive instruction from Thoma*
F« verett the celebrated Cornetist.
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iadies au-i

t.i

d. ,v M.
gentlemen
dig a
rge amount of pressed
tneir ware houses ai d intend
shipping it to
i.
et determined upon, by the schooner
1
-V Day are otiilding_Dr. FI. M.
kp -n is -o far recovered as to be able
The eagle on our hall
patients
id
wing- in the gale of last Frida\
Mauda-id i* home for two weeks from
“<■

il!‘“

; ‘-’

—

—

'■

-‘-or

beniinary.

hour it

abated!

vessel

to roll dangerously for seventeen hours.
During tin- remainder of the day flic weather lieearn. .-Old. and ire made so
rapidly that it was sevei
iiicla'- n thickness on an
average wherever tie

several of the crew were fr-'stbitten
ami all -uil'erod from the piercing cold.
fell

'i'l.i

Mtiti.M

Hark Aberdeen, Capt. (look
l.’oval, dan. Tilth....
Bark Wealthy Pendleton, <
aid. Wm. Ii. Blanch
ard, sailed from A-toria, Oregon, for Cork. .Tail
1 Till.... Bark Ivhvin Iteed,
Capt. dames Oilmorel
arrived at Hong iv-ng dan.
state
Nun

from

"ailed

I

a

:■

''

111

'ai

s

annuli for put

Toil,.ship

oj

(

small, arrived at Valpapith, from • ai din', 7-'. day passage, Jin. 1;
isim ss pr.led to Sail Franeisi
o_ship
s

M.-di!

apt. Normal: Dunbar, -ailed l'roiiji
2Jill, for Wilmington, ( al.Bari
I
Ii. Bryant, ('apt. Win. Parse, from
Ilnijbifur New
T ork, w is sp iken Jan
2:id-Ship It. I! Pi.is
(.apt A .vt. Ito-s, sailed from Liver},ool .Tan. 24th,
for Cal.iutta-sliip Harriet II.
MeUilverv, Ford.
from Manilla for New York, was
spoken Dee. 2stli,
>'i ool I

hit.,

glit of last week Elder
f par i!y*i- from which

n

-ot-wK

■

while in
when he became
the road. When found
nil hi* fo,,t

miles

tw-

At tlut

t-■ a-(r a_ a
with a very high sea. which kepi
tiie deck constantly full of water and caused the

raiso

town, lost
ivaking through the

soiia.j

arrived ,tt V w York on Saturday. Tile captain re-1
ports that till- ship was detained live days north of
Cape Iialiens with wc-t-northwest hurricanes.!

tlik

•»:

ones were

the

mi

r.

in.

<„ lorn, it I.Sliip F. s Horsey Capt.
Chits. Waterhouse from New York lor
Japan iu
spoken 47 days out lat 2«—30 ion. 2S—2o all well.
Bark Mary L. Bussell,Cupl. sucl Nielu-I- arriv
e l in New York
Jan 27th. Twenty four days pa-.
sage from Pernanbucn.Bark Able
Carvetil

..

1

apt- Nathan 1*. Carver arrived at Valparaiso Dec.
10 from lioiig Kong; picked
up l:i Japanese and
‘added them.Bark Ii. Agnier
Capt. .Mott arrived at Penang from Singapore Dee. loth.

sliip
al

(dlinure Capt. Will. Carver arrived
ram-ism .Jan 20th from Hiogo Japan.

susaa

sail

1-

The Journal is in receipt of the
following lettei*
from Capt. Nickels, dated at Now
Orleans, Jan. path.

captain fully sustain- tiie position taken by ut
iiCregard to tiie late captain, who n we believe tji
have been foully dealt with on board
-hip Uesolutci:

Tile

Th mi.
Dear sir.

Id,tioit in"nii; Bu-i'i.Kan Jin itxAi—
In your issue of Jan. IT.
1.-st, 1 lind a
hearing of the sad ease ol mutiny
and I am thankful that von
am! all other.- aei|uainted witii
Cajit. Ni.lmi.-, do'inlt
1'1-oU the story III' the mates that Hie
captain waaddn-ted to drunkoiine.--.
Capt. Nichols was Hell
known here by reliable and influential
men, and
they do nut credit one word of this charge. The
l
>. District
Attorney (who is not acquainted with
an mint -4 the
on hoard tile Besolutc-.

in.nine

matters,

took full control of tin*
prosorit-

Iion before I
s. , mnmissioncisamliola, and
-h-mi-sa1 of the ease and
discharge of tiie crew
mill till evidence before
him, seems a llivsterv l
ml fair
Honking mem Previous to the hearing I
uad ailed upon the l
>. District
Altornev, and ii
pioim.-eii tii.it a thorough investigation should take
phe e. • hi Hie next -lay after the discharge of the
crew. Mr. No,Ion
..f the lire, ol Messrs. Norton
*
l”'l‘
1•'
s. District
!,B»n the 1
epi'-seuti-l the injustice done Capt. Nichols' namb
1
1
,K>
1:i,ni,y waist unm-div bear
aii'l a>ke'i him that if w«prosecuted the mate if tin*
-•a.M-. mu.; „hi be Tarried l<» the
courts. Hr replied
hat In* < oui.l n,,t find a c;mc
against the oitiecrs mi.
'V:'' Hv>h e\ ideme. Jit*
appeared unwill
•I‘kr t<» pr«'seeute, and \\
were t-m-ed to di>-har»v
the crew, and the only witnesses were the
wi.o wtiu.il at b<\-t be
unwilling witnesses, \fter
getting legal advice on the subject, we
mat we could not prosecute with anv
hope of sueoe
aMho second investigation would
end a- the
hmt in the discharge of tiie
partv or parties su-.
ported. I maintain thal the mate* being in ehar-e
and the crew guarding the
captain, were responsible fill- Ills life. Tesu-rdav Mr. Burev, chief
mate
lotiud Hie missing key- to live
irons, in a
corner ot one of the berths in the
forecastle
I
sincerely believe that had a parallel ease occurred
in any other
country, or been tried perhaps in anv
"iher Mate of the I'nion, that Hie
guilty parties
\\ ould never have
escaped. This is a fair -pccimen
<>f the protection our government oilers itloyal
ship-masters andfaring people generally. This
is a matter ot vital
importance to everv one employed in our merchant marine, ami will at least
show them how little protection we have.
Our ship
has lost a profitable
voyage by this deviation, yet
this loss is secondary to the
disappointment we feel
in not being able to reach the
guilty parties. 1 am
sir, very respectfully yours,
h. I). 1*. Nickels,
Resolute.

till-

,'".1

Attorney!

V^l-r‘>;i<

"i

—

1,1

*n

Joseph Ames, who died quite
;U in* home in this
village, Sumlav morn.

Instant, had reached tiie advanced age
'■:trs an*l 12
days. He retained his remarka
•>%' healtli to the day of his death.
iticmpl<*<! y irise at the usual morning
'Hi* j.otici ii. :i im could not
sustain him
’,ii

1

•

he sank to tin*

I

ut

r

struggle,

floor and expired without
in his
younger days Col.

leader among men in this vicinity,
-t a* th
in imsiness, and influential in local afII' was for several
years selectman of the
" ii "f
Prospect, then comprising tile pres'""ns of Prospect,
Searsport, and Stockton
11
representative two terms in the Eegisla
"■'**

1

■■

v

’■

1

l!l>

age of

eigliteeu

enlisted in the war
i "12. and was a
pensioner therefor at the time of
: III
He ever afterwards took a deep Interest
military, affairs, and for a period of twenty-five
"""■r missed a
general muster. He held
position from private to Col. of ins regiment,
I "as most
soldierly and distinguished looking
personal appearance, and a very efficient ofhad lieen engaged in
farming, lumbering,
lading, and was also noted for his
alums

Mastership

lie

superior

house framer. -Most of the older
h"s' in this
section, among them the church at
in-i» -it, were fashioned
by him. In politics a
Democrat, in- had never neglected to vote at a
Prc-idential election,
giving his last ballot to (ten.
Hum o. k
ill was three
times married, and was
ihi father of HI
children, seven of whom survive
him, viz-Daniel, the oldest, for
many years a resident -f California Capt. David
«., John M. (Postmaster!, and Amanda (wifeof Capt If. It. Costigaii;, residents of Stockton,
Charles, Express
'gent. Hangar; Hannah J., wife of Fitz If.
Boody,
Brooks, and Florin If., of Brunswick, Ceorgia.
Editor Jolrxal: I observed that
my name
innocently to me, and by grace of my web-foot
friend,) occupied a small space in the columns of
'»ur last issue, ami
perhaps in such a manner as to
cupel a reply. I acknowledge the ownership of a
Knox colt, which I
regard as most promising, and
in which I take w hat I
consider a commendable
bride. But my colt is not a trained trotter ami I
di«l not contemplate allow
ing him to race until next
t ill, and
certainly not in his present untrained state,
with only four
days notice, and subject to such
/> ruiiar conditions. But if Capt. Turk
really de>in.*s to test the relative
speed of the two colts, and
*n earnest in his
$500 wager, I shall be pleased to
,l! cept his open challenge 30 days from the dav he
dignities his readiness to deposit his
proposed
stakes. Each man to select his own
driver, and let
the horses decide the
question of speed. And I
would suggest the avenue from Belfast South
•ward the Camp
Ground, as a most desirable place
for the race
j. A. Pierce.
Feb.
1st
1882.
Stockton,
as a

pairs'of

ska us mo vi'.

The ladies of the M. K.
society
will hold a levee and entertainment at
Knights Hall
on
Fell.
Wednesday evening,
8th.
lil I'KSfoitT.
<'apt. W. It.
of

Conant,
Belfast,
was in town last week
visiting his nephew, Mr.
Cu.-diina.i, wlio is a Student at the Seminary....S.
I’.

Hall

eonliued to i,i^ house several davs last
week with a severe cold.John
Buck, our enterprising stock dealer, is also reported sick with a
slow fever—Rev M. W. Prince preached at the
Methodist church on Saturday night, to the
of
was

delight
a large congregation.. .Mr.
Moses, the popular landlord of the Rohinson house, has been
quite sick but
is now rapidly
recovering-Capt .1. G. stover
master of the ship Daniel Barnes, from
Hong Kong
to New Jork, is expected to arrive
early next
month.

ARRIVED.

from

Jan. 25th. schrs. Geo. shattuek, Hart, Boston;
Porter, Clark, do.
Jan. 26th, schr. Hero, Lowe, Boston.
28th. schr. Warrington, Rnndlet, llucksport.
20th, schr. Brunette, Babbage. Portland.
30th, schr<. Morris \V Child, Torry. Boston*.
Charlotte N. Morgan, Sparrow, do; W. L>. rat-gill.
Low, do; Mahaska, Merriman, New York.
Freddie L.

8AILED.
Jan. 2‘Jth, schrs. Hero,
Clifford, Jones, do.

He will meet with

welcome from
a host of friends—.Ire
cutting has begun at the
pond-Large quantities of wood have been hauled to our market within a few
days. The best
quality of green wood sells for $:> a cord_The
meetings at the Methodist church are to continue
through the week. Much interest is manifested
The Rev. Daniel Dorchester, of Boston, has been
secured to preach and lecture at the coming dedication of the new organ. The old organ to be removed from the Methodist church has been sold to
the Methodistchurcb in Patten Maine_Tile
a

warm

...

manly
words spoken by the Journal are much
appreciated
in
Bucksport, and we are about ready to vote that
the Journal is the best
family paper in the State....
The temperance
meeting Sunday i\ M. was largely
attended. Very interesting remarks were made
by
Messrs. Chalmers, Clark and
Gerry of the Bangor
Reform Club and by Mr. Crabtree of
Surry. Bucksport is one of the banner towns in the temperance
work and a most vigorous
campaign is being waged.
We wish them great success.

Go. w. m

GEO. W.

||URKETT’jj

Would notify his patrons that it is impossible for us to guarantee duplicates ol
the goods advertised, and as soon as the
lots are closed they will be withdrawn

NEWS.

Lowe, Boston; Nathan

new

hall is

advertisement and

items
substituted, consequently it would he advisable to review our columns each week.
The entire stock has been MARKED
DOWN, and the crowds that visited this
estahlishinei t last week prove the public are wide awake and
appreciate the
bargains placed before them. Our force
has been inadequate to give each customer the time and attention
usually demanded, we therefore ask the indulgence
of our patrons, and in order to obviate
the difficulty of showing specialties in
every department of our LARGE STOCK
we have decided to
classify our goods for
each day of the week, and place upon
our counters the
entire assortment of
goods mention!.d below, with the view of
closing out the entire lots. (>n
our

new

"

"*

Ladies’ Unite!:
MR. AND MRS.

75c. each, sold everywhere at $1.00.

At

inlsli, !».«•. This is tlie CEEEISR.VTEl) CASHMERE that sells for $1.00.

A cold wave Monday and Tuesday of
with the mercury wandering among the
twenties-Rachel Bowen one of our old residents,
wife of-Joseph Bowen, died la-L Wednesday at the
She had been an invalid for
age oi Ufty-seven.
'Oiue fifteen years, and a part of the time a great

At 33c., cost 32 1-2 and 07 t-2.

English Toilet Quilts,

Brooks.

-utlVrer.

she

horn in the town of Durham
with her parents from Richmond

”vt

""Ml.at Plaids

lu-t week

(100 yds.) 10c. per doz.

Marsailles

4c.

1000 )ds.

OA1

At SI.30. adicrllscd dimn Innn
at $1.50. Precisely the same

I

*""•

limit.

ulna

she was well and widely known,
young,
leaves ;i large circle of mourning friends.
Funeral at tlie house of her son-in-law, W. C.
Rowe, on Sunday last. Discourse by W. C. Wade.
....•v I.. Dodge has purchased the Noah Johnson
hou-e and removed it to the village and will make a
arriage house of it....The firm of Lane, ,J«mes,
and Roberts, consisting of C harles K. Lane, J. W.
Jones, and F. W. Roberts, have purchased the kit

(Short Lengths)

■

making machinery of Mi. Pottle, formerly operated
in the foundry building in Belfast, and are now en
larging their mill, preparatory to putting it in at
the village. They are also buying and hauling
-to< k and expect to be ready to operate in about
three weeks. They will, in conn etion with the
making of kits, make pails, chair stock, and netbuoys. They have secured a large quantity of
growth suited to their wants, ami are having orders
for samples and prices.
The demand for kits seemunlimited, at least so far as their capacity to supply
is concerned. They expect to operate night ami
day during the season of greatest water supply,
and their rapacity will lie about two hundred k its
per day.
They will make three sizes, of fifteen,
twenty, and twenty-five or thirty pounds c apaeity

Gloves,

also

one

new

style that

line of kits with
is

now

a

rover

called for.

At Cost l

Cloaks & Shawls!;
AT LESS THAN COST.

DRESS GOODS

head and bail, a
They will also

In short lengths and remnants,

AT YOUR OWN PRICE.

work that part of their stock adapted into butler
tubs. The kits are four hooped, with two heads.
brown or yellow ash, from trees of
good growth, and got out by what is known to
hoop men and coopers as the “no king process.”
These hoops for tin* present will be obtained from
Cuityat four dollars per thousand. Second growth
pine is the timber preferred for making kits and it

hoops

The

of

worth out little for anything else at present here
bouts. The supply is quite plentiful. In addition
t" this, fir, spruce, bass wood and
poplar can be
used. Ash, fir and white hemlock makegood butter tubs, cellar is used for net-buovs, and
maple,
birch an 1 beech for chair stock, with now and then
an order for fancy lots in
cherry-tree or some other
rarer w >od.
This enterprise promises to add much

C R A S II

fast is

NOTTINGHAM

5

Pieces

LACES

offered

3 Pieces

yard.

All

Tabling,
20c.

Linen,

per yard.

S,

From 50c. per doz. to $3.00. .Special bargains in
these goods.

Swiss

notify

us

as

efficient

an

all who

hands of

Ali persons

SILKS!

sell t‘"r $1.33, and compare with
any here or abroad at $1.02.
we

&c.,

Most l*< >S1TI V LLY be closed, and will be ><>ld
at a sacrifice.

collection,
unpaid

bills

against

the meantime

Their

our

ENTIRE STOCK
will astonish all.
enumerate the

the

GEO. W.

goods

St.,

Block.

City

TOM,

cannot

BARGAINS,

wall speak for them-

BURKETT,

if is seldom

City Block,

IWA3K1 STREET,

closing

|
l Life

12 cents.

CLARKS 6 COATS COTTON

As the

following

t<>

the industrial resources of the place, and we
have power and resources for others of a similar
character.
A firm would find it profitable to engage in “handle stock” making. That is, making
handles for bails, knives, awls and various tools
and implements. Still another might do well at

wooden box making. Every enterprise well
anied out of a like nature aids the town and coml'lie village schools closed Friday. The
munity.
first was under the tuition of Mr. I*. K Luce, who
goes from here to the Head of the Tide, for a spring
term of Grammar grade. The second was under
the instruction of Mr. Samuel N. Haskell, of Mechanic’s Falls, a very successful teacher, as this his
-mall

-..

second term in town illustrates-Dist. Dep. G. M.
1
argil 1 paid his annual visit to Marsh River Lodge
Wednesday. The Lodge is in a very satisfactory
condition.

high price of provisions in our markets has
the importation of Irish potatoes and Ger
man beans
The latter pay an advolorum duty of
ten per cent and are quoted in the Sew York
The

In order to make a rapid sale of his
stock, will open this day

customer the qualify anil price of
till our merchandise to be as good
loir

be bought in the

as cun

will

G. W. Burkett,

Our Store is the largest and best
and night) of ang in
this city, and ire guarantee to erery

lighted (dag

as

prices

1 Case Best Satteen jeans,

FOR THE NEXT

State.

MR. & MRS.

80 DAYS

A. D. CHASE.

WE SHALL OFFER

(Naumkeaug)

at 12c. per

yard,

former price 15c.

Best

Glove

pp

Finished

Belfast, Jan. 2(1, ljk>2.—3\v4

at 6c. per

yard.

caused

Clarke & Coats Thread,
iSt EVERY DEPARTMENT.

market at >2 of) to $3.00 per bushel.

We are determined to close our stock,
and in order to do so we have made
prices that will astonish any customer.
If you wish to save money now is the
time to purchase

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT*
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
By g. H.

.Sargent, No. 8, Main Street.

PRODUCE MARKET.

PRICES PAID PRODUCERS

Apples ¥ hush,
35475 I lav ¥ ton, $10.00415.0o
dried, P1 tb
<»« 7
5gti Hides ¥ lb,
Beans,pea,bush 3.0043.25 Lamb ¥ tb,
040
Medium $2.50 43.00 Lamb Skins,
$1.3041.00
Ye ,low-eyes 2 2542.50 Mutton ¥ tb,
047
Butter ¥ tb,
20422 < hits ¥ bush,
45450
Beef ¥ tb,
04s Potatoes,
O04IO0
Barley ¥ bush,
50400 Round Hog ¥ tb
84s

Cheese P tb,
Chicken ¥ tb,
Calf Skins ¥ tb,
Duck ¥ tb,
Eggs ¥ doz.,
h>»wl ¥ lb,
Geese ¥ tb,

12414 Straw ¥ ton,
IO412 Turkey ¥ tb,
12 S' Veal ¥ tb,

HAYFORD OPERA HOUSE.

12 a 14

046

33
12414 Wool, washed, P tb,
20 Wool, unwashed, ¥ tb, 27
10412 Wood, hard,
$5.004000
12414 Wood, soft,
$3.0043.50

Beef, Cornell, ¥ tb, 5-grt Lime ¥ bid.,
$1.25
Butter, Salt, ¥ box,
20 Oat Meal ¥ lb,
5
Lorn ¥ bush,
81 Unions ¥ tb,
3‘2 4 4
< ’racked Corn ¥
bush, si Oil, Kerosene Pgal.,j4 a20
Corn Meal ¥ bush,
81 Pollock ¥ tb,
3 Vi4

Cheese ¥ lb,

1441«; Pork ¥ lb,
II4I2
Cotton Seed ¥ cwt.
1.75 Plaster ¥ bid.,
$1.00
Codfish, dry,¥ tb,
546 Rye Meal, ¥ tb,
3>2
Cranberries ¥ qt., 12410 Shorts ¥ cwt.,
*1.30
Clover See. I, v tb, l*&il sugar V lb,
8X310'.
KlourV bl)l., *8.00410.00 Salt, T. I.,
40
busli,
II. <4. Set'iHF Imsli, *3.33 S. Potatoes V tb,
OijO
l.or.ltf'lb,
13014 Wheat Meal, 4? lb,
44.55

SPECIAL NOTICES.
B. A B. El. (O’S CARD TO THE PTBLIC'.
Wo wish to inform our friends and the public
that Coo. W. Crockett is no longer connected with
[his company in any manner. Further that we still
intend to do a general express business from Iiangor to Boston and ..ediate landings, and with fair
dealing and strict attention to business we hope to
have a share of the public business. Any demand
[‘gainst said company from Oct. 1,1881, to date, will
be promptly paid.
10. (J. Da.xfokth A Co.
Belfast, Jan. 18, 188:!.—<Jw3

A
CARD.
To all who arc suffering from the errors and indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c., 1 will send a recipe that
This great
you, FREE OF CHARGE.
remedy was discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send a self-addressed envelope to the
Rev. Joski h T. Inman, Station D, New York City.
Gm44

Cloakings,

cure

BENEFIT

Washington Engine
S.

MUSIC

BY

Orchestra,

ASSISTED

J. F. Mdscrvev

an

1 J. II.

Dulierly,

50e.
25r.

Dancing
:iw3

NORTH BELFAST HIGH SCHOOL.
HEAD OF THE
TIDE.

The Spring Term will begin

FEBRUARY

For

we arc

they the>
factory.

selling them

(an

he

bought

ami

Primary (trade.$(..r>0

Commou English.

2 la

Higher
3.75
Languages. 1,00
Thorough and practical instruction in all hram-hts
usually taught in High Schools and Academies.

Hood board

lie obtained from $2,011 to $3,011 per
week.
Plenty of conveniences for self-boarding.
For further particulars address or consult the Prin-

cipal

at this

can

place,

or

VEST MAKERS!
FOR

€5 0
I

port.

this city, Jan. 30th, by Rev. C. E. Libby, Willis
E. Hamilton, of Swanville, and
Mary Ella Hoag,
*
of Belfast.
In Waldo, Jan. 1st, by S.
Kingsbury, Esq., Mr.
Win. II. Beekweth and Miss Henrietta F. Blxby,
both of Waldo.
In Islcsboro, Jan. 18th,
by Rev. C. M. Rhoades,
Mr. Lincoln Farnsworth and Miss Lilia M. Hatch
both of Islcsboro.
In Castinc, Jan. 21st, bv Alfred
Hooper, Esq.,
Mr. Joseph A. Lawrence,‘Supt. Manhattan Mine,
ami Nellie Grlndle of Castinc.
Brooksvijle,
In Castinc, Jan. 21st, Mr. Lewis
Staples ami Miss
Susan Clement, both of Castine.
In Bucksport, Jan. 13th, Harry C. White and Miss
Nellie S. McKinley, both of Bucksport.
In Damariscotta, Jan. 16th, Wm. II. Hull of Dam
ariscotta, and Carro E. Mathews of Warren.
In Jefferson, Jan. 8th, Roscoe G. Linscott of Jefferson, and Augusta A. Kaler of Washington.

(Best make in America)

THE

NEXT

ID ays

WANT

ALL

THE

FIRST-CLASS VEST MAKERS
\T
rp||
.L and

THEBE ARE IN WALDO COUNTY,
ipy neighbors ran have the poor ones.
There is nothing tnean about me you notice. I
have plenty of work and shall continue t" pay
CASH as long as my money lasts, and I have ni’v
cellar full of it now. Call arid see me.

GEO. A. QUIMBY.
Belfast, Feb. 2, 1882.—lin.i

DR. LOMBARD
his friends and customers that he will
be absent for some weeks, and that his dental
rooms will be in charge of DR. E. \V. MEADKR,
of Lewiston, a first-class practitioner, who cannot
fai Ito give satisfaction.
(>w4

INFORMS

only

Satins&Velvels,

our

FANCY GOODS!
have been marked down to close.
Our patrons delighted and our competitors terribly indignant at what they
call ruining the business by our

LOW PRICES.
Buy your goods in a store where there
is PLENTY OF DAYLIGHT, where
you
can
distinguish colors.
lie

sure

and examine

our

stock

befo re jm rebusing.

ONE

DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

95c.,

an

I Case 12-4
CASE

JT

w.

lyi-20
tie '\ I.I.

Heavy Marseilles Quilts
at

at 50c.. former

price 75c.
paid to jobbing.
our

PERMANENT CURE
-OK A I. L-

opportunity of securing Dry and
Fancy
prices profitable to yourselves never occurred in this city.
Goods at

AN INNOVATION.
It is rather unusual to advertise
in connection with
we

houses,
dry goods.

other for sale

residence

on

1 ’ark Sts.

Also 1 chestnut colored

the

corner

out-

of Cedar and

horse,
(i years old, fleet and kind,
top buggy,
(Union make) 1 sleigh, harness, robes, <fcc.

GEO. W. BURKETT,
83 Main

St.,

able

goods,

have

we

as

ber that takes this
merchandise

we

job

a

class

if

as

lates, therefore

of

accumu-

offer you

the

AT

AN--

prepared expressly for, audit used as
1
directed, never Tail to cure the mist obstinate
Misplacements, Ovarian Troubles and Chronic
Weaknesses so common to the hest
the -,\
Thousands of ladies all over the <*ountr\ will hear
witness to the curative virtue of the Kill's. Nairn
furnished upon application. Indorsed and used b\

City

Block.

if

Ladies in the most relined circles of societv have
as the host reined) in use for ( lironhWeaknesses.
Many teachers of vocal music, ami public singers, bear witness to the certain cllirary of Mealy's
Tonic Kills, in strengthening tliemuseles weakened
by constant use, incidental to this class of professionals.

‘■'old 1-y Druggists or sent by mail
upon receipt of
price, SI per box ; six boxes,"So. Letters are lvad
and answered by a skillful female phvsieian. Send
stamp for answer. A valuable pamphlet mailed
tree.
Address II K. TIIAVKK A CO., Id
Temple

pi., Boston.

Mention this paper.

of

and

ANYTHING

under the

and

heading

Fancy Goods,

see if

that
of

to call

WE MEAN WHAT WE

SAY.
Strike

where

SACRIFICE must
SECURE A

it

will THIS

be made to

QUICK

SALE.

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,

titl.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY!

Fifty

they are $! bills at 50
We only ask every one

want

Dry

have all the

always

advertised in this paper,

goods
even

can

this upon your minds,

shall

we

comes
an-

goods

quote prices, but you

impress

in

entire stock of accepted them

better

15ut at the same time

nants, shop-worn and unsale-

cents.

CHRONIC

physicians.

a TREMENDOES GET
DOWN in prices, and all our remnant
Dress Goods way below cost.
In fact a

horses, <fce.,

rem-

KOI KI.A.NO. M AINE:
IlKl'OlfISTS SKI.I. IT. -Mr

Are ihe Most Effectual Remedy
in the Known World for the

rpiUA

Scotch Wool Shirts & Drawers

We shall close out

Our store is no? filled with

biTTlu:ni.K, aiif.nt.

10c., sold everywhere
at 124c.

attention

have

w*e

OUR ENTIRE

or

worth $2.50.

I CASE GENTS’

Special

but

We cannot enumerate

CHEVOIT SHIRTINGS.

(Nevada’s)

as a bait !

Clash]

unparalleled bargain.

$1.50,

price,

Elixir of Life Root crapy.

20 inch wide, at 7c.,
former price 124c.

o\v2

H. H. Johnson Sc Co.

M MX

reduced

a

Immense Sacrifice!

Dress Goods at

stock of

M

A SfRiNTi TONK
t > It
TiZEII IT HAS NO I<(( t|.

yard.

I CASE 12-4 MARSEILLES QUILTS

1

AS

At

Prints,

4Ae. per

heavy,

he sold at LOW ER PRICES
than ever before named.

Ladies and Gentlemen’s Underwear, Ladies and Gentlemen’s Hosiery, Hoods, Clouds
and Leggins.

such as

A OrutfSi.'l has Sulci over 1.000 Hull It'.
lttn'KI.ASC), .Mi-... April
ls-l.
I have -I'M over one thousand buttles of Khsir
nt Life Knot, and have never found a ea.-e where
il fnilnl In give salisfaetinn.
AVNE. II. KITTRKIiKK
N'earlj Dead Tiiicl One ItolCle (Tired Him.
AVKSTKlKi.ii. M \ss, Mari'h is. I—I
■E. At*. KlTTilKlMiK, Agent Klixir'd I il.- Hoot
Ileal- Sh"-Having -MTer."l intensely f..r four
tears Willi disease ol‘ tin;
Kidneys, after having
during Unit lime Iried varhais ute'ihiiies without
obtaining relief, I «. ..I hi tr. ah"icle ,.|
your LI.IXIU OK I,ILK HmiT. and ii a'Turds nn
i'leasuve lo sav that "lie l.nuic ,,f A enmph't. l,
‘•lin'd me. 1 reeoinmenil il as the iih vahiabh
and eerlain run* l"V kidnev ..hies i have ever
seen.
I would add that I mi..re taking vour nieilieine I had heroine so weak that 1 was about to gii,
up work. 111 pi 11 g that others who have sutVered
like myself may he so furtuoate a- t.< Ha \<un
\aluanie nu'dieiue. 'i'ruii
am-.

Articles

Leading

—

Bleached

UNEN

at

Towels, Quilts, Table linens.

ingtherefrom,

DKOPM Mil \VF I.. IHtltKTKS. INFLAMMATION OK
THE III. AIIIH H. ItIIM K 111 x! DKPOMT. lilllTMATISM. IIA'PEiP'IA, K KM. ALE. COMPLAINTS, AMI ALL OISE. ASKS (IE
THE! I III NAHA (MIC. IN'.

worth 17c.

quality, only

I Case

-A N D-

Will

yard,

1 Case Remnant

Extra

5c..
Colors

Pique Remnants

10e. per

from the manu-

and

LUCE, Assistant,

at !24e.

I Case Cocheco Prints,

at

PRINCE E. LUCE, Principal,
Teacher of High English, Sciences, Languages,Am.
M.

everywhere

BANNER

T. I

prices less than

Colored Caslieres,
Dress Goods, Black

continue ten weeks under the instruction of

IRVING

sold

10c.,

Best

In fact all of

In this city, Jan. 26th, by Kev. .S. Goodenough,
Mr. Walter R. Pearson of Lawrence, Mass.,
Miss Isabelle F. Libby of Belfast.
In this city, Jan. 26th, at the residence of the
bride’s mother, by Rev. J. A. Ross, Mr.
George S.
Wentworth of Boston, Mass., and Miss Annette
.Small of Belfast.
In this city, Jan. 26th, by Rev. C. E.
Libby, Edward C. Pike and Frances N. Park, both of Sears-

at

Be.

Bleached Cotton,

Lace

»>ur line of

27th,

Teacher of Common English and
Primary Crude.
TUITION :

price

I CASE 4-4 FRUIT OF THE LOOM

of Dockland,

without supper,
Supper served from 0 to s o'clock I*. M.
to commence at S o’clock sharp.

and

former

Light
(Spring Styles.)

BY

Admission. Including supper,

MONDAY,

(200 yds.) only 2c.,

:

HARRIMAN,

Sanborn’s

COMMON THREAD,

Co. No. 5.

FLOOR DIRECTOR

JAMES

Spool.

worth He., Medium

(J. EEI.1NUWOOD, Agent.
Head of Tide, Belfast, Jan. 24, 1SS2.—4wf

married.

BLANKETS, FLANNELS,

Thursday Evening, Feb. 2, 1882.

A.

In

Black Beavers,

$0.0048.00

RETAIL MARKET.

will

-A T-

tie. per

sale, bat

-ANI)-

Positive Cure for Kidney & Liver Complaints
and ail Diseases aris-

A

out

a

NOW WE DO!

Root !

THE

show.

55 cents per dozen.

and

smile of

advertise

-*e

BELFAST.

l i x i n

It

.

And will continue until further

ia

.

notice.

83

BURKETT,

We

Stock

CQftt^lENCES

will be closed out at the
mercy
of the public, at prices that

cordially INIITK ALL to inspect our goods and
learn prices. He give you a larger bundle ot goods
for less money than any house In the state. Orders by mall strictly attended to.

83 Main

-O F-

will present them for
payment.

selves.

C. W.

Great Safe

Attorney.

an

having

Without quo!inn this lias been the most exciting campaign in Dry Goods known In Belfast, and
the attractions we place before the public In goods
and prices may never occur again. Therefore we

Block.

that

public

this

us

buy largely.

BLACK
Look at the silk

the

to

shall

we

and leave all accounts
in the

Announce

are

to make imme-

settlement,

make

is receiv-

From 5c. to 15c. per yard. Just one-half their value.

CARPETINGS, CURTAINS.

All Linen 20 Inches wide at 7 cents.

project

indebted to

Embroideries,

to

Geo. W. Burkett,

locate elsewhere

serious cons.ideratsor!.

We therefore

Linen Hdkfs.

W c shall offer for sale the FEW GOODS
left in all the departments of our stock ! !
It is useless for ns to attempt to advertise
the price- on all of our goods, the space
will not admit.
We simply state that the
public will never have an opportunity to
suppi\ their wants in this line at prices
so Astonishingly Low.
1

us to

our

diate

that extraor-

inducements have been

and that the

Turkey Red Tabling,
45c. per

possible,

dinary

Marked down to prices that induce every cu.-loutrr

WEDNESDAY,

City

PATENT,

Would announce that the
prospect of his removal from Bel-

10 DOZ. LADIES.1 UNDEBVM&P4NTS
ing
At 25c., sold in this city at 37*2c.

a

,

Button,

$1.25, marked down from $1.75.

Only

specialty of closing out
fancy Goods, Dosierv.
Gloves, Ribbons, Neck Ties, Jewelry,
Corsets, Huttons, Edges, Silk Ildkfs,, etc.

S3 Main S!

3

50c., marked down from 75c.

INF A PK I N

TUESDAY,
We slue! make
our
Stock of

yard.

LACING KIDS, FOSTER

MONDAY,

In 10-4, 11-1. |2-l and 13-1

Sc. per

From •■>.')<•. to $1.00 per ynnl. Everv ln.lv slmulil
take this
i.pportunlty of buving from this lot
as we shall dose them at a CHEAT REDUCTION.

We cut down the prices on Carpetings,
oil Cloths, Mattings, Curtains, Fixtures,
( urpot Sweepers, Ladies ami Gents’ Underwear, Yarns, Worsted Goods, Felt
Skirts. Hlankcts.

I

Blue,

1000 Yds. BLEACHED COTTONS

We treat you to rare bargains in Cottons,
1 ’i ints. ('heviots. ('ambries,Silcsias, Ticking.-, flannels, Gents Woolen Goods.
Cloakings, Ready Made Cloaks, Dolman-, Listers.

our

he,.

At $1.00, worth $l.7o.

At

they

even

brothers in the business.

yanl.

3 Doz. Elegant Zetland Shawls in

Kid

struck where

Dress Prints,

and

At $1.00 per yard, cannot be duplicated In this
city lor less than $1.23, This Is the Cashmere
that has created such excitement among
the press Makers ol' Belfast.

10c. per

prices

astonish every one,

NaumkeagSatteen Jeans

Only 7«‘. per yard, sold everywhere at

Wo shall offer at a sacrifice all the Dress
Goods in stock,when we mention All-Wool
Shoodahs l I 1 yard wide, marked down
from t>2 I-2c. to 45c. per yard, you can
realize what we mean by redaction of
prices. Our Dress Goods stock is large
and comprises splendid shades and qualities of all kinds.

Black Cashmeres,

The

per yard.

3 Cases

SATURDAY,

Quilts,

mam of ram

2000 Yds 3-4Remnant Brown Cotton,

We shall open for inspection and sale
over £2,lMto worth of \\ bite
Goods, Tablings, Napkins, Towels, Crashes, Lace
1‘iques, Nottingham Laces, Red Spreads,
Gents’ White Shirts, Linen Ildkfs., Pillow Shams, Hamburg Edges Swiss Em-

At S7 1 -2c.

was

and removed here

I

1.000 DOZ. SPOOL COTTON,

FRIDAY,

OFFEI?

Dropped Out!

4 PIECES BLACK CASHMERE,

■'rap Do Tote

broideries.

A. D. CHASE

Closed Out

1 Case CORALINE CORSETS

THURSDAY,

-AT THE-

THE BOTTOM

WE OPEN THIS DAY

(Remnants)

now

IWealilt

OFFERED AT

and

seameii,

euneiuded

Their

potatoes, both of which an- bringing fair
pri *cs. Hay is worth from $12 to $ir». Potatoes
in .n 7“> to ports, at Brooks station_Some of the
teams which started for the Aroostook woods
to haul bark about two weeks since, have already
returned, the teamsters considering the labor required of them too great for the compensation.
They were obliged to make one trip per day on an
is mile road.

has chosen

Maine, Capt. •■eorge
Mi

while tlie older
sedate games.

is the

lure.-,

ni'i lei

happened the other
well known lawyers held
nag man who is an adept in

-i

-it

a

appears to dance out of

rounds "{

■

ha>

of lectures

-our.se

~’

b.

it

p-in iie'vveen the notes, like

-m

i 11 \ i t:

the occasion of hi*

on

-1-,

ari;

Hiii-li Sclioo1

a

b

represents
l».- doseribed
by'any

earned
it

died the

iety

*■

nh

hereby

a committee to
get
l»y home talent, to be de
n\civd bet'-uv tin- school pupils and ail others in-

»• *■

•!uii

,J

I'l

up

p didoes, but there is
jy w ho has the power

•••'• "m

M

went from

young

satisfac-

give*

wa-i

\V• dncse.ny evening speak it:
their r.vepiioj,. Some be\ enty
.o| Mr. Murcli and lady wen

nortion of the

very natu

r :* a

McLean, aged

C.

PORT OF BELFAST.

Waterville...-The transfers of oxen and
Sons,
steers are of frequent occurrence; and the prices
Mam t-. have an upward tendency... .Farmers are
improving all the good travelling that is furnished
t
thrm
which is very little, in marketing their

t-1

n

entertained with

SHIP

W.

A

n: Mr. A
sent, among
A. Gilmore, who will
viol ;.n- an orga n ,i< .unpaniment furnislicd
nn.'i
vein, h w a-manifestly enjoyed hy the

with the eight

ling

stan

18th,‘Charles

Jan.

years and 5 days.
Bar Harbor, Jan. 0th, Huldali Higgins, aged SO
years and 15 days.
In

fully furnished, having recently purchased some
new settees from the manufactory of J. Batehelder

1*‘-

V great many who never
mv alee to
get into the

m.

D:*

Ellsworth,

18

One of

tinues very prosperous.

c-nu-.d

tin

Y<' usox.

ensuing quarter, on Thursday evening last.
following are among the principal otlicers r
W. C. T., M. s. Stiles, Jr.. W
V. i., Ruth W. Carpenter. W S., F H. Brown; W. F s., Ralph
Croxford; W. T., Susie Brown. This lodge con-

r

'adder, and none
that at the linger ends
■!-• m

•d*

1

.inn'n

highed

years and 1 month.

NOTICE!

The

respect.

Ctiarles A
>

the

of

Camden, aged 22

of

Rockland, Jan. 21st, Shephard Grav, aged 08
years, 1) months and 12 da vs.
In

f'*r the

fifteen

of

ii

h

city is
.-.g-iness that it eaiidie reei-eati-u.. The wait/ is the

"

irt

.\

merly

the aged residents of this town,
Mrs. Olive Brackett, died January its; she was 79
Funeral on the Friday following
years of age.
from the residence of her sou, David Brackett....
<•. E. Brackett Lodge, I. O. of (.«. T.,elected otlicers

before.

class in every

oftiee, and the

alien

d

partners for supper by auction were fr >m sd to .•?•>.
1 tic supper and entertainment
following were first

merchant

positive that

f

>

.'ares

•••

the

jus

,-r

.'A

!,ue.

!|*~
■

degree

a

AY hen

'•"•'I*
1

one

quad*

same

ever

DIED.
this city, Mary E. Nutter, of Palermo, aged *8
years ami 2 months.
In this city, Jan. 27th, Samuel 15.
Gillum, aged 57
years and 7 months.
In tiiis city, Jan. 31st, Mrs.
Benjamin French,
aged about 70 years.
In Stockton, Jan. 22d, Mr. Adalbert Crockett,
aged
37 years and 10 months.
In Wayne, Iowa, Jan. 25th, Mrs.
Nancy Poavey,
late of Swanville, Me.
In Bangor, Jan. 20th, Mrs. Mary
Slattery.
In Rockville Centre, N. Y., .Tan. 23d, Chas. Lewis
Whittemore, son of Capt. W. L>. Whittemore, for-

—

congregational society's fair, supper, and
levee Thursday afternoon and
evening was a grand
success, both socially and finaneiullv. The gross
receipt? were *r»s, netting sjliirt. The autograph
.pull was voted t" Mrs. p p. Merrill. Prices of

•!her*.grand

in tne

1! !mn

■v

a

The

r

■m

an

lid

«-•

than

theehimbs,
v.-ith it. whistling liis

'•*.',

n:.-

Die

barrel from

a

delegation of Odd Fellows from Bluehill, visited
new lodge here on
Monday evening, and were
eordially entertained-The remains of Miss Martha Stevens, a former resident of Castine, were
brought here on Wednesday week for interment_
Mr. Willard Devereux, an old resident, died last
\\<’fk, aged about 72 years-During the cold
weather last week, ex-councillor Fogg passed this
w tv.
lie will probably ehroniclc a cold day, as his
<•
The Castine House,
\perienee in tills vicinity
al ter being remodelled, will be styled the El Dorado.

.,

*d for
TllC

go

A.

STILL

In

In

Stine.

A

the

(. apt. P. P. Pendleton arrived home from
\Va>hwhere he has been for several weeks
intgon, D. <
looking after the interests of Se.irsport parties in
tlie Alabama Claims. He
says eleven out of fifteen
composing the Congressional committee on said
claims are favorable to their payment, and he
thinks the outlook for an early adjustment better

'dugs and one afternoou, lie
Midr perspiring all the
•mined to the young people,
haired, lie* white-haired,
:1m itau. ami blind, are
u
i.o.e-e. and the druggists

m

•'

t<»

boys

the

as

a

curse.”

or

are

The

store, is being fitted up by Dr. Wallace for an
office and drugstore-The Castine Brick Co., are
erecting on their premises, a new building 24x30ft.
two st< •ries, o be used for a
boarding house for
their brie.kmakers ...Capt. A. M. Webster has sold
the Selir. Railroad to Capt. Keene of Waldo'ooro_

squad will go from here to attend the
Department Encampment, G. A. ]?., at Gardiner the
>ih iii-t.
Elisha Hopkins and Elisha W. Estes are
the duly elected delegates to represent Post Freeman Me(J livery.
(Juite

the week, and the
k without a skip.
Trot,

u

w

“Blessing

<

Son's

lecture in the vestry of the
Congregational Church Thursday evening by the
pastor. The subject of the sermon at the Congregational Church next Sunday morning will be

>«*i

market their potatoes.
worth 90 cents.

The Boston Comedy Co. have been
playing to fair audiences in Town Hall, during tiie
past week... .The unoccupied part of Sargent &

anchor.

j

Northport.

u>c.

(

golden

Bangor, wants ice and wood for the

beginning to

best qualities

( apt. 1). s. Goodell of this
town, captain of ship
Brown Bros, of Boston, has sent toC’apt.
Ingraham
ami Purser Raton of steamer Cambridge, a
prettv
harm for the watch chain, in the shape of a

principal. ..\\ T. Cochran, Brigabas thoroughbred stock for sale....

.ic

are now

the Methodist Church last Sabbath
l»v reason of the absence of the
pastor, Rev. F. ,J.
Haley, who was called to the funeral of his sister
who died very suddenly at Ivennebunk.

this city want, vest makers
iidunent.
Head his advertisement_
o.ilkd to the North Belfast High school,

ijuimhy

ble, after which all who wished joined in a social
dance which was kept up until a late
hour.Hay
is coming in in large
quantities, and the farmers

No service at

adopted.
\.

and tiie band gave some excellent music. The hand
is a new one, having been organized but a little
over a year.
The members are all young men of
good character, and will be a line looking band
when they get their uniforms.Veter Harmon’s
serenade party came off on Friday night, Jail. 27th.
Tiie hall was filled to
overflowing. The first part
of the evening’s entertainment consisted of a socia-

torv

ow

In Ellsworth, .Tan. 7t i, M lu'ckwoll S. Sper.cer
and Mrs. Mary A. Han' Uo»», ho
f
OIV" ;*th
In Milbridge, Jan. 18th, Mr. Joseph IT. Adams of
Cherryfleld, and Miss Inez Foster of Milbridge.

nesday evening, Jan. 25th. Tlic hall was well tilled

Charles Farrand, of skowhegan, who
recentlj
stole Newell C. Shulo’s team from this
place, was
last week arrested at Rockland on a similar
charge
ami taken to
skowhegan.

ac-

.r_:t!1:zed.

:

past two nights.

The spool & Block Manufacturing Co. have fillet
large order for ships’ bulls eyes for a New Yorl
firm the past week.

Thompson, of Montville, writes to say
not been elected chairman of the board
■
mmissioners, as the board is not yet

i;

Thorndike. The Dingo brass band of North
Montville gave a concert at Harmon’s Hall on Wed.

a

mile.

a

Swaxvii.le. The high wind of last «cek blowdown the barn of Arno Brown.

Mr. W. s. Hazeltim* of Boston has been exhibit
ing one of the Ritchie patent street lamps here foi

BLUE STORE.

to Se rent y-Fire Tons of Ire,
AND—

FORTY CORDS OF HARD WOOD,
Ml delivered at Weslevan Drove Motel, North

port, Me.

Address

Bangor, Jan. 2;»,

II. W. (

Belfast,

^aine.

MASK.

Franklin Mouse, Bangor, Me.

188*2.—5

All persons indebted to

STOCK FOR SALE. please
ately, as
Tboroilred Short Horn Bulls

us

call and settle immedi-

Fur sale at the Brigadier's Island Farm. Appiv t<>
W. T. COCIIBAN.
Stockton, Feh. -2, lss*»._5

counts
firm.

we

to

must close all
and

against

ac-

this
r>

Wild

Wonderful Surgical Operation Removal oflrlnarj Stones from the Itlndder Successful.
had
Tietsell, of Saugerties, V 'i
seven years by various physicians
for wliat they call stricture of the l rethra, without
benefit. He finally consulted Dr. David Kennedy,
of Uondout, V V., who found his trouble to be
I'rlnary Calculi or Stones in the Madder. The doc
tor at oueo removed the foreign bodies with the
knife and then gave his great Blood Specific, “Favorite Remedy,” to prevent their reformation. The
Mr.

lea

>imeon

treated for

n

entire treatment was eminently sucecssful.and Mr.
Tictsell's recovery was rapid and perfect.
While “f avorite Remedy” i- a specific in all Kidin
ney and Madder diseases, il is equally valuable
Disorders, Constipation of the
Bowels, and all the class of ill- apparently inseparable from the con-titutnuisof wiuen. Try it. > our
druggist has it, and it- cost is only one dollar a bottle. The lucky man is he w ho puts this advice in
practice. Don’t forget the name and addres-. Dr.
L’hc Doctor woubi
David Kennedy, lemdout, V 'i
eases

Bilious

of

have it understood that, w hile he i- engaged in the
Introduction of his medicine, “Favorite Remedy,”
he-till continue- the practice of his prot'e>-ion, but
confines himself exclusively t" ojlia practice. lie
treats all disea-e.- «>f a chronic character, and per
forms all the minoj; and rapital operations of -nr
1 m3

gery.

PINKHAM, OF LYNH, MASS.,

m. LYDIA E.
£

£
0

5
£.

1
G>
N

The

Outside.

Weather

of Our

Guardians

Coast.

With such a record it is no longer a marvel that
the American life saving institution lias taken so
lirm a hold of the public heart. The territory
which it guards—ten thousand*or more miles—is
divided into twelve districts. The Atlautic coast
presents one long succession of varied dangers,
beginning with Maine where the capricious currents are forever playing sly games about the nar
row capes, reefs, sunken rocks, and peaks ot is
lands half submerged, paving the coast like the
teeth in a shark's jaw, taking iu Cape Cod, the
afar
The little cottage, it shines
great arm of sand forty miles outward and upward
star.
the
like
the
lurid
seas,
O'er
polar
with its half sunken,'ever-shifting sand-bars, the
The mariner tossed in the jaws of death
islands and the rough rocky points on the Rhode
Hurls at the storm a detiant breath
Island coast—dreadful to mariners—and the long
Shouts to his mates through the writhing foam.
six hundred miles of beach from Monunpeopled
tauk Point, Long Island, to Cape Fear. North
Courage 1 please liod, we shall yet win home!"
wan
and
aud
Frozen and haggard
gray.
Carolina, terminating with the arid coral for
Hut restdutc still; 'tis the sailor's way.
matiou of the coast of Florida, live hundred
And perhaps—at the fancy the stern eyes dim—
The great lakes, a group ot enor
miles in extent
mous inland seas with twenty live hundred miles
Somebody's praying to night for him.
of American coast line, are subject to sudden and
Ah me. through the drench of the hitter rain.
violent gales, winch pile up seas so stupendous
How bright the picture that rises plaiu !
that anchored vessels are swept fore and alt. often
Sure he can see, with her merry look.
causing their complete destruction: while others,
His little maid crooning her spelling book ;
running for shelter in harbors, miss t ho narrow
The baby crows from the cradle fair:
entrances, and are blown helpless upon the jut
The erandam nods iu her easy chair;
ling piers or the still more dangerous beach.
While hither and yon. with a quiet grace.
The stations consist of three classes severally deA woman hits, with an earnest face.
nominated life saving stations, life-boat stations,
The kitten purrs, aud 'he kettle sings.
and houses of refuge. Each of the twelve districts
the
comfort
a
nameless
And
picture brings
is provided with a local superintendent, who must
be a resident of the district, and familiarly acRough weather outside, but the winds of balm
Forever float o'er this isle of calm.
quainted with its inhabitants His compensation
is one thousand dollars per annum, with the ex
0 friends who read over tea and toast
Of the wild night's work on the storm swept coast, ception of those on the coasts of Long Island and
New Jersey, who. having too many stations to
Think, when the vessels are overdue,
look after to attend to oilier business, are paid fit
Of the perilous j’oyage, the batlled crew.
teen hundred dollars apiece. These officers are
Of stout hearts battling for love and home
Mid the cruel blasts aud the curdling foam
required to give from twenty to thirty thousand
dollar bonds, as disbursing agents, being intrusted
And breathe a prayer from your happy lips
with the payment ot the imu under them, in addi
For those who must "go to the sea in ships;"
tion to their general duties. They arc responsible
Ask that the sailor may stand once more
for the selection of the keepers of the station."—a
Where (he sweet wife smiles iu the cottage door.
duty requiring much knowledge and excellent
| From Harper s Magazine for February.
judgment—who arc not. however, continued with
out the acquiescence of the inspector, who is sup
of
Gems
Thought.
posed to have no local interests or prejudices.
flic keep
The crews are chosen by the keeper
The dissolution of forms is no loss in the mass ers and crews are examined by a board ot inspect
of matter. [IMiuy.
ois. consisting of an officer of the revenue marine,
a surgeon of the Marine Hospital Service, and an
Absence in love 13 like water upon tire ; a little
expert surf man who*e qualifications are well
it.
[Hannah known, to determine by ,i good judgment wholly
quieken>. but much extinguishes
More.
impartial their character, good health and general
This board is empowered to dismiss all
Who would venture on the journey of life if i fitness
compelled to beg n at the end ! [Mine, de Main i incompetent men on th spot, and require the
keeper to employ others without delay. ’1 lie whole
tenon.
An officer of
work is under constant :speeii >n
Kri r would be mobbed in the streets if she did
the revenue marine. Captain James H. Merryman.
\ot go disguised m the garb of truth.
[Rev. Dr. is the chief inspector, and assigns from his office in
Deems.
New York an assistant inspector to every district.
The stations are visited frequently, aud the men
The moment a man i s satistied with himself
examined in the exercises ot the apparatus drill,
everybody else is dissatisfied with him. [Arab and obliged to give verbal reasons for every stepin
Proverb.
their operations They are trained with their lifeboats in the surf, in the use ot the life dross, in
We are not that we are. uor do we treat or es
teem eac h other for such, but for that we are capa
saving drowning persons by swimming to their re
lie,, iu the methods of restoring the partially
Me of being. [Thoreau.
•arowned. and in signalizing.
Everything in and
Largo rivers, great trees, wholesome plants and about the station moves with military precision.
are
for
not created
themselves,
wealthy persons
When a wreck is attended with loss *»f li!•*. a rigid
but to be oi service to others
[Hindu.
examination fellows to see if any of the men have
been guilty of misconduct ami neglect of duty
What a rich man uses aud gives, constitutes his
The keepers are empowered to protect tin* interreal wealth. Tnat which thou hoardest, whoso is
ests
ot the government from smuggling, and they
it
Other covetous men will sport with it [Uito
guard all property that comes ashore from a wreck
paessa.
until its rightful owner appears
They are charg
*
*
*
*
Gold hath been the ruin of many
ed with the care and order of the station and the
the
aud
the
lor
riches
consumeth
tiesh.
boats
and
must
Watching
apparatus ; and they
keep accurate
care thereof driveth away sleep
[Apocryphal accounts of all receipts and expenditures, j urnal
Old Testament.
ize all transactions, and maintain al: necessary
correspondence with superior oilicers. Thus it
It a man makes money at the expense of his
appears they must possess a ccrtu;:. amount of edvirtue, he* dishonors his soul. He sells honor for ucation and Lih integrity, as w •!' as surfmanship.
All the gedd in earth is id no value eom
gold
intrepidity and con-mar ii:ur qualities They are
pared with virtue. {Plato
paid four hundred dollars earn per annum The
crews receive forty dollars per month during the
ID* who increases worldly goods increases care
active season, which upon the sea <• a>t is from
but he who increases servants increases theft : but
September ! to May I. and upon the dikes from
he w ho increases in know ledge of the bacred Law
Hie
opening to the close < f navigation, or from
increases in life.
[Talmud
about May I to December )•’>
[Martha J. Lamb,
What we employ in charitableness during our in Harper's Magazine lor February
lives is given away from ourselves
Whai we be
Boston, says the 1’i.iveller. for-'goes the luxury
>|t:eath at our death is given from others ouly. as
>i.i nearest relations.
of a World's Fair b ecause she does not want to
[Atterbury
excite the euvv of those cities that caum-i atlord
The re is no Christian duty that is w t to be seait.
soned and set oil with cheerishness, which, in a
thousand outward and intermitting crosses, may
Mrs. Partington says.
yet be done well, in the vale of tears. [Milton.
Wild weather outside where the bravo ships go,
And tierce from all quarters the four winds blow—
Wild weather aud cold, aud the great waves swell,
With chasms beneath them as black as hell.
The waters frolic in Titan play,
They dash Ihe decks with on icy spray.
The spent sails shiver, the lithe masts reel.
And the sheeted ropes are as smooth as steel.
And oh that the sailor were safe once more
Where the sweet wife smiles at the cottage door !
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VESETABLE COMPOUND.
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Positive* Cure

ft
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■

Complaint* ami W paknewe*
ho common toour l>i»t ft-mule population.
It will cure entirely the worst fnrmof F« :a!c- -»mplaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammath-n t.nd I era
tlon, Falling and Displacements, and the * -n-equent
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
The tendency't«» canan early stage of development
use.
cer- ns humors there is cl;i1 ked very speedily by i
!t removes faintness, fiatulency, dcstroysall craving
for

nil tho*e Painful

•»

for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stoma* li.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, N> rvous Prostration.
General Debility, Sic lus&ness Depieaston and Indigestion.
That feeling of bearing down.< ausing pair., weight
and backache, is always permanently cured 1. ts use.
It will at all times and under all circumstances net .11
harmony with the laws that govern th>- fcir.rde systi m.
For the cun-1 f Kidney Complaints f either sex tins
Compound Is un?urpass- d.
LYDIA E. PIMvlI \M’S VEGETA TILE COMl'OCXDis prepared at £13 and 2. West•■rn Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Friee$l. Six bottled or £5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price. $1 per box f-r either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper.
No family should be without LYDIA E. FINKITAM’S
LIVER FILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
d
iliT Sold by all Druggists.

The legitimate aim of criticism is to direct attention t<> the excellent
The bad will digits own
grave, and the imperfect may be safely left to that
Luial neglect from which no amount of present
undeserved popularity can rescue it. I Bovee.
Goodness answers to the theological virtue of
charity, and admits no excess but error The de
>ire of power in excess caused the angels to fall;
the desire of knowledge in excess caused n an t<>
fall: but :n charily there is no excess: neither
can angel or man come into danger bv it
[Bacon.

lyrlfi

Don't take any

f

the ijuaek rostrums. a> tinwhuman cistt ru ; but put your
whuh will cure general di
Hop
lapida’ion. costive habits awl all comic diseases
They saved Isaac Irom a severe attack of tripod
fever. They are the «• />/*•.* <'/-•-//< ot mebeh.es
•

are regimental t<> the
trust in
Hitters,

The facetious postage stamp clerk who told a
tbiit asked ‘or two twos that tiiis was <>t an
asthetic post ilice is now looking lor a new situ
ation.

Gray

hairs are honorable but tlo-ir premature* apParker's Hail Balsam prepearance is annoying
vents the annoyance by promptly restoring the
youthful color

Temperance Topics.
A
amount to much, un i ii prompt:
; <t
*
t<» can easily b*‘ cur- :. 1
.*• u
m _rl
m
follow* * 1 by « oii<Hiini|)tio*i
*1 phi hr in.
No medicine has «-v r b
.11~ <*v.
.1 which
acts SO quickly
mu * Ij 1
such c.i-.es s
PKKKV DAVIS t*A I \ hlLla.K. i h
uab
prompt us- of tills b
/mm-'uy Lu.-J
bav. d thousands
liv. >.
I’KIJItV DAY I•* I*\I\ Kill MU !■;
lto» all
b
in.
i; 1lii
pul*ll*t 10J forty years, ami is most \ ./.u d
ivh« re it is best known.
A few extracts fr-'M voIuM.irv t s: imoiiiaLs
read as follow s:
■

»

—

Pain Kii.i.r.u h.-i- b. vi;
v hoc,
\ r< n.* iiv f. r
c*‘l*lri 1 »r th.' past t'.\euty-M-»«-n
iI h.tvy
ra ver biaovn if t
tail ::i
;i
cure.—
L. S. CmiCKl n, Wiiiiam-vilit*. N V.
For tfiirty y -ars ! ha
use*! P\:n Kit.i.i u, ;c 1
hMind it a ii**-.• i'm’.mr r* u."dy Mr cal.- ami K-r*throat.- 11akr« ».v sj. m v.
Haw remwd it:
o
.!,.* r« 1f fr< m
id- ami
for*- tbr*utt. and «• :. :d*-r y -•-.»* B m K,i
a
Invaluable remedv. urn>. B. l.\ u.i.i :, F.n,.:. <>
N. Y.
I haw ,iust r*-• w-nd from a wr. ■••wre
;
Which I haw h ..I l.r M*ui'- t::i1 vi.’.d
relief until I tried y< .r l'.\i\ K t.;
relieved me ii in ;• i: .;
1 will
without it.
«.() 1 «o.ci
!. c.si.-. *
Have u»*d Pais Kii.i r.«i in t.
f :• f..■*
i* Known it t-* J ul
I. ,s
years, and base
Lewis, Waym-sber**, <ia.
I began using-l’us Kn.i.rn ir my f- n....
five \ears* ag-o ami have used it i-,.!!,..<•
f Mind m> medicine t" take it- pi;.*
B. \\ J vi a,
J "am-trist, *m-ida. N. Y
l *-r whc..]>ine wiitrli and ctv.m ,t
b. t
1
Id nut bcv.• it it.—
I'l’i-j1:*ration mad**. V>
A P. itiiCTs, I.ib.-rty Mil -. \a.
F-r twint;, 1A.- years I ha\e used l'u\ K ii.t it
1 **r colds ami * hupj*ed ij s. and <'iis.i!* :- it t!;. best
< > <
medicine ever oil* red
*i
11
i. v>
i-,
N. (
I wop FufTerins-sever* lv with br*
:
my
threat Was so inflamed 1 *•*.*: <! s*-;
-y
any foo*l. I was advised t try y -:t jmn 1\:.
it,
and after taking- a lew doses v.us e<*mi i- tely
cured
I Wilkins*>v.
It.Wai.Ton ’A- i.-fn
V<v.rT‘.iN
Kn.i.i it i-ur* <lii'litin ria amt -<*i* tin- t
.rmI
n km*
-. t**
iiu-'ly prevalent h* r*-. and In;fail in a siutrle :nstam-.-. This l.u-t you should
make known Mth*-* v. rid
-- writ*
Mrs. 1. LI. tv It M
My *rn v:**-taken
v ;<'1* fitly sick with *1 it
ah* r-t. hieh f* \• r. ..ml » id
‘■hills. So many hiKr-i. ha\- «li* *l lien I v.as
afraal to call a thy.-n a
and tried ; ,mr Bain
Imli hi.
He was taken on Sun ia
.ml
u
Wednesday his throat was <1* ar It was a w* n<1* rful ;tr*-. ami I wish it could be kmovi. to tho
p**«*r mothers who an- losing- h" many children.
For Thills ain’t .'••v* r PAI X KILUll hfl3
IK.- cqu d.
It * ur*
when everything else falls.
I** lavs ar- * H- n dantrerovis.
A Ixittle "f
Pain Km.KK4nth<‘ h»iu.->**isa safeguard that
no family should be with* ,ut.
■
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AlldniLr'-iblssell itatr-i*"»c., ."»(>«•., and Si.00
p‘*r bottle.

PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.
1 yr25

l.V MAINE.

It is all

The grand jury of Portland have reported 1PJ
humbug about tramps being lazy and
not willing to exert themselves.
One of them,
liquor indictments.
near Marshall, chased a a tanner a mile ai d a halt
The legal campaign against the York County
with a club
rumsellers is being hotly waged.
The Farmington Chronicle notes an increasing
Living Witnesses.
interest in the temperance cause in that place.
The hundreds of hearty and healthy looking
The Press says that David Murdock, of Portland
men. women and children, that nave been rescued
sentenced Tuesday, to three months' imprisonment
from beds i>1 pain, sieku* .-■> and weii nigh death by
for liquor selling was pardoned, Thursday, bv GovParker's (Huger Tonic are the h ->t ••vi h ; n s in
ernor Plaisted.
the world of its staling merit and w .riii
You
Dr llenry A. Reynolds, formerly of Bangor, aud
.ni! v.
widely known for his grand work iu the cause of will find such :almost ov tv
is
now
in
the
laboring
good work in
temperance,
W ashingtoii is to have a
paj er culled Comiin-u
Massachusetts
Sense.
Like all other new papers, it will till ...
A West held liquor dealer was, last week, the re
want long felt in its own ueigulx rliood
eipient of a postal superinseribed .Mr.-Rum
Please attend the funeral of a
seller, Westfield
Rescued From Death
man whom you have tried to kill for the last ten
William.1. * 'ongldiu. ot Somcr/blr. Mass savs
“Justice”
years" Signed.
In the fall of IS7 L I u as tiikoii with ia i:kiuno hi
Weekly Temperance meetings are hold in Fast- THE I.t'N.ts tV>11<*w1 by a severe cough. I tost
my
The Sentinel says
The meetings are openport
appetite and Hash, and was eoutined !o my liad I :i
ing bravely aud wo hope that the people cf the
1S77 I was admittad to tha Hospital
Tlia
doctors
(• an
will continue to take an active interest
said 1 had a hole iu my lung as big as a halt dollar
in them.
The influence of the meetings is already
\t one tiina a report went around that I was dead
being felt in our town and it needs only continued j i cave up hope, but a friend told me of hi. \Y II,
interest aud worir in the cause to make those meet
LI AM H ALL'S BALSAM KOI! THE LI \<IS
1
ings a power for good in our town
got a bottle, whan to my surprise, I commenced
The Boston Transcript says: There are about
to feel better, and to-day I feel better than for
one thousand secret liquor saloons in Maine, but
three years past
it is said that they do not sell an average ot two
•'I write tins liojiingeverv me alllieted with dis
dollars* worth of liquor annually to an inhabitant.
easel Lungs will take 111! WILLIAM IIA I.L>
A friend who has traveled in the Dingo State
BALSAM, and he convinced that < OXSl.Ml’TIO.X
thinks that two dollars' worth of such liquor as
I AN
BK Cl BED.
1 can positivelv sav il lias
they sea in Maine ought to keep an entire township done more good than all the
medicine's I have
intoxicated for a month.
taken since my sickness.''
In Cumberland county there is a movemeh t to
determine whether prohibition prohibits i The
grand jury have reported over one hundred indictments
The Evening Item says on Sunday be
tween seventy live and one hundred Portland
dealers
met and formed themselves iuj.o an
liquor
association
They propose to force a trial on > ,y
imlictment found by the grand jury, for liquor
selling, and adopt this plan to further their <*nds.
A» Tne meeting a large sum of money was!subscribed, and eminent legal talent will be employed
n defence of those who weie indicted
That is a
lAJ
o
£3
better investment ot their piolits than re stocking.
c
to

notes fkom

Teetotallers will be

a

delighted

temperance movement of
begun iu France.

no
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Ul
Q CO
sc «c

into a 1).
to

learn that

a

ordinary strength has

St Albans hotels are open again, and the
l eiuperauce committee will abate none of its! \ig
ilauee in punishing sales of liquor therein.
On the occasion of the opening of a Sailors’
Home at Dundee, Scotland, recently, the Earl of
Dalhousie contrasted the condition ot
at
present with that of twenty years ago, and said
that drunkenness iu the English navy was now
almost unknown.
There was so much drunkenness iu Salt Lake
City, Utah, on the Christmas holiday that the city
council passed a special ordinance forbidding the
sale of intoxicating liquors on New Year’s Day.
Governor St. John, of Kansas, in a recent speech,
said: “The rum power is making despeirate
efforts to break the force of prohibition in this
State, but you need have no fear; we have raised
the black dag on the whiskey trallic, and neither
propose to give nor ask quarter."
In a Michigan letter to the Portland Press, Neal
Dow says : The refusal of the last Legislature to
submit the question to the people of constitution
al prohibition, has very much exasperated them
1 am told that three fourths of the people of the
State are in favor of an amendment to the constitution prohibiting the manufacture and sale o intoxicating liquors They say this is true of Dbui
ocrats as well as ot Republicans
Prohibition seems to be making considerable
headway in the South, particularly iu Alabama
On the hrst of January the prohibitory liquor laws
passed by the Legislature, having been endorsed
by the people, went into effect in Etowah, Lime
stone, Tallapoosa, Butler, Lowndes, Coffee, Ma,eon
aud several other counties.
Iu several other cc un
ties prohibition went into effect soon after the ad
journment of the Alabama Legislature. It is
questionable whether more than a corporal’s gviard
could have been found in favor of prohibition iu
these counties fifteen years ago.
The liquor laws in New Hampshire are not ,en
forced, and there is an alarming increase of intemperance and debauchery. Gov Bell being asked
what the trouble is says : “The chief reason why
the statute is violated in populous places is because the inhabitants do not feel strongly enough
about the matter to prosecute offenders
The
liquor interest in those localities is powerful, land
dies hard, and only vigorous and persistent eftbrts
on the part of temperance people can subdue lit"
A t em pe ranee re vi val is w hat is wan ted every w h ere
When that comes, then the public will appreciate
the value of a good law. Until then the la\Y is
a farce.
I

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
Influen-za, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,
Croup, and
Every affection

of the

THROAT, LONGS AND CHEST,
including
CONSUMPTION
A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES:
It docs

behind,

as

not

dry

is the

up

case

a

cough,

with

and

most

leave the

cause

preparation.•, ! ..t
allays irritation,

loosens it, cleanses the lungs and
thus removing the cause of complaint.”
'"> NOT lib

ing similar

names.

DECEIVED by articles bear
lie sure you get

DR. WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD
CHERRY,
signature of I. BUTTS” on the wrapper.
50 Cents and SI.00 a Dottle.
I-repared by SETII W. FOWLE & SONS, Boston, Mass. Sold by druggists and dealers
generally.
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AUCTION!
At Knights' Hall,Searsmont Village,
Four Saturdays in succession, commencing

SATURDAY, JANUARY 21, 1882,
I

From 10 A. M. to 12 M., and from 1 to 4 and
7 to tt P. M.
shall sell at auction any article from my entire
stock of goods, hut shall make a specialty of

BUFFALOES,

HUDSON

BAY

-AND-

JAPANESE

WOLE ROPES.

Come one and all, both ladies and gents, and have
your lists made out of what you want to buy, lor 1
shall put up anything in my stock that is called for.
My stock of goods is acknowledged by all that have
seen them to be the best in Waldo County.
N. 11. I may on some articles claim a bid myself,
but in all cases shall bid lower than they cost me,
which I claim is lower than any store in the coun:J
try.

E. L.

BEAN, Searsmont,

Me.

Tolerably Prosperous. Wearenow,
as a nation, out of debt, we are owners
of our productive machinery, and our
surplus annual earnings are nearly if not
quite enough to meet all the demands for
additions to it. We pay in taxes to Ihe
general government a hundred millions of
dollars a year more than the government
returns to us in its expenditures; we are
building, mostly out of our resources, nsw
railroads by the thousands of miles; the
new buildings put up in New' York c ty
alone during the past year absorbed nearly fifty millions of dollars, and simi ar
building activity has prevailed more or
less all over; the deposits in our savirgs
banks increase by tens if not hundreds of
millions annually; the western farmers,
who used to pay ten percent, per annum
for money on bond and mortgage, are n >w
either out of debt altogether, or borrow of
their neighbors at six per cent.; and so
abundant has capital become that lerders as a rule, are content w ith live per
cent, for long loans on good seour ty
where they used to get seven, and four
per cent, where they used to get six.
[New York Sun.
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BALSAM.
dandruff,

$100,402.14

RANSOM R. FILLER,
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liclieve all diseases of w onion peculiar
t" the appoaranee and cc- sasion of the
mouses, uterine disturbances, torpidity
of funeti"uis.witlileui rrlnca.dismenor

|

I
j

Dr.

i

<

Clarke’S I rhma, and h\ teria, alsoin melancholia
I and other mental d; rangeimnt-. Afford
Periodical prompt relief to chose distressing bear
| ing down pain so peeuliar t> women
Price
sent free by mail on
per
1 receipt of price. Dr. Clarke \l< lieim
PiMs.

Cure Ever Used.
< T>;m<l.ii.»tS.
:i
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BELFAST

NATIONAL

BANK,

Relfast, Maine, at the Close of Business
31st da) of December, issi.
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1 .unT.nu
<iold < -in.
1.no
si ver Coin.
I no.on
Legal Tender-.
Redemption Fund with I'.s. Tiva.-ur« r
an
«’enl.
out
•;.7.*»o
ireulitti"ii
per

Total..r i:;a.
I.I Mill.!
<

I'll

•-}

..

,d.\

tionorrhea

l-

fhe na.-al

aii'i

I. A. II. RIMblll RV, 'asliier of the Relfa-t
lional flank «*f Belfa-t, do solemnly -wear that I i;.•
al"»ve -t itement i- true to the be*-1
my kvw b

l.irer
Diseases, I’erer <{;
Ague, Iiheumat i s ill
D r o psg,
II e u r t Disease,
Biliousness, Xerrous Debility Ac.

1%

The Best Remedy Known to Man.
12,000,000 Bottles
MOLD

^EIFRFFor all

Syrup

Possesses Varied

Properties.

it Stimulates the I’ljullne In the Saliva, tthleh
converts the Starch and Sugar of the food Into
glucose. A deficiency In Ptyaline causes Wind and
Souring of the food In the stomach. If the medicine Is taken immediately after eating the fermentation of food is prevented.
It acts upon the Liver.
It acts upon the kidneys.
It Regulates the Rowels.
It PuriRes the Blood.
It quiets the Nervous System.
It Promotes Digestion.
It Nourishes, Strengthens and Invigorates.
It carries off the Old Blood and makes new.
It opens the pores of the skin and Induces Ileaittiy

humors.
There arc no spirits employed in its manufact
urc, and it can be taken by the most delicate, babe,
or by the age< l am I feeble, car c only being required
in attention to directions.

potence, asexual e\ecs-es in maturer
year-. -t other eauses, and producing
-onie 'd' the followingelfeet.Nervollin'", seminal Kmi--ioiis
night emi.-sious h\ dream-;, Dimne-- of Sight,

youth.’

>

Dr.

.Memory, Physical Decay,
Pimple.- on Fa e, \version to society
of Female-. Confu-iou of Ideas, I,o-'s

Clarke's

Defective

of Sexual

Dresden Mills, Lincoln Co., Me.
I was troubled with Dyspepsia and Indigestion,
and failed to find relief until 1 tried 1 >r ( lark John
son’s Indian Blood Svrup, which greatlv benefited
Miss MARY T. CROCKS.
me.

York, York Co., Me.
Dr.Clark Johnson’s I ndian Blood syrup hasgreatlv benefited me for Dyspepsia and Ditlieulty of the
Nervous Svstem. I would not be without it.
J. A. WITH AM.

positive

Dills.

Particulars given

on

application.

Iy4.r>

DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

Laboratory 77 West 3fl St.. N. Y. City.

.,

.Manuf.

Boston,

ttir- d only bv \. B.
'-old by all druggi-t.-.

mar
\re a

unhappy.

cure

FOR MAN AND BEAST,

|

THE BEST

I

EXTERNAL

|

TO

Sprains, Bruises, I
\
Sdatjpa,

2tl

I

\_I I (fEEiEi
*

till.)

Valuable Properly For Saie.

THE

i.ileii at

•'ll

Belfast
AND

HAVE

AND

THE

Styles

!

AT

ii

l»i;<

; it

x

ii:

i.-.r

-J:

-•

;tii

ik>,

Ears, and all other
Pains and Aches.
It is a safe, sure, and
efl'eetnal Remedy for

Galls, Strains, Scratches,
Sores, &c., on

con

a

i\v<» acre-

oi

imr

Sabbath School and other Librarie s rebound cheap.
J'.'tf
Repairing neatly done.
itn Wurk called for and delivered it' requested.
Call and see samples and learn my low price-.
R EM EM li Eh* THE PLACE
Min
*TItEET.
(Over Swift’s Shoe Store)

One trial will prove its I
merits. Its effects are in S

l.anu

most cases

about building-, I25 apple tree-. grape vine-. Am
"table 11; r-• 11 ghJ
liui-hed and painted. dOxto, e\ten-ion mi 11"ii!i -1 I" 15 feel wide, .-torage shed 1 2\
in b"th how-e and -table, "table lias
wa.P r
i •.t'■ men: and eupola with vane and eardinal point s.
A wry atlraelive -land on a good road, 20 rods
! T"1;i p"-t olliee,
and -ebon! house.
.A busi.
ne
centre, s miles from Belfast, 1‘. miles from
<.
d pla-a-t-n trade or nwuiufii'
Bro"k- village.
ture.
Would make a go"d country re.-idenee for a
pr"!e--i>)nal <*r bu-ine-- man. Al.-o thirty live acres
<d g"o> 1 land, one lliird mile from buildings, lays
mi g"«*d rend. ii\ ided tut" Held and pasture,cuts 10
ten- "1 hay, will be -"Id w illi the ab"\e or-epar< an be .-eeu an\ time.
atel
< all on or address
d. I. W A ITS. So. Brooks, Me.
4\\2

INSTANTANEOUS.
pamphlet, free, giv-

dress for

ing full

direct ions
treatment of above
Price 25 cts. and 50

bottle.

promptly and just

Mining Machinery

&

as

Work

Ship

will he made a specialty. Duplicate parts or full
sets of nearly all agricultural implements in use in
this vicinity in stuck nr made to order.
Prices will
he made low, and we hope and expect to merit and

HAIR

USING

l-.ulirrlv barnde-.-, i- not a eatistie.
It remove- < urns, Warts, Bunions
wit ‘amt leaving a blcmi.-h.
Brush fi*]■ applying in each bottle.

For

VIGOR,

Restoring Gray Hair
f'itafitf/
\ '1

and

(

allows,

tion given

•E MITCHELL.
\V. 1 THOMAS.

2, 1882.— I

ROOT CUTTERS!
Every Farmer
Fred Atwood,

tthould have cue.

Wmterport,

it to shod prematurely.
A vKlt*S 11 Alii Vnioit,
Oh;. Ion" and extensive

■■■For

p.-r.-onally appeared

inadr oath p.
signed. Before me.
•By I

and

GREEN

HARD

WOOD

exchange for farm implements.
RFRDATWOOD, Wlnterp ort, Me.

Light Company.

the

.John

II. ljuimby,
above <tuteinent

Babbitt Metal for

Machinery.

METAL, the best anti friction metal for
lining machinery boxes, for sale at
2oistf
TIIE JOURNAL OFFICE.

RUNNERED

POLE

FRED ATWOOD,

AND

TIIILLS, NEW.
:

scalp are impossible.
As a dressing for ladies’ hair, tin V bn >u i- praised
for its grateful and agreeable p« lTunua and valued
for the soft lu-hv and rielmes- of tone ;i imparl.-.
I*UKI A KKI'

DR. J. C

Sold

(i\v.T

Wlnlerport, Me.

Januar)

111

7..;:.

*r

Iik•

n

■

*.v-

7
,if I>i;

v

l.ntV

K»

.i.i-r

I'nity v!j. !.
fn Jit **. ;i

i\

in.

I’»• li;i»t it
•!.!«»
i, \*
p in .< irv I'-'jm
I'-’ '••k.-,
K
\
I. Tlj.-ni-Ii U-• !.•»*. I
< :
l.i’J. I
_•
:i.: at |; •,
at t 4-*» \>. in
!:•
rainla
n'aan. at v.v. a. in.. I * «.j
*
11r■ i"
Km>\ *i.!-, I'.! ..»k<
m
it
!*.,,! t
l1-. 4*i. arm iny al la ti'a-l at In..A' a. in.
a
I ■,
I i:. It :l II it
( 1
111. la' li.'iri*
-it
I", I Ml,
1
k' ’,
K ;.. \
.1. |,
( it-.
\V;iMi■ •:
.ji r:\ in- at l;.-!:'a-t
I’AY.sON Tl( KKH, Suprrlnhnihnt.
p. m.
la-lla.-t, I >«•
!m
i, 1»'
...

—

1.:»2
s77 •

Cash Ass.-t-.
Ke-erve for It- tn-uranee
.*177.:' 1 d
All other Liabilities.
-.;!. 1:.

71

regards Polii
Surplus
Holders.'.
Guarantee < apital, ( ash
as

I7i.—1.1-7
lun.oeo.i.n

..

Surplus over iiuarantee
Capital.

«

1.12

•-

\s-| ;r-.

(U

-SE*iD BY THE

Ileal lv-tate.S to,on .00
Bank Stock.•
Mortgages and 1 >eed-• >f I'm-t. i7.ooo.eo
I ‘uite-l s 1.11
17. h>
Bond-..
Mate, County. ( ii % and ot her B- 1 el-. 17i.■
!• 7.j~
Kaiiroad B-mi-Is and -dock.
Note- Ke'-eivable.
I7.i"7 1
I.IIJ
"undri’--, Interest A eerued, ,y e...
1 a-h on hand.
Balance in Agents'hands, net.
1,0*.;
■

1

ami attiT M« >\I

«

BELFAST

■

...

NO LOssks PNPAID.

:i\vi

KEATING A. FIELD, Agents,

Amount of as.-e-sments paid it.
.SI I. * -1. h
capital stock i't f.-.olit la tiding bl.77e.lH*
inve.-led iii real c-tute andlixt ores i7,«
t>
Valuation of real estate (inelmlin.g
an-1 engine'.7,ooo.o-.
Aggregate value -d' taxable j r•■port.- ati\«*d be a--'*-sors.
7,000 on
N F. II* d
1' >N. Tiv:em. 1
Belfa-t, .Liu 17, |ss-_>._:;w4

Maim:, <
iid -ub-eribe* I before

a

A. I

>.

<

>1

me

I’llll.n Hi: us 1,1

1--J.

M.

Judge "f Probate

tm

Pc

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
Oflh

cover

HERSEY,
& Counsellor at Law,

Ally.
No.
"II rt

...

■

GEO. E. JOHNSON.

Attorneys

■

home-lead el .-aid Icea-e-i.
avenue, in -aid Belfa-t, n 1
hounded on the we-t by -.ml avenue, an ! <w A
other side- liv lands of j. I- Wil-on.
1. M. Ii()A RDM \ N

.u.U

D.

0111 ce OUT II. II. .iolilixon A Cu.N More.
HIGH STREET. BELFAST, MAINE
Niirlil calh juimh red Irom ike Ollli*

Belfa-l.w.: b
u;
the
I

J.

1.
I’pon the foregoing petition, ord.
titioner give notice to all per- "i- ini-re-t.
causing a op;, of -aid petition w ith thi < 1. r
on, to In- published three Week- .-ii'Te-.-i \ i_.
liepuhliean Journal, a paper p-inted " !’>•-:!

P.

COWLES,

M.

D.,

/*ht/sirian <f
CAMDEN,

Pronaie < min ;•> e It o
they may .appear
the Probate oilhe in Belfa-t a! /.- -aid. "n P
in
oud Tuesday of February 1 \t, at t<
it
l..i\
the forenoon, and show au
uy ti
the same should not lie granted.
JAM K> 11 KA Mm >V J udue
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. Fi.t.irn tilt, Km. 1-;■ 1
at

MAINE.

C. C. KILGORE. M.

late

Ii

Law,

at

BELFAST.

Northport

at

R. W. ROGERS

JOHNSON & ROGERS.

-.

At a < ourt of Probate, held
for the < otinty ol \\ ai l '.
<»f January, A. lb 1 ss-_'.

Haradrn Block, BtilaM, Me.

1,

II.IV! It_r )-r« -i
r tin- l'r<
n
11,
I \« :
-ai<
lie [u-t t "U r ) tar-, I h-.-l tint 1 an c-int.-t
valuable ••iiiin.-i'l a ml -erv it a* 1" all jf. r-< a- oa' n_
in.liter- in -:ii*i ( "art.
n.
Kelt a -I. .Jan. 17. I'M

-r

Belfa-t,
County, deceased, iv-prri 11.'
represent- that the goods, chattels and credit
-aid deceased, tire not suHieient to an.-w er hi- ;i:-i
delit.- and eharges of admini-trati m by tin -mu
:
-i\ hundred dollars as i,ear as
an It .t-eerf.ai it"
and that a sale of some portion •!' the real e ; >l«of said deceased i- ne<a --ary fm
Hie pay meet
of said detleicney, and that
.11
partial -a!.portion thereof would great!; d.-pre-am
the residue of the sum
Wherefore your petiti mer pt:
;
at priu’
grant him a lhvn-e to ,-el! and e.mv e
a. i•
puhlie sale all of the real c-tab- ot
d« ;vci
including the reversion of tin wi low
thereon,; to -ati-1 -aid debt>and im-identai harj
ami eharge- of Administration.
>aid real e-iaimi

A.1L t ha.M-S storc.t ustom H<iU"< Mjuare
MAINE.

BELFAST,

<

W \RRKV

B,

Masonir
.ml-

PHJLO

BOAR! bM AN. Admin;-1 rat.

I>.\e.-tal«•in otsaidNAPuLKnN

It. IHVI'-'

W. C. FnYii,

PROBATE NOTICES.
To tin- Honorable
of Waldo.

st.

Hilhy

KARRIMAN

A.

Temple.

»r

t hi

a

mil'll to.

att.

7

Ast'iil, Brllavl. Otliir at

W v 1.1»*.—>\\ --ri»
Istli dav ot Januar}
,Ju-. of the IN a- '•

m n n

a

BOSTON

Thursday.

prauijif

JUtsfon

FRED

*•

m v 11:

&

li ••HUT'

OjJifi in

;!!

u

KY IKY

Monday

Belfast, Me.

■

YY

>

FOR

—

MAINE.

a

At a Prohat•• Court held at B dfa-t. w
the. County of Waldo, mi the -» .-mid
Januar
A. lb lss_’.

C.

Con,,-,-

Belfast,
the

-ei

>.t

I'.'.'.,-.

>.

>: y

>•

?. y_\s'’"

sSAAC HJLLS,

SURGEON DENTIST
Vo. lit Main St..

to all persons interested by caii-iiig a mp\ ot th
order to be published three Week.- -Ueer--i\cK in
Lhe liepuhliean Journal printed at Bel fa.-t, that tin
may appear at a Probate Court, to lie lield a: B.
last, within and for said County, on th-•
Tuesday of February next, at ten of d.
forenoon, and show cause, if any Hie;. ha\e. v :
an ! 1
the same should imt he proved, appr-w
I'b K VMM >N. .lad.'
J
lowed.
Fl
A
I
V true copy. Attest:
HI.!;, Kegi vr
at

LOMBARD,

In

1

on

P.

DENTIST

ATAliiA Ii. MAN IKK, named K\e.-ntri\
eertain instrument purp■ **tn■
d
will and testament of K/.KA MANTKK. i.m
Wiuterport, in -aid ( "limy ot Waldo, t, «
having presented the same \--v Prol.al"
Ordered, That the said Kxeeuirix give u

w

*•;.-•

thin
i

a;

,

lit'll'avi, Mo.

n

8#, S. STILES, JR.,

Land

and

Surveyor

.lAfKsON.
lain 1 sun
•.<*;>- mabe w In

Conveyancer.

Brook" V. <L.

M \INT

Hat- >1
,r
r'-quav'l.
t*n|»ie'l neai
< «*:u»
all
!y ami m- •urati b..
;• aueinir. i »• *i\!-. 1
'inik iii-,
Minis, K
\Lreenn nt>
I i-e|»aru'<
Am
I’.m
|*ri'in|.tK •. \• t«i• t
:n.

a'l

r.tif'te-.
* >i<l I’ an

r

n

■

a

-"lieite-l.
II a ti "ii.

Pa->
lat
!..i\ mg prdeceased
County
sen ted his linal account for allowama
the
ei\e
That
said
\dnir.
md
Ordered,
■{ tlii- *0
persons interested by causing a e«.py
del* to 1)1* published three weeks sue 'e --! vely ill the
Bella
Journal
at
bat
tin y may
1,
printed
liepuhliean
appear at a Probate C«> ;rt, to he held at Belia-i,
or,
the
Tiie-d y
for
said
-em-nd
w ithin and
County,
of February next, at tenet' llie clock before ...
and show’ cause, if any they have, why tin -.mu
should not be allowed.
JAMKs i> ! AM son, -In 1 l:
A
V F1.1: K’libic, Kegi-; r.
A true eojiv. Attest

}*• ■m ieien

< "Civ

■

11

u

n

\».

11 r*1 u
_••.*

f

The
h'.-i oil

in
t »

ia

1“

subscriber

announces

that

AYER &. CO., Lowell, Mass.,

by all Druggists and

)> .>>

dealers in medicine*

\V

fast,

on

Ml

OrsWjPji:-

^

the New Kni_r!anti House,
w ill take charge ot the same on
l H li l»,& V. Diu
:|8.
The liouse
will be thoniu.ahlv renovaUal ami nut in

eitv.uml

>1111111<>11.

>pecmi aiiennon will lie iriven
the n. J. Court.
Kurther parannounced hereafter.
CHAn. II. CROSBY.
Dee. ->\t, lssi.—52tf

STARTLING
DISCOVERY !
\ victim oi youthful imprudence causing l'roma
Hire Decay, Nervous Debility, Lost Manhood, etc.
having tried in vain every known remedy, has di
eo\ ei'i d a
imple self.enro. which lie w ill send KRKK
to his fellow .-offerers, address J. If. llKKYKS. 43

hulhum St., i\. Y.

lyr#<

D. M. FERRY & CO., Detroit, Mich.
4teow3

Copartnership tfotice.
undersigned have this «lay formed a eopartrpilE
1
under the lirm name of SLKEI'EK s'u

ll Hirer weeks
in the Republican J< airnal. pr'mb 1! a!
r-"iiinterested
in
that
all
sai«l County,
Belfast,
p«
may atleml a Probate Court to be heM at Beifa-tmi
the second Tuesday of February next, ami show
cause, if any they have, why -aid account -hould
not he allow ed.
JAMKS lb I.AMsON, J1; ige.
A. A Ku: r< ill-at,!;.- :. r.
A true copy. Attest

IIPNDUED SEAMEN W ANTED IN ROCK
land for eoa. ting. Apply to
dOFIN S. KAN l E'i'T, Shipping Agent
Rockland, Aug Ut», Is^l*—

ON

SKCONl) II.WI) FITIJXACK, (?m«l make nmi
.iV. in complete onlor, will be sold rheap. Apply
to
JOHN B. U ADUN, Main Street.
A

_

That notice there"! be gi\

A. 3. MATHEWS.

Belfast. Me.

*Mto

>\\ .*•

Notice ot Foreclosure.
\\
>>

..

■

■

«

1 > II I; suliseriher hereby gives plllilie amice fn all
1
eonevrned, that he has been duiv appointed
and taken upon himself the trust ot Ivxeeutor
the

w

ill of
B

nient to him

KITTKKFIK K1 >. late of Sear-mont

or

his

aitorne.

HOKATli)

Phil" Herse\
I I TT I I I \ 1.1.lb

o.

21, 1882.—Jwf

subscriber hereby uive- publie n«»tiee to all
eoneerned, that he has been dub appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of \dmini-di■ 11• i* of
I'M! K

I

the estate of
in the

N ANCA ItltOWN, late of Montville.
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bund

the law directs; he therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deeeased’s estate to make
immediate payment, an ! those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same tor settlement
If t
to him.
Id'NTON, Administrator.
Belfast, dan. 21, 1SS2.—.‘bv I

as

'i'lse
M.

I

CAUSES

Messenger’s Notice.
\\

ih»< in vi a
M VINK.
A. 1 >. |
)
r
\ i
111
sol h l
Ilia!
<*n t lit* 11'th I.-,
|
1 :1
\
I' 1
I
a W irrant in In>«»l\ cm
'VMS -siii"i "ill «•! tin
"iirt of lnsolvemv t«»r -aid
<
" 11 do. .main -t tlu* estate of'KP.KN I
-i
u it:
TI!< >M r-i *\
1 :iif
ill -aid t omilv. aditid-cl
'■
>
h
a
in! for, "i. | m tit ion ot I'AMKI,
"
I'A 1M\ ill l.'-i and ot in r-. which
petition was
lied on ;he Huh day of
.January, A. I». ls>-.*,
t«> which !.t -1 named date interest on claims is to
!»»• i-onii'iiti'd.
That the payment of any debts
and tin delivery and Iran-ler of am prop* O' be
1"
-aid Debtor, to him or for hi- use, and
l,,l,-ii»c
the delivery and tran-frr of auv property l>\ him
are forbidden h\ law
That a meetiimot tiie credit
or-of said Debtor, to pv>v e their debt.-and rhoo-r
one or more
assignees of his e-tate. will be Indd at
•i < ourt of
Insolvency to be hidden at the Probate
< Mice in >aid Itelfa-t, on the b-thduv of
Kebruarv.
A D. 1X8», at ten o’clock in tin* t'orunoon.
< iiveu under niv hand the dato tir-t above written.
<11 \ >
H \KKIt, sh. ritT.
\- Ab‘ssenvr''|- ..f the < ourt of Insolvency for -aid
i vv I *
County of Waldo.
-a

im

>

\\ vl!''
i" l <' <. i

the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bo ul
all pei
the law direct.-, lie therefore reque-t
-tale t-*
sons who arc indi*!>ti‘d t>> -aid dceea.-etTs
\ c ar.y
those
who
ha
make immediate payment, and
demands thereon, t<> exhibit the same for .-ett le-

SAMI EE L. SLEEKER.
FRANK I,. FIELD.
Jan. 4. 1H82.—2

FURNACE FOR SALE.

junl>

j

nership
EIEI.I), ami will eontinue the li.-h ami oyster busiat the old stand of E. \V. Collins A: C<>.

I

rut-,

■
.\ ,11
11 Kill. V>. i < > 11 N W! |.X >\
:
,ni
of \\
to us by hi
deed -o' m>rt n;i..v. dated the | bird day
o' M;i
A. i». 1-7-’., and recorded in tin \\ a Mo Bed
At ;i Probate Court held at Beifa-t, wit iiin ai I f.
D« rd-. Book 1»pin, rrl.nn real rthe County of Waldo, on the second Tm
lay a | i-try
tat**,
-itnatc
in -aid tow ?>
i
Wald
and d,
d
A.
I).
lSsj.
January.
afollow >, l" wit
lb inu die-amc j»reiiii-cs toni:.
\
CKRTAIN instrument purporting
vexed
to -aid Wilson. |.\ Bill'
lb Advil. t-\ his
f < K< )R< K
1 IP >X\
g V. la-t will and testament
[ deed dated <>••!. ;{0, \ 1». ISYJ, and recorded in W al
K I. K. late of Winterpoif, in sai>l ( bumly of A 1 1
-io leui-tr of Deeds, Vol >|. !\a-re *„NS.
Also an
deceased, having been presented for Pi *! .ate
"tlier parol ot real estate situa'i in -aid t.un of
Ordered. That the Kxeeutor therein named gi\r
1 \\
'' aM<
.and bt d
a
the
-ame
no-cd
!•»
:.
imtii-e toall persons interested by eau-ing a copy of
b\ IMward Day, 1>> liisdo'd dated April twelfth
this order to be published three w erks sma e--i\ely
A I > 1 s.'d.alid recorded in W aido Beiri>tr\
Deed-,
in the Kepuhliean Journal printed at Belfast, tha't
Vol. Mo
1'au‘e _17ii, I" which -,iid deed.- a id m ..i,
they may appear at 1 Probate Court, to he held at reference i- lierel-v
made for a parti- uiai oc-erip
Belfast, within and for said County, on the secnd fion of said
\i I win ivas the conditioepremi-e1
the clock
Tuesday of February next, at ten
in said niortuaire are 1'ioken. t>; !'-a-< a, x\ In re. : we
fore noon, and sliow cause, if any they ha\
ig.iie
s.\Ml Id. uTI>.
claim a foree|osiire.
the same.
Uv t
i. I.' >. lb
1 Kl{( i l —ON
dw d*
JAMKs p. KAMmiN, Judge.
r of -January. A. I>. D-j
Dated the -i\te< ntli
A true copy. Attest:- A A. Fijciviikk, Kegi-ti r.

ness

Helfast,

r

>m> t.

successively

f

U :li tie mailed furr to all
applicants, and to customers witic t
ordering it. It contains rise colored plates, 600 engravings,
about 200 pages, and full descriptions,
prices and directions
Canting 1500 varieties f Vegetable ami Flower Seeds, Plants,
Fruit drees, etc.
Invaluable to all. Send for it. Address,

GRAVES’ PATEU1 ^
IMi

VIETALS
Belfast, Mo.

«

anee.
< >rdcrcd,

Jan

ill lu

IRON

Swan & Sibleys Bros.’ Wharf,
;
#©-l! ighef! ea-h j
metals, bone-. Sec.

a
Pie
in
a
hilir-t
County, deceased, having presented
-tale for allow
count of administration of -aid

**

w

AND DK U.l KS ! N

JUNK, PAPER STOCK,

the second Tues

> |>I ON
< III. IA
\'lini;i!-ivai
1
trite of Jl’DA H Cil.LKi late of M

OKIVIA

lie has
in this

SAIL MAKERS,

B- !

as

people atlendinir

ticulars

TR05«BS & GSGGRFIE

OVED

!:e!d

in Court of Probe!

\ir.\I.DO

i

SEAMEN WANTED.

PUNG,

15 V

Practical ami Analytical I licmlMs.

NEW ENGLAND HOUSE.

FOR SALE.
DOUBLE

restores ns

the

him

Philo IIkusky.
Justice of the Peace,

always surely

cheeked and-tablished ; thin hair thiekons ;
j and faded or gray hairs resume their original color.
Its operation is sure and harmless.
It euros dan
drill!', heats all humor- and keeps the scalp cool
clean and soft—-under which condition diseases of

Treas.,

by

aim

stops the fallili" of the
hair immediately ; often

hair is

STATEMENT.

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.

TfAYI’E

1. 1*VL
s\

in

Belfast,

WANTED.

Any

informaOmd*

|

lor

In

markets, Am

sold.

j

Me.

tlie winte in
large returns for comparatively little labor
full particulars address iminedintclv
J L1H> CO. ?«»1 l»roii«lwu>,
\
4\V.‘l

IN

et rlifv
that tin full amount of
of above mo■porathm h.$ 17.5(H).no i
Amount of a-se--ments all paid, is. !7,500.00
Amount of debts due.
1,250.00
Amount in ve.-ieo in real «--tate and fixtures 17,500.00
Aggregate value of taxable property as
lixed by the a"cs-i»r-md i-s|.'._ 10,025.01)
IOIIN II 01'IMBV, Treas.
j
Belfast, dan. 2.;, iss2.

■UGRATIVE
EMPLOYMENT
■
farming districts. Very

SOME

P>

soon as

growm

lias proven that it

color, when faded or gray. !i stimulates the nutritive organs (•* health) activity, and preserves both
the hair and its beauty. Thus brushy, weak or sickly hair becomes glossy, pliable and .-trengthened ;
lost hair regrows with lively expression; falling

hereby
capita!

Owl

■

as

for

bedfast Gas
I

THE

Jail.

shipments paid

years,

^

renews me

Day. Potatoes, Onions, Apples, Keans, Butter,
Cheese, Fggs, Poultry, Came. Salmon, Fresh
Water Fish of ail kinds, Ac. All kinds
Barrel Heading.
110 South Market St., Boston, Mass.

ill"'

turn the hair "ray, and
either of them incline

j

LK US

v a n c

rare, di-appointment, and hereditary predisposition, all

yi-e,

1>MA

anil Color.

sickness,

H,rA Cl'HE IS CIA HAXTEED.J*a
Price *25 cents. For sale by ail Druggists.
Try it and y«»u will be ••om ineed like thou-und.s
who'h ive u-ed it and now b-.-tify to its value.
Ask for Schlotterbcck’s Corn and Wart Solvent
and take no other.
Jyi\s

TREASURER’S

undersigned have this day formed a co.
partnership under the firm nameof Miicm.u.
A Thomas, for the purpose of continuing the business of provision, groceries and
manufacturing of
confectioners at Masonic Temple, High St.

SA LEM. MA SS.

K.

To it# Xataraf

\M*

Belfast,

OF

Kii"\
< 'r i!.•

1

I

BAKKOW, Administrator'

liberal patronage.
POWER WITH ROOM TO KENT.
C. J, HALL, Leasee
Belfast, March 1, 1SS1.—12

sl BSCR1BFR wishes tn inform her many
r|''llh
1 friends and patrons that she has moved from
Church street t-» tin* rooms over Deo. \V. Burge.--,
in McClintock Block, High street, where she will
welcome all. Those in want of a first-class Dre.-s
or Cloak Maker arc invited in call.
Terms reasonable.
Mrs. M. A. SNOW
Belfast, Sept. l."», 1881.—38tf.

P. WALKER.

—'.itf

On and aft it Monda). On

CHAKKOTTK
PICKP.KK,
VB.
of Waldo,
in said

a

REMOVAL.

l"•!

:

I ! HS I
ollows

mo,

rnilK HKI,KA-T KOl NIUtY AND MAI IIINK
_L shop 1 now fairly running,and being eotiippe-

First-Class Mechanics & Tools,

..

TIR/I E-TABLE.

The Holyoke Mutual Fire Ins. Go.

At a Probate Court lield
the County "1 Waldo,
January. A I). 1M2.

with

t
do work
customers dim t.

the
diseases.
cts. per
for

Sold everywhere.
Henry. Johnson & Lord, Proprietors,
Burlington, Yt.

senlotti:ni:/;< K’s

prepared

to
s«*r.d ad-

give‘satisfaction.

Cure Your Corns !
BY

we are

V

Every bottle warranted

DPI PACT

DlLiMOIi

H. H. CORBETT.

>

I

HORSES.

oli.

r-•»

i>i«-

Badafhfj

Frosted Feet andj

%

YUUY LOWEST l‘Ul< I S.

the present year for Magazines soon expire-,
now i- tin* time io have them hound and thu- preserve them.
Du nut neglect this, and you will
>ti
have a handsome library beside- saving yuur hooks.

\A
IT

si-liii.u- of

■\\

THEM

Bound in the Neatest

>.

story and a half huusc,
csteiMion and -tore all
oonne-ted, new. thoroughly 1 uilt,
timd-hed and nai.atcd, irood <el-

Bindery !

Book

1

Burns and Scalds,

Books, Magazines, Periodicals, &c.

FIFLII, nipt. I'urn*-

Maine Central R. R.

s» eretarv

OFFICE, GLOUCESTEK, MASS.
Fit HI) IT WOO I), Igent,
W Interport, Me.

situated

OR AMPS,

AA'

YOUK

BK1NU

It BKADKoKP,
ice President.

eoiisi.-ts of the

Call! Call!! Call!!!
AND

(iKo.
N

rendering

'

One and All. Are you mi fie ring from a Cough,
('"Id, Asthma, Bronchitis, -i any of t!.< xaruu
pulmonary trouble-that -o often end in < n imp
tioibr
If so, u-e
tnibor's ]‘ure C,../ Iir> oil mi l
l.inu," a sail* and -im lvmedv. Thi- i- m* qiiaek
preparation, but i- regular!) prc.-< ribed b\ the

JL
Agents wanteu in* t!i<‘ sale of Lin Indian Blood
Syrup in every town or village, in which I have no

Ao
or

in 2 to s week.-. One lo
six boxes Usually .-uHieh-ni. Priee si..r>o
sent 1 »y mail,
per box. h our hoxe| prepaid, on ren ipt of price. Addre-s
Dr. < lari:.
MedieimCompany, New
1I
York (ity
lyn-ow.*.

^OIL AKDJJME^

«\vt

Bingham, Somerset Co., Me.
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood
Syrup for Disease of the Stomach and Liver, and
have been much benefited therebv.
Mrs. s. RICHARDSON.

Power.

i\vi""nriage improper

II

Buck-port, Hancock Co.,

Me.
This is to certify that I had Chronic Diarrlnea for
fifty years, and have used all the medicine I have
heard recommended, tried all the doctors within
thirty miles, and paid out overtwo hundred dollar.-,
all to no purpose. 1 procured from an agent, .-oine
of Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and it
helped me immediately. The disease has now entirely left me, and I consider myself well. 1 advise
all sufferers to try it.
WILLIAM CHANT.

Sperniatorrmvi and Imre-ultot -elf abuse in

lErjunsiJ

dieal tii'-ult;
Holt, Chemist,

I7.:;:;c. e
3\v I
FLAKS. President.
.lolls ( I'NMM.IIAM.

KOBKItT I*.

ULK1I1

-F O R-

COPARTNERSHIP.

neutralizes the hereditary taint, or poison in
blood, which generates scrofula, Krysipelas.
and all manner of -kin diseases and internal

of
tin*

eases

a\

PURE COD LIVER

Perspiration.
It
the

IIAI.U

REMEDY*I

obtain

HilMCE 1*30.

A

^

im

mu

an:-:

...

A

To

our

mu

j

>

OF

'n

lta-t. \uv.

li-

apital and Surplus.si

A(

^
c/»

Dyspepsia,

dillieult urination,

"i

I

HFAM liAI.M CO., ()w»*go, N. Y.
SALE BY THE BELFAST DBKH.lSTs,
.•in! !»;, Wholesale Druggists generally.

o
30

MALE.

EIFTIFIHC

on.- discharge- and sediment in the
urine from whatever eau-e imhieed,
w hether of
recent or long -tanding.
I
One to three I. >xes Usually -llltieient.
i Piiee $- per ho\ :! boxes for$.'>. Mail
I ed free on reeeipt of price.
Addr --s
Dr. Clarke Medieim Companv, New
York ( ity.

•I.h. r.ltnOKs,
DANIKI. KAl \( 17.
Din*. : r-.
1
A. PER HA'.
-uIh rib.*d and sworn to before me this i.uii day
oi .January. D-2.
.b.-ini AV ii.i.i vM-« »n,
1W 1
.1 U-lh'r t the Pea*

^WIL^E^^IPOinrD

Week.

\\

£

d.-J
7

Liabilities.

r

*•

Total..

hi.

t

;j
71

:

17
7

Total A -set*'.si

ami

sua)

(in
north.
Manila). Notmi•
in 1. «\.• i:..<
,i
in,- i\
M '»ii M« >in la
\\
1 ni
I.,
iia h'j i
in.LT :tl t'annUm al In. ITi. IMla-inf I.M.\ ;n i'. ..|.:
\
ini:- al I»m k-|)(n
w ith train I'm' ISnnu'ir -am-- «i
liKM-KMv. Will U-tv.- Bii- k.-|M.ri at :• \ M ..>,
I (rain from ISaMZ'M-. <»n Tin-- !a
arrival
I'lmr
ami
ifni'-l
I -n n; a. a
Ib-If ,-f af IJ,
a,
n' l'tin;' with (r ;n tn-m !>uin/ia»n.
mnN n a! I
liirk I* .M

»'.1

l.'e Insurance Fund.

St MM Ain

ing. frequent

Dills.

rubbing in
thoroughly.
in..- the mo-t -keptieal.—

n,

v,j!

ear,

l-.l.Y"

FOB

V

vnttl m

>iug and healing the
disea -ed membrane.

Ht-neli- :.ti r.-suh
are realized by a
feu appliead -nA ih -r-’iuh treatment a* directed will cure
Cal iri’ti.
A
a h-ui-ehold remedy for cold in the
h'-ad and -niillle- it i- unequalled. This Halm i"old by druggist.- at aO
ea.-\ to u-• ait-1 agreeable,
•cut-,
on r.-eeipt <-l an rents will mail a package.
Send f<*r circular with full information.
lyeow.'i

Total.S420,(;s4.:>:{

A. II. Ri:

ill

,-ee.

tertiary, are an
Tliey never fail to

or

For weakne-s of t!u Kidneys and Kladder
A quick and complete eurein 4 to
>
days o| all urinai ; aft'- eiions,-marl-

Clarke's

a--:igesot < atarrha!
a
healthy ■•ereti'ms, allays inllammait -I irritaii-m, pr-i- r\~ the membraual linings |
>i the head, inm ad liti-mal cold.-, completely heals
I a- <.>re- a.id re-t' r>- tin- -«-u.-e of ta-fe and' smell.

siii'jdu-

and belief.
Correct.
Attest:

v,

Per

--—•

brr *2Mh.

1 ! Mill.I I II s.

York City.

Dr.

ELYS CREAM BALM

si

edge

:.d

ur t

l.ih
ir•.
ti i.

-.

t

I

any Mood Disorder.

or

H'VAH 1 III.F

through tie nose. It
will be ab-orbed, rlean-

the

>ek paid ill.. ..sl.lo.uuo.oo
Fu.id...
.'2,.1i»o.no
l
<Ii\ id* d P nits.
'72.1 I
National Rank Note- < »ut-t;ti»«linur. |:52."Oojki
I M vid< nd- I'npaid.
:;72.oo
Individual Deposit-.
111.-*' 1’.'
a| dal

Y*

For Deafness,
\pply a particle into

\

|

I

Dills

<

Hahn into the nostrils ;
draw -irong breaths

the

in

t■ r\

EMLAND S BANGOH VIA BELFAST.

|. i
i:w s-7
Il.vg 17
lid

Lo-.-e-outstanding Dee. :SI. !>>l.’-alaries, Kent aiel l'ill> dll*-...

statement

invaluable
eure when
iliree' i<nr-, arc* followed.
Priee
per bo\. Five Ho.\e> $10. sent I>\ mail.
prepaid, on receipt of price. Addr
l>r. Clarke Medicine « oinpany. New

Syphilitic!

atari'll, Hay Fev
i-r, ( old in the Head,
Am., m.-ert with little
Huger a particle of the

REPORT OE THE CONDITION OF THE

•

<

City.

stage, whether primary.

In cilli-T

omlary
remedy

Anti-

DIRECTIONS.
For

l,,.»j

..

Clarke's

Seeretar).

•2w .1

HOH 1,4

Dr.

Vice President.

.Vsst.

11,

Trips

<>

urn
m»

<■

Total ....si

Amount at Disk

'i\ iiiir

43 WALL STREET.
II GRBERT H LLKI!

New > ork

Tome

1

f.r

O'

O

7

ll,::c

Uliiee.

HLDNMiiCi to ninmHmi.

hlliL'S, & j.s

”.

i.ii

a.inuiii

Premiums.
interest accrued.
Cash in Citv Nat. Bank.

(

«

V

naii,

I. K W 1ST «» !»
will h-im

IIKKIIIM,, M.istcr,
'I

1

Machiasport.

11,(Mil i.i 1.1

stocks.
Kaiiroad
Mortgage Loans......
Premium Note-he! I hy the < -.mpam
Net \mount dim from \gent-and otlb

>le»ini'r

has.

Ibt ii ruing, will ]«• a\ • Maehia-poi e\ ■
Moil da)
and Thursday morning, at 1.30 o'clock,’tom bing
as almve, arriving in Portlaml same evening, eon
nesting with the Pullman night train for Bo>ton.
Connects at Poeklamt with >anfor<l >. >.
...
steamers rarh trip for Belta-t, Bangor ami Piv.-r
Ham lings ; also w i t h -leaim
on M me la
\\n Im
lav ami Krhla.v trip- for t,r«,n\- l.amling, Blur
iiill ami Kllsw• rth
At Bar I larbor v\ itli -ti-aimr
for Lamoine ami >ulli\an.
\’ "eilgwiek with -1. _•«
for I-1 iiehilI.
1»\i I x >» \\ i.s i. At Korkiaml M-.mlav
amlT'b .•
•
ifor.l v
from Bang- rami Biv.
lays witli
lain.lings f,,r Portlaml.
K. < l ■"IIJ Mt, t.eneral Mauagci
«.L«e I.
I > V V, (ietn ill Ticket Agent. Portlaml.

1882.

1,

"

'a

■

Bank

>1 If i: R i >l!.i>v AT 1. \sT. Price *j,v.
MEAD’S Medicated CORN anti BUNION PLASTER,

^

An Invigorating Medicine that Never Intoxicates
1m,
1
f the best
;:i!
!.
M.:;

!»'

Castine,Millbridire i lladiias.

lin 1

GINGER TONIC
The Best ant! Surest

fill

at 11.15 oYloek. <*r
n arrival
t
Pullman expre.-?. train from Boston, for Koekluml,
< astine, I »•.-. » i >le,
'So.
\Ve>t
I
la
irk,
Harbor.
>et«lg\v
Harbor, 'It. I>r.-«Tf. Millbrhlgr, -I• >n*• -1*«.j-1. ami

OLOl'CKSTKK, MASS.
JANUARY

City

SEABURY <& JOHNSON;
Manufacturing Chemists. New 'i ork.

PARKER’S

ti.

I'

1

day evenings,

\SSKTS.

° not
allow your druggist to
o:hor plaster having a similar
S-*c that the word is spelled
P-ro *_>.-> cfs.

s.uno
mum*.

IT. ami t.'. c.tLli.

17 STATE STREET.

The

,i

Gloucester Fire Insurance Go,.

»ii's ('npcino Porous Plaslifivehc**n imitated. Do

ters

ti..::;.
projH'rtK-.

IIOSTOX <>FI K /:.

Ul'KIvK,

K DM IN D

Ifni Iron* I 15, *i i* I s.~

to

I

COLOGNE.
e>

lit. Desert, lliicklani!,

a person more trust
more capable of securing for them an
favorable consideration at the Patent Of-

Cu.li Capital.$100,000,00(1

Pails.
Liniments.

to

’tloeeston
An

all oilier Piasters.

Ointments or Salv,
»• superior to Elect ricify or gal vain
They Art Imuiediately.
They Si remit lien.
They Soothe.
They Relieve Pain tit Once.
They Positively Cure.

ol< >r and
prevent:- baldness
60 r*: * :m \ ft
sizes at dir^.-u.

V. 11. ODIORNF,
FRANK R. DOLE.
M. F. IMCKFRIN'C,
JAMES L1TTLKE1ELD.
bFORCE HENMAN,
THOMAS If. LORD,
(IIARLES F. BERRA.

BLANCHARD,
RAKER Mc.NEAR,
WILLIAM H. DILI.,
FRANK N. THAYER,
THOMAS DANA,

Superior

^

**rior

natural

III H ECTORN.
S. C.

Art*

Are

A per feet dress'
ing. U ini’yper
fumed ai.d liarmRemoves
less.

ioo.Ono.::'.

Increase.

PARKER’S
HAIR

120,70s.70
7-">,ooo.oo

1

or

KTATKMKNT OF TIIF CONDITION OF Till

Sprains.

or

Neuralgia or Kidney Diseases.
Lumbago, Severe Aches or Paint
“cmale Weakness.

iss|.—‘j.i

$V)0,7n.s.7’..

Net surplus, lsso.

Cramps

Maine.

1

s

Backache or Lame Back,
flheumatism or Lame Joints.

W. B. MORNF.

Scnrsmont,

Increase. $.”>10,722.01
Number of risks taken, lssi.:r>..'S7
HSO.10.201
Im*rease.

along.

come

>1

*■-

-Full-

Ho.s n IN, < tetobor lit, 1S7<).
It. II. Ki»l)V, I\s«p—Dear sir :
You procured for
Since then y ou have
me, in 1M0, my ilrst patent
acted fe»r and advised me in hundreds of cases, and
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. I
have occasionally employed the best agencies in
New York, Pliiladelphia and Washington, but I "till
jrive you almost the whole of my business, in your
line, and advise others to emplov you
Yours truly,
t.KUltbK DKAPKK.
Boston. January 1. issj -1 yrI

will lind it to
We want a lot id'
and Bireh Lumber.

jobs

III.

.11

IV M.

I

Cl I A S. MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.

ikiiiii

call.

W. >1. BROWN.

1.1

JAMKS LirTLKKIKI.il,
Superintendent, Boston.
IK. LANK, Agent. Belfast.
Belfast, Jan. II, Issii.—3
sal

i.ii

Late < 'ommissioner of Patents.

repairing

or
its a

.11.

-"

“Inventors cannot employ

worthy

earlv and
fice.”

■H

[TRADE

agent.

ready

ways be

Premiums received, lssi.$1..*>28.007.21
1880. 1,00s,044.BO

surplus, 1881.
Dividends paid.

iieial intercourse.”

Pine, Brown, \sh, Spruce
Should it lul a dry year and affect our water power,
w* shall add >team powei to our mill, and shall al-

$357,1 on. I*'.

Net

the above

Reduced t# the Lowest for CASH.

arc

All persons building
their advantage to give

040,701; :»;•
:>S{, 507.2:1

..

•*

with

neiJanuary lUtli, the

< oimm

1*3 >leainer Katalaiin will make two
trips per week, leaving llelta-t
gaM<)M.vk> ami Tin ksi*\ys, at
®

TESTIMONIALS.

Double Thick Door (ilass and
Window (ilass.

OO

{£?“
C3£
=3 CO

This

Our Prices

$882,001 .BO

lKTCa SO.

As

\

sailoj-s

REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
THE CURE OF

Syrup.

$.">00,000,011
>

<

Indian Mood

keep on hniul iitconneetion

Plain (.round

a ssets, I ssi.$2,:ioo.;>:r>. i
1880. 1,48.1,870,5s
1

Sanford Steamship Co.

regard Mr. Kddy asoncof the most capable ami
successful practitioners with whom I have had of

Door Bulls, Knobs, Locks, Latches, Sash Fasts,
Door Springs, Blind Hangings, Castors, Plrtnre
Knobs, Wire Screens, Screws, Flowered and

.rHHI.OOO.OO

Increase.

R. H. EDDY,

“I

PAINTS, OILS, COLORS. JAPAN,

Capital, 1 ssi.$ l.OOO,000. oo

man

Annoyance Avoided.

Dour and Window Frames, Door and Window

Screens, llluck W alnut and Ash Extension Tallies, Pumps, Gutters, Mouldings, Bracketts,
and Water Wheels. Pine, Blnck Walnut and
Ash lumber always on hand.
Job Work of
Sash Primed and Glazed.
every description.

in. SI. OOO. OOO.

1880

SPECIAL NOT ICE.

>o. 7r> State St., opposite Kilby, Boston.
Secures Patents in the United States; also in Croat
Britain, France and other foreign countries. Copies
of the claims of any Patent furnished by remitting
one dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.
.Vo Agency in the United States possesses superior
facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining tin
patentability of inventions.
It. II. ED1)V, Solicitor of Patents.

Doors, Sash & Blinds,

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT.

j

£

Manufacturers and Dealers In

We shall

■

£

11

Company.
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Capital

PATENTS-

n_9

ami

.utlS

111.u11 i' 1*1
* I

ai

n-

iiiu;tr>

*1

J

of

IRISH AlilTATION.

I
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/
l>\ outlay, .\r. /*.
Able. < ..i:i|>r. lien<•
Reliable.
t,.r\
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>«••. --ti t. ,•
,.t
:•
I- :.-i.s \\i:
l'.nglish Rule and M
iH-oj.;e are
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